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2.1. Sector trends
In 2013, the communications sector represents about 4 percent of GDP. In
particular, the value of the communications macro sector (including the media,
telecommunications and postal-service sectors) for 2013 is estimated at Euro 56.1
billion, which corresponds to an overall loss of Euro 5.4 billion in terms of turnover
compared to 2012. As in the previous year, the communications operators have had
to cope with the economic downturn that has now been a feature of the Italian
economy for the last five years and, in this difficult macroeconomic context, they
have recorded a progressive contraction in the expenditure of users and businesses
with a consequent decline in unit revenues. It is a generalized phenomenon which,
however, affects certain areas of communications to a greater extent than others.

The value of the
communications
sector

Figure 2.1. The communications sector. Revenues (2013, Euro billions)

Source: processed by the Authority using company data

The relative weight of telecommunications is substantially similar to the
previous year: in respect of the total value of the sector, it represents more than
61%, while media services make up 26% and postal services 12%. The different
relative weightings of the three sectors is reflected not only in the total value of the
communications system, but also in the contribution of each sector to the overall
decline in the revenues recorded. A more detailed analysis is given in the following
paragraphs, it is however worth noting here that, in absolute terms, the most
marked decrease occurred in the telecommunications market, which recorded
revenues of Euro 4.1 billion less than in 2012. The figure confirms the decrease in
total revenues already recorded in the previous three years but attests to an
exacerbation of the decline in absolute terms compared to the previous year, equal
to twice the negative value reported in 2012 (see para. 2.2). In the media sector
(radio-TV, publishing and the Internet) the decrease rate was equal to 7%: in fact,
the turnover lost in the last year are estimated at Euro 1.1 billion, which is slightly
better that 2012 (Euro -1.4 billion). The postal sector also showed a decline
compared to the previous year: in fact, 2013 ended with a decline of more than 2%.
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Table 2.1. Breakdown of revenues in the communications sector (Euro millions)
free TV
pay TV
radio
daily newspapers
magazines
Internet
TOT MEDIA
Universal Service - US
with exclusive rights
Other postal services
Express courier
TOT POSTAL SERVICES
fixed
network
mobile network
TOT TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TOTAL
Source: processed and estimated by the

2012
4,993
3,395
634
2,507
2,842
1,503
15,874
2,610
321
953
3,171
7,056

2013
4,695
3,326
603
2,331
2,351
1,466
14,772
2,436
341
880
3,251
6,909

%
change
-5.97
-2.02
-4.94
-7.02
-17.28
-2.46
-6.94
-6.67
6.22
-7.58
2.50
-2.08

18,580
17,200
-7.43
20,040
17,260
-13.87
38,620
34,460
-10.77
61,549
56,140
-8.79
Authority using company data

Table 2.2. The size of the communications sector in terms of GDP (%)
2012
2013
Telecoms/GDP
2.46
2.21
Radio & TV/GDP
0.58
0.55
Publishing/GDP
0.34
0.30
Internet/GDP
0.10
0.09
Postal services/GDP
0.45
0.44
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Trends in the
telecommunications
market,

The trend in revenues, however, shows differences also within individual
sectors. In the telecommunications sector, mobile network services - like the
previous year - recorded the highest decrease in terms of revenues. Unlike last
year, the reduction in revenues from mobile networks is also much higher, almost
double, compared to that recorded for the fixed network (-13.9% and -7.5%,
respectively). For that matter, the mobile sector has shown a decline in revenues
for the first time, also in data services. Thus, while in 2012 the level of investment
in telecommunication networks remained stable overall - thanks to the increase in
the mobile segment which made up for the marked reduction in the fixed network
segment - in 2013 investment in infrastructure fell overall by more than 5% (para.
2.1).
In the face of these new elements, the overall trend of the telecommunications
market confirms the trends highlighted last year, including a reduction in the prices of
telecoms services to the benefit of consumers, especially in the mobile sector. In the
fixed sector the reduction in the volume of voice traffic on the switched fixed network
is constant. In the mobile sector there is a growing reduction in the volume of SMS
traffic, with limited impact however on unit revenues. In this context, the substantial
stability of the degree of coverage of the fixed broadband networks is confirmed,
counterbalanced by the expansion of mobile broadband and the prospect of growth
linked to the development of the digital mobile ecosystem through the spread of new
services and applications. The impact of the Internet on GDP could hopefully increase
in Italy in the coming years, reaching the estimates made at European level as
regards the contribution of the connected ecosystem to economic growth (see para.
1.3).

and in the
media

The media sector, however, although less affected by the negative
macroeconomic situation which has influenced reduced household spending, seems
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to be suffering from the negative trend in the advertising market. Advertising
revenues have fallen by about 7%. For the first time, the internet industry lost
almost 2.5 percent of revenue from advertising. On the other hand, the pay-TV
segment is that less affected by the downturn in advertising revenues in the media
sector (-2.2%) while unencrypted television shows more than twice this decrease
(about -6%), just above that of radio (-5%). With regard to audiences, the trend
already recorded last year has been consolidated, with the fragmentation between
the various communication means, also favoured by technological development
which seems to have led to structural modifications in the offer of the more
traditional media services and products.
In the face of these changes, the publishing industry is confirmed as that most
exposed to change. In Italy, the press recorded a decline in revenues of 7.2% last
year for newspapers and more than 17% for magazines. The figure thus seems to
confirm recent analyses conducted by the Authority within the sphere of fact-finding
surveys on advertising and news, which have revealed not only the redistribution of
income in favour of the new operators of the Internet economy, but also the risk of a
structural shortage of funding sources for journalistic activities (para. 2.3). To cope
with this problem, the publishing sector seems destined to migrate to the news
websites which are becoming more and more popular among users, through the
increasing recourse to concentration operations involving both online magazines and
newspapers. In this regard, Italy shows a slight delay compared to other countries. In
the United States, in fact, last year showed confirmation of a trend that had already
begun a few years ago, which highlights the interest of the Silicon Valley giants in
investing in the press: from the news of the purchase of the Washington Post by the
founder of Amazon, to the launch of the new Watchdog information website owned by
eBay.
The impact of the Internet does not even seem to have excluded the postal
services sector, with a certain degree of development in the express delivery market
where there is the highest level of competition between operators linked to the
increase in shipments despatched by e-commerce platforms. While overall the
postal sector shows a decrease in revenues between 2012 and 2013 of about 2%,
the express courier sector alone has grown by 2.5 percentage points. Thus, the
postal services market in Italy is now worth a total of around 0.4 percentage points
of GDP, and its greatest potential for growth is in integration with digital services
through the development of the courier services segment which is worth around
Euro 3.2 billion. In fact, this sector presents continued growth in the number of
players on the market, where the number of qualified parties has no equal in Europe
(see para. 2.4).
In conclusion, the entire evolution of the communications sector in Italy
continues to go through a phase of decline in revenues, apparently more
pronounced in the telecommunications and publishing markets and less sustained in
the postal services and pay-TV segments.
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2.2. Telecommunication services
The ongoing negative economic situation which was a feature of the
macroeconomic picture in 2013 represented an extremely important component of
the further contraction seen in the telecommunications sector last year.
The main trends

In this context, the main factors, which have been features of the Italian
market trend for some years now, continue:
i.
further
contraction
in
services
and
corporate
telecommunications services (-8.8% compared to -4.1% in 2012);

spending

on

ii. continuing decrease in unit revenues (-19% for voice services), which is
now consolidated also for mobile services where, for the first time, there has been a
fall in income from data services (-3.3%);
iii. confirmation of the decreasing trend in the consumption of traditional fixed
network services (-9.9%);
iv. stable increase in fixed network broadband, which has now reached full
maturity (accesses remain below 14 million) while there is expansion in mobile
broadband (+23% in the number of SIMs which have produced data traffic);
v. decreasing investments in fixed and mobile infrastructure (-5.4%);
vi. a substantially unchanged balance in competition, with Telecom Italia
maintaining its market share, while there is growth on the part of the OLOs, Wind
and Fastweb;
vii. the appearance of potential growth linked to the expansion of fixed and
mobile ultra-broadband networks with strongly innovative applications and services.
In 2013 the Italian economy again registered falling values in the main
macro-economies, although the decrease was less than the previous year, especially
as regards investments which were 4.8% lower, while the decrease in household
spending, equal to 1.3%, was similar to that of last year (Table 2.3).
Table 2.3. The Italian economy in 2012-2013 (Euro billions)
% change
% change
2012
2013
2012/2011 2013/2012
Gross Domestic Product
1,567
1,560
-0.9
-0.4
Household expenditure
948
935
-1.4
-1.3
Investments (*)
108
103
-9.1
-4.8
* Net of transport means and constructions
Source: processed by the Authority using Istat data

Telecoms and the
Italian economy

The telecommunications market continued to show an overall reduction in the
value of services offered at both retail and wholesale levels. This trend, continuing
for some time now, is reducing the weight of the sector not only as regards Gross
Domestic Product but also in terms of the consumption on the part of households of
the services in question. The weight of Telecoms investments has also fallen, in
spite of the strong contraction in total investments, demonstrating the negative
performance of the sector in 2013 (Table 2.4).
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Table 2.4. Telecommunications in the economy (2012-2013, in %)
2012
2013
Revenues (All telecoms services/GDP)
2.46
2.21
Household expenditure (Telecoms/Total
2.21
2.05
expenditure)
Investments (Telecoms/Total
5.84
5.80
investments)
Source: processed by the Authority using Istat data

The structural reduction in the prices of telecommunications terminals and
services on fixed and mobile networks. The former, often sold in bundle form
together with telephony and data, have decreased on average by 15.9% in 2013
and by a further 6.1% in the first quarter of the current year. At the same time,
the index of the prices of telephony services has decreased, correspondingly, by
8.8% and by 0.8% (Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2. Telecoms Communications and consumer prices: comparison of
dynamics (2010=100)

Source: processed by the Authority using Istat data

The downturn in telecommunications service prices on fixed and mobile
networks, already in progress for several years, seems particularly evident in the
specific index of production prices which, in the entire period considered (1st
quarter 2006 - 4th quarter 2013) shows an average reduction of about 37%, which
is more marked for mobile network services (56%) than for fixed network services
(26.6%).
This decreasing trend was also confirmed in 2013 (on average by more than
5%), with the index relative to fixed telephony decreasing by 2.9% and that of the
mobile network by 9.7% (Figure 2.3).11

Source: Istat, “Prices at service production level”, 27 March 2014. The price index at the
production level of telecommunications services measures "...the trend in the prices of
business services sold by operators which provide telecommunications services to companies
of other sectors and to the Public Administration".
11
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Figure 2.3. Telecoms Index of production prices of telecommunications services
(2010 =100)

Source: processed by the Authority using Istat data

Telecommunications continues to be the only sector, of the services sectors of
general interest, which displays a falling price trend. This phenomenon is to a great
extent linked to the high rate of technological innovation which is a feature of this
area compared to the others considered (Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4. Telecoms Main public tariff trends (2010=100)

Source: processed by the Authority using Istat data

The analysis carried on all services (Figure 2.5) shows that the dynamics of
prices of services regulated at national level are more limited not only compared to
non-regulated services but, above all, compared to services regulated at local level.
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Figure 2.5. Telecoms Service price trends (2010=100)

Source: processed by the Authority using Istat data (*) – January 2011

Considering the European context, Italy is the country with the greatest price
reduction. In the last year, prices on the Italian market fell by 24.5%, more than
twice the European average which was 11% (Figure 2.6). Observing the main
countries, it can be seen that France has similar dynamics to Italy, while Germany
and Spain have more contained reductions of around 12%, and prices in the United
Kingdom have actually grown by almost 10%.12
Figure 2.6. Telecoms Telecommunications price trends in Europe (2005=100)

Source: Eurostat

Considering specifically the trend of revenues, in 2013 there was greater
reduction for the sector overall (-10.8% compared to –6.4% in 2012).13 The

Data originating from Eurostat and referring to the COICOP-CPO082-83 services category
(Telephone and telefax equipment and services).
13
Gross revenues are the sum of the final expenditure of private and business clientele and
the revenues from intermediate services supplied to other operators. The economic
information in the tables and figures in this paragraph, unless otherwise indicated, also include
the data relative to the virtual mobile operators.
12
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decrease in revenues from the mobile sector is confirmed, with a fall of almost twice
that of fixed telephony (-13.8% against -7.4%) (table 2.5).14
Table 2.5. Fixed and mobile Telecoms Gross revenues (Euro billions)
2012
2013
% change
Fixed network
18.58
17.20
-7.4
Mobile network
20.04
17.26
-13.8
Total
38.62
34.46
-10.8
Trend of total
revenues,

retail and
wholesale

Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

The sector performance indicators, relative to the retail expenditure of
business and household users (Table 2.6) and wholesale services supplied to other
operators (Table 2.7), show that the reduction in revenues from mobile networks,
unlike last year, are considerably above those recorded for the fixed network
(respectively -11.2% and -6.0%). This decrease appears clearly linked to the
dynamics of the wholesale revenues (-18.6% on average) relative to which the
mobile component has fallen considerably compared to the fixed component (28.1% against -11.9%).
Table 2.6. Fixed and mobile Telecoms Expenditure of private and business users (Euro
billions)
Fixed network
Mobile network
Total

2012
14.08
16.87
30.94

2013
13.23
14.99
28.21

% change
-6.0
-11.2
-8.8

Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Table 2.7. Fixed and mobile Telecoms Revenues from intermediate services (Euro
billions)
2012
2013
% change
Fixed network
4.50
3.97
-11.9
Mobile network
3.17
2.28
-28.1
Total
7.67
6.25
-18.6
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

The data relative to fixed and mobile network telecommunications, unless otherwise indicated,
include the information provided by the following companies: Brennercom, BT Italia, Cable &
Wireless, CloudItalia, Colt, Fastweb, Green ICN, H3G, Infracom Italia, Orange Business Italy,
Retelit, Telecom Italia, Tiscali, Verizon Italia, Vodafone NV, Welcome Italia and Wind, and the
"pure" MVNOs A-Mobile, Carrefour Italia Mobile, Coop Italia, Daily Telecom, ErgMobile, Noverca
and Poste Mobile. Furthermore, for a more complete representation of the market, also on the
basis of indications emerging from a specific analysis carried out on the individual financial
statements of 70 companies, relative to the financial year 2012, the data of the revenues of
smaller companies, for which detailed information is not available, have been estimated. With
reference to 2012, both for the table in question and for the subsequent tables, the data are not
completely standardised and therefore are not directly comparable with the corresponding figures
given in the last Annual Report. This is because the companies have at times made additions and
re-classifications due both to changes and additions in the calculation methodologies adopted (for
example drivers for estimating revenues and investments) which, in some cases, change the
scope of the companies' economic activities. This has therefore led to adjustments in terms of
economic amounts, in some cases of a more than marginal nature. Moreover, in the following
tables, in the case of data expressed in currency, merely for rounding purposes, the sum of the
decimals of the single addenda might not be equal to that of the total result, as similarly the
values relative to the percentage changes might not all be equal compared to the calculation of
the data indicated in the tables, almost always expressed for simplicity in billions of Euro.
14
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For fixed network, the overall contraction in revenues is mainly due to a
decrease in income from the sale of origination, termination and transit services,
which undergo – by effect of Resolutions 92/12/CIR, 187/13/CONS and 668/13/CONS
– a regulated unit price reduction estimated at about 23%,15 and a simultaneous
average reduction in total volumes of about 6.3%. The overall fall in fixed network
revenues, contrary to the previous year, is also due to those generated by access
services (LLU, virtual LLU, shared access, WLR, bitstream and bitstream naked) the
total revenues of which show a reduction of 3.8% compared to an increase in total
volumes of 2.3% (+8.1% for unbundling services, -17% for WLR, -17% for shared
access, -9.4% for shared bitstream and +5.9% for naked bitstream) demonstrating
growing development of infrastructure on the part of alternative operators. The
reduction in the prices of access services is mainly due to the effects of Resolutions
746/13/CONS and 747/13/CONS which have reduced by approximately 16.7% the
main fees for bitstream services on copper network and by 6.4% the fees for
disaggregated access services.
In spite of increased total traffic volumes (+26% in minutes received on
mobile terminals), wholesale revenues for the mobile network decreased, largely
due to the effects of the unit price reduction of voice calls received on mobile
networks contemplated by Resolutions 667/08/CONS and 621/11/CONS. In view of
the average prices in force in 2012 and 2013, the unit price reduction on an annual
basis is estimated at around 69% (Table 2.8).
Table 2.8. Prices of voice-call termination services (Euro cent/minute)
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
Average Average
%
half
half
half
half
price
price
change
2012
2012 2013 2013
2012
2013
H3G
6.3
3.5
1.7
0.98
4.90
1.34
-72.7
Telecom Italia
5.3
2.5
1.5
0.98
3.90
1.24
-68.2
Vodafone
5.3
2.5
1.5
0.98
3.90
1.24
-68.2
Wind
5.3
2.5
1.5
0.98
3.90
1.24
-68.2
Media*
4.02
1.25
-68.8
* Value estimated by the weighting of the specific percentage reductions envisaged for the
single mobile operators for the respective market shares in wholesale traffic minutes
terminated in 2012 and 2013 on their own networks for the termination services due to calls
from other mobile networks.
Source: processed by the Authority

With reference to the end market, total expenditure of clientele shows a
decrease, equal to -8.8%, much greater than that of the previous year (-4.1%). In
particular, while in 2012 the reduction in the spending of private users was
considerably below that of business customers (-2.5% vs. -7.2%), the reduction in
2013 was about -9% for both customer categories (Table 2.9). The reduction in
spending on fixed telephony in 2013 remained the same as 2012, around -6%,
while there was a drastic reduction in expenditure on the part of private users in the
mobile sector (-10.9%) compared to the previous year (-1.6%).

Average change of prices 2012-2013 due to weighted revenues on the volumes of the
respective services.
15
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Table 2.9. Fixed and mobile Telecoms Final expenditure for each customer category
(Euro billions)
Fixed network
- Private
- Business
Mobile network
- Private
- Business
Fixed and mobile network
- Private
- Business

2012
14.08
7.30
6.68
16.87
13.69
3.18
30.94
20.99
9.95

2013
13.23
6.98
6.25
14.99
12.19
2.79
28.21
19.17
9.04

% change
-6.0
-4.3
-7.9
-2.3
-1.6
-5.4
-8.8
-8.7
-9.1

Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Analysing the composition of the market by customer category, the private
market in 2013 represented about 68% of total expense for telecommunication
services and was confirmed as the main recipient of mobile network services, with
over 81% of mobile network revenues, compared to 52.7% represented by the
retail revenues out of the total for fixed telephony (Table 2.10).
Table 2.10. Fixed and mobile Telecoms Expenditure for each customer category (Euro
billions)
2012
2013
Fixed rate - private
23.6
24.7
Fixed rate - business
21.9
22.2
Mobile rate - private
44.3
43.2
Mobile rate - business
10.3
9.9
Total
100
100
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Investments

As regards investments (Table 2.11), in 2013 there was a downturn of about
5.4%, which is more than that recorded the previous year (-0.6%). More
specifically, investments in fixed network decreased all together by 0.7%, but the
investment quota on the part of the OLOs increased by more than 8%, showing the
effort undertaken to develop infrastructure, especially by Fastweb. For the mobile
network, the reduction in investments (-9.8%) regarded mainly H3G, while those of
companies concerned with virtual mobile telephony increased (+15.8%), although
representing only a marginal portion compared to the longstanding mobile
operators.
Table 2.11. Fixed and mobile Telecoms Investments in fixed assets (Euro millions)
2012
2013
% change
Fixed network
3,066
3,045
-0.7
- of which OLOs
1,167
1,265
8.4
Mobile network
3,250
2,930
-9.8
- of which MVNOs
44
51
15.8
Total
6,316
5,975
-5.4
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Sector
profitability

Considering the profitability of the sector, in 2012 gross operating margin
(EBITDA) represented on average 39.8% of revenues (41.1% in 2011 with
equivalent terms). As for the previous year, the 2013 estimate for the main
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operators on the market confirms a contraction of gross profit of around 1%.16 The
decrease in direct workers has continued, with 3,500 less in 2012 although the
estimate for 2013 is slightly lower.
With regard to the competitive balance between the main telecommunications
service retail market operators (Table 2.12), in 2013 the position of Telecom Italia
has remained basically stable compared to the previous year (45.9%), while the
market share of Vodafone has decreased (-1.6%) to the advantage, in particular, of
Wind (+0.7%), Fastweb (+0.4%) and H3G (+0.3%).
Table 2.12. Fixed and mobile Telecoms Expenditure of fixed and mobile network
users divided according to operator (%)
2012
2013
Telecom Italia
45.8
45.9
Vodafone
21.5
19.9
Wind
14.7
15.4
Fastweb
4.8
5.2
H3G
5.5
5.8
BT Italia
2.4
2.6
Other
5.2
5.2
Total
100
100
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

With regard to the trend in unit revenues in the fixed and mobile telephony,
relative to which the difficulty of constructing specific indicators on a comparable
basis has already been pointed out several times in recent Annual Reports, the
tendency towards the reduction of prices (-18.1% on average) charged to the public
for voice services was accentuated in 2013 (Table 2.13). Specifically, there was
practically no change in the average prices for the fixed network (+0.4%), while the
mobile network suffered a much larger downturn, with an average decrease of 25%.
The reduction took place in a context of an overall increase in voice traffic of around
8.5%, however, unlike in past years, there was a decrease in on-net traffic (of more
than 3%) and a simultaneous increase (around 40%) in off-net traffic. This seems
mainly due to the reduction in termination rates and the application of symmetric
rates, effective from 1 July 2013, in implementation of Resolution No.
621/11/CONS, which led to a reshaping of the tariff plans adopted by operators,
which have increased competition on the prices of calls to other operators even in
the face of reduced profitability of calls within their own customer bases.

The 2012 profit and employment data refer to the analysis of the income statement of the
individual 2012 financial statement of 74 companies which offer telecommunications services
(fixed network, mobile network, MVNO, WiMAX). The estimates for 2013 are calculated on the
basis of information supplied and in part estimated relative to BT Italia, CloudItalia, Fastweb,
H3G, Tiscali, Telecom Italia, Vodafone and Wind.
16
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Table 2.13. Fixed and mobile Telecoms Unit revenues in telephony services
(2013/2012, % change)
Private
Business
Private + Business
Fixed network*
2.0
-1.8
0.4
Mobile network**
-26.0
-19.9
-25.0
F+M average
-20.1
-11.3
-18.1
* The values are constructed with reference to the data for only the companies for which
detailed information is available and they regard only vocal telephony on switched networks
regarding - for revenues and traffic - fixed network local, national and international routes and
to mobile networks. The revenues do not include broadband services which, often offered as
part of voice + data bundles, contribute in a non-marginal manner to the reduction of
revenues and vocal telephony service volumes only on the switched network. Public telephony
is also excluded. ** Revenues and minutes of vocal traffic have been considered, relative to
calls to mobile networks (off-net and on-net), national fixed networks and international
networks.
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

With regard to revenues from data services, as already underlined on several
occasions, it is difficult to obtain sufficiently standardised data. However, it can be
conservatively estimated that in 2013 the unit revenues per GB of traffic on the
mobile network have fallen by more than 25%, to a price estimated at around Euro
1.15/GB.17
Fixed network
Sales of fixed
network services

In 2013, reduced earnings from the fixed network continued at a level
equivalent to that recorded last year (-6.0%) (Table 2.14). Different trends can be
observed between the two main components of fixed telephony, those represented
by the traditional services of the switched network and those on the broadband
networks.
For the former, there is an increased reduction of revenues compared to those
indicated in the last annual report (from -8.5% in 2012 to -9.9% in 2013), while
revenues for services on broadband networks have grown in 2013 (+0.4) at a slightly
higher rate than that recorded last year (+0.2%). This result seems to be due both to
the increase in fixed network broadband subscribers, where the average in 2013
increased by 0.6%, reaching 13.5 million18, and a possible increase in the quality of
services used by subscribers.

Revenues from data services refer to the income from Internet access and navigation, SMS,
MMS and other video traffic transmitted from user terminals and mobile TV services.
18
WiMAX users are excluded here.
17
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Table 2.14. Fixed Telecoms Breakdown of users' expenditure by type of service (Euro
billions)
2012
2013
% change
Final services on:
11.08
10.44
-5.8
- switched networks *
6.66
6.00
-9.9
- broadband networks**
4.42
4.44
0.4
Other data services***
0.52
0.51
-1.9
Other revenues****
2.48
2.28
-8.1
Total
14.02
13.23
-6.0
* Including income from access services, telephony services (local, national, international,
fixed/mobile), Internet dial up, net revenues from non-geographic telephone numbers and
from public telephony; ** Including fixed fees and consumption; *** Including dial-up data
transmission services and direct circuits rented to the end customer (excluding OLO); ****
Including revenues from the sale/hire of equipment, terminals and accessories and other types
of revenues not considered above.
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

With regard to broadband services by type of contract (Table 2.15), 2013 saw
consolidation of the spread of flat-rate plans which now account for just under 80%
of total contracts stipulated for the use of broadband services, while
correspondingly, the portion of consumption-based offers has fallen, now chosen by
only 7% of the customer base.19
Table 2.15. Fixed Telecoms Types of broadband service contracts (%)
2012
2013
Flat rate
76.5
78.5
Semi-flat rate
14.3
14.0
Consumption
8.2
7.5
Total
100.0
100.0
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

The reduction of switched network traffic continued, with an average decrease
(-14.1%) significantly greater than that observed last year (-7.5%) (Table 2.16).
The phenomenon has affected all routes considered: traffic to the national fixed
network has fallen by an average of almost 13%. For the international segment the
decrease is 9.4%, while public telephony and dial-up Internet (which together
accounted for about 1% of total traffic) have practically disappeared from the
landscape of services used on the switched fixed network.
Table 2.16. Fixed Telecoms Traffic on switched fixed networks according to route
(billions of minutes)
2012
2013
% change
Local
37.82
32.35
-14.5
Internet dial-up
1.16
0.62
-46.0
National
26.27
22.90
-12.8
International
2.49
2.26
-9.4
Mobile networks
10.23
8.87
-13.2
Public telephony
0.08
0.06
-24.4
Total
78.04
67.07
-14.1
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

The range of activities considered in the analysis by type of contract include, for the OLO,
Full and Virtual LLU access, xDSL Bitstream, Shared Access, Wholesale Line Rental, FTTH and
rented lines. The changes compared to the results of the previous year are due to different
classification methods adopted by some companies.
19
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Broadband accesses at the end of 2013 totalled 13.9 million, with a net
growth in the year of around 220,000 accesses (+160,000 in 2012). The structural
slowdown of broadband accesses is therefore confirmed, at present still based
almost exclusively on XDSL technologies, which do not allow sufficient speed for the
large-scale offer of high-quality video services.
Internet use continues to grow: fixed-network data traffic in 2013 increased
by 9.5% and correspondingly, given the growth in the number of subscribers, there
was an increase in traffic per capita per month of 8.8%.20 As noted above, the
growing demand for bandwidth is based, one the one hand, on the gradual increase,
from 55.5% to 60.7%21, of households which use the Internet and, on the other
hand, an ever greater use, especially by the more advanced users, of video and
streaming services.
The use of the network on the part of businesses is also increasing (Table
2.17).
Table 2.17. Fixed Telecoms Applications and services used by companies
Internet (%)
2012
Companies with a website
64.5
Companies which have made purchases and/or sales online
37.5
Companies which have used online PA services
83.5
Companies which have used at least one social media
13.0
account

via the
2013
67.3
44.4
85.5
24.7

Source: Istat, Le tecnologie dell’informazione e della comunicazione nelle imprese, 2012 and
2013 [Information and communication technologies in companies, 2012 and 2013]

In 2013, the increase in the nominal speed of broadband connections continued
(Table 2.18). In this regard, it can be noted that the weight of connections with a
capacity of more than 10 Mbit/s has reached 16.9% (12.8% in 2012), which
corresponds, for OLO accesses alone, to almost 27% (20.6% in 2012).
Table 2.18. Fixed Telecoms Broadband accesses according to nominal speed
bracket (%)
2012
2013
OLO
OLO+TI
OLO
OLO+TI
>144 Kbps ≤2 Mbps
5.9
11.5
5.1
9.9
>2 Mbps <10 Mbps
73.5
75.7
68.0
73.2
≥ 10 Mbps
20.6
12.8
26.8
16.9
Total
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Broadband
connection speed

As regards the competitive framework of the companies in the market of
broadband services offered to households and businesses, the first thing to be
noticed is the downward trend of Telecom Italia which, at the end of 2013,
accounted for less than 50% of broadband lines with a decline over two years of
about 2.5% (Figure 2.7).22

2012 and 2013 annual averages of broadband subscribers.
Source: Istat, “Cittadini e nuove tecnologie - Anno 2013” [Citizens and new technologies],
19 December 2013.
22
The data refer to those requested within the sphere of the updating of the European
reporting on broadband; however, the ranges of the relative services differ slightly from those
indicated in the following table on regional distribution of total direct broadband accesses,
which considers only the main forms of access, excluding, for example, permanent virtual
cycles, rented lines, etc. At the same time, the data resulting from the analysis of connection
20
21
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Figure 2.7. Fixed Telecoms Telecom Italia's market share of broadband retail
services (%)

Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Broadband
market shares

In March 2014, Telecom Italia's main competitors, namely Vodafone, Wind and
Fastweb, held about 41.7% of the broadband retail services market, which is just
above the figure for March 2013 (41.3%) (Table 2.19).
Table 2.19. Fixed Telecoms Market shares of broadband retail services (%)
Mar-13
Mar-14
Telecom Italia
50.25
49.01
Wind
16.08
15.72
Fastweb
13.37
14.03
Tiscali
3.61
3.57
Vodafone
11.88
11.91
Other
4.80
5.76
Total
100
100
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

The fall in the number of accesses via the fixed network again continued last
Access
year, with a total number of lines which, in the first quarter of 2014, show just over
distribution at the
21 million accesses (Table 2.20), representing a decrease of 1.1 million lines
national level
compared to December 2011.23 This reduction represents the difference between
the reduction in Telecom Italia accesses (-1.65 million) and the simultaneous
growth, by about 0.5 million accesses, of the alternative operators, which exceeded
8 million lines overall. This led to a progressive decrease in Telecom Italia's market
share, which was at 62% in March 2014.

rates on a territorial basis also include the virtual unbundling accesses, which, in turn, are not
included in the European reporting. Therefore, the value for Telecom Italia's market share of
fixed-network broadband accesses (49.8% at December 2013) shown in figure 2.7 could differ
slightly from the corresponding national average value (...%) indicated in the following table
2.19, since the two aggregates refer to service ranges that are not completely equivalent.
23
For a more precise representation of the market in terms of subjects (households and
companies) which have a specific subscription, FWA (Fixed Wireless Access) networks are also
included. With regard to that illustrated in the Quarterly Observatory of December 2013, the
data, updated in March 2014, include (the data for the period are considered in standardised
terms) NGI operators' subscribers, which must be added to the pre-existing companies
considered in the Authorities statistics of this specific market segment (Aria, Linkem Mandarin,
Wavemax).
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Table 2.20. Fixed Telecoms Access to the fixed network (thousands)
Dec-11
Dec-12
Dec-13
Mar-14
Telecom Italia accesses
14,681
14,000
13,213
13,027
OLO accesses
7,425
7,748
7,885
7,969
- Full unbundling
4,953
5,225
5,321
5,321
- Virtual LLU
63
35
28
28
- Sub Loop Unbundling
0
0
34
74
- Fibre optic
279
291
302
307
- Naked DSL
1,087
1,114
1,114
1,125
- WLR
957
801
671
660
- FWA
86
282
414
455
Total access
22,105
21,749
21,098
20,996
Telecom Italia share (%)
66.4
64.4
62.6
62.0
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

and at the
regional level.

The data on the distribution of access to the fixed network at the regional level
show that there are still big differences between regions, ranging from Lazio (77.5%),
Lombardy (69.5%) and Tuscany (68.9%) with the highest distribution indices, to
Calabria (56.3%) and Sardinia (56.4%), which are the regions with the lowest
network access (Table 2.21).24 It should be noted that in the course of 2013 there
has been a reduction in the rate of diffusion of fixed network access (from 69.5 to
66.4%), common to all regions although slightly more pronounced in the larger
towns and cities (on average from 90.8 to 86.5%). This change is attributed to a
link with the growth of Internet access on the mobile network and the simultaneous
increase in households with mobile-only telephone access, now estimated at around
35%.25

The results shown in the table cannot be compared with those in table 2.18 of the previous
Report. Firstly - with reference to the number of accesses - slight adjustments and
reclassifications have been made to ensure standardisation with other quantitative data
collected from companies and/or transmitted formally for other purposes (e.g. European
reporting on broadband, the EU digital agenda scoreboard). The population data used are
taken from the "2012 Demographic Balance" of Istat. More specifically, the population is
59.685 million, while the number of households is 25.872 million.
25
The number of households taken as a reference at the end of 2013 was approximately 26
million (Source: Istat), while the figure for the number of accesses to the fixed network
specifically related to residential users is estimated by subtracting the number lines of business
customers (taken from the basic data on the geographical distribution of broadband accesses
specifically requested of major companies), from the total number of estimated accesses.
Consequently, from the available data it can be estimated that approximately 21 million fixedline accesses refer to 4.2 million business subscribers (equal to approximately 20% of the
total) and just under 16.7 million households.
24
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Table 2.21. Fixed Telecoms Network access (December 2013, % of households)
Piedmont
64.4 Molise
60.5
Aosta Valley
58.6 Campania
67.9
Lombardy
69.5 Apulia
62.6
Trentino-Alto Adige
60.4 Basilicata
57.8
Veneto
63.9 Calabria
56.3
Friuli-Venezia Giulia
65.9 Sicily
60.7
Liguria
67.8 Sardinia
56.4
Emilia-Romagna
66.9 ITALY
66.4
Tuscany
68.9 Main towns/cities
86.5
Umbria
66.2 North West
67.8
Marches
66.8 North East
65.0
Lazio
77.5 Centre
72.5
Abruzzo
61.2 South and Islands
62.1
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company and Istat data

The competitive framework of direct access to the fixed network shows that
the market share of Telecom Italia, which stood nationally at about 63%, shows
marked geographical differentiation (Table 2.22).
Table 2.22. Fixed Telecoms Network access – market shares (December 2013, %)
Telecom
BT
Vodafone
Fastweb Wind
Tiscali
Other
Italia
Italia
Italia
Piedmont
62.7
10.0
13.4
0.3
1.7
10.2
1.6
Aosta Valley
73.7
6.8
7.1
0.1
0.8
10.8
0.7
Lombardy
60.0
13.3
11.5
0.6
1.9
10.4
2.3
Trentino A.A.
77.5
3.9
7.1
0.2
0.6
9.6
1.1
Veneto
71.6
4.9
9.6
0.3
1.0
10.2
2.4
Friuli V.G.
72.2
5.5
10.6
0.2
0.9
9.8
0.9
Liguria
56.5
14.5
13.2
0.3
1.8
12.6
1.2
Emilia-Romagna
66.7
9.1
11.1
0.4
1.5
9.5
1.7
Tuscany
70.0
6.9
10.6
0.4
1.9
8.7
1.4
Umbria
70.5
6.1
8.5
0.2
0.8
7.4
6.5
Marches
72.7
6.3
9.5
0.2
1.2
8.1
2.0
Lazio
54.4
14.4
17.3
0.4
2.8
8.7
1.9
Abruzzo
67.7
9.4
10.2
0.2
1.1
9.2
2.3
Molise
72.2
4.1
10.2
0.3
0.5
9.4
3.3
Campania
57.4
9.9
21.9
0.2
0.9
7.5
2.3
Apulia
55.1
7.6
21.8
0.1
0.7
9.5
5.1
Basilicata
75.8
5.7
6.8
0.2
0.9
7.9
2.6
Calabria
74.9
2.8
9.6
0.1
1.7
7.6
3.4
Sicily
61.5
6.0
17.7
0.2
1.8
10.2
2.7
Sardinia
60.3
3.2
7.0
0.1
19.2
8.2
1.9
ITALY
63.1
9.3
13.5
0.3
2.0
9.5
2.3
Main towns/cities
40.3
26.6
19.9
0.8
2.8
8.2
1.5
North West
60.4
12.5
12.2
0.5
1.8
10.6
2.0
North East
70.2
6.6
10.1
0.3
1.2
9.8
1.8
Centre
62.6
10.5
13.6
0.4
2.2
8.6
2.1
South and Islands
61.2
7.1
17.2
0.2
2.6
8.8
3.0
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Tot.
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

As illustrated in previous Annual Reports, certain structural conditions
(especially demographic and territorial) are the basis of Telecom Italia's significantly
higher market share in some regions - as in the case of Trentino Alto Adige
(77.5%), Basilicata (75.8%), Calabria (74.9%) or the Aosta Valley (73.7%), where
the distribution of the fixed network is lower than the national average.
At the same time, in regions where there are large towns and cities, Telecom
Italia's market share is drastically reduced (dropping to an average of just over
88
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40%). This confirms the infrastructure strategies of the alternative operators in
large urban areas. In the case of Fastweb, the national average figure of 9.3% is
much higher in Lombardy, Liguria and Lazio, where it has market shares in the
order of 13-14%. Wind (13.5% on a national scale) reaches a market share of
around 20% in Sicily, Campania and Apulia. Vodafone's market share, on average
less than 10%, is distributed in a more uniform manner among the different
geographical areas.

and of
competitor
operators.

Considering the main towns and cities, where, as it is known, competitive
dynamics are more pronounced than in the rest of the territory, Telecom Italia has
lost about 1% over the last year, while there have been gains for Fastweb (reaching
23.6%), and Wind, although remaining above 22%, has dropped 2.5% (WiMAX
accesses are not included in municipal data).
The coverage of the entire European population with broadband services was
the first objective of the European Agenda chronologically, to be achieved by 2013.
In October last year, Commissioner Kroes announced that the goal has actually
been achieved thanks to the use of the new generation of satellite systems (see
press release IP/13/968 EC of 17 October 2013).
In Italy, the National Broadband Plan sets out a more ambitious goal, which is
to ensure a minimum level of performance of a 2 Mbit/s download speed. In this
context, the level of effective coverage is estimated at the end of 2013 as 96% of
the population, thus excluding approximately 2.6 million citizens and less than 200
thousand local businesses and institutions.
For fixed-network technologies, the coverage of the population increased last
year by 1%, but almost 1,500 small towns are still without DSL coverage. ADSL-IP
coverage, however, which ensures a nominal performance of up to 20 Mbit/s
download, has reached 81% of the population and the service is available in about
5,000 Italian municipalities (see Between, Broadband Observatory).
The analysis of 156 major industrial districts shows coverage levels not very
different from the national average, but there are important regional differences. In
fact, in one-fifth of the districts basic services are available to less than 75% of the
local units and more than half of the districts have DSL-IP coverage below the
national average.
With regard to radio technologies, mobile network operators have invested in
the upgrading of mobile network broadband services (HSPA), offering end
customers nominal performances up to 42 Mbit/s, with coverage for more than 85%
of the population and around 4,700 towns and cities. Overall, mobile network
coverage has reached 95% of the population, covering almost all Italian
municipalities. At the same time, WiMAX operators have continued the development
of their networks, reaching more than 40% of the population at the end of 2013,
and similarly Wireless Internet Service Providers have further increased their
coverage, providing a significant contribution to the coverage of also the more
remote areas.
For the completion of the National Broadband Plan, new public calls for tender
are planned for Euro 120 million in 2014, apart from the share of private cofinancing by the telecommunication operators which participate in the initiatives.
In 2013, ultra broadband offers were launched both on both fixed and mobile
networks, with the rapid spread of coverage levels throughout the population:
a) for the fixed network, at the end of 2013 services were available using
fibre-optics, FTTH or FTTC in 40 cities, with a population coverage of
approximately 18%. The investment plans of the main operators
contemplate coverage at the end of 2016 of 50% of the population with
about 600 municipalities reached by the service;
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b) for fourth generation mobile services (LTE), at the end of 2013 there were
540 municipalities which had been reached by the service, while by 2016
LTE coverage of the population will be around 80%.
While these projects are pursued by the private operators, state and regional
authorities have taken the first ultra broadband infrastructure initiatives in the
country, experimenting with different public-private partnership models in the areas
of market failure.
In particular, the Ultra Broadband Strategic Project includes measures for the
creation of next generation networks, complementary to private investments. The
project was initiated in 2013 through the joint activity of the Ministry of Economic
Development and the Department for Economic Cohesion in the regions of
Basilicata, Calabria, Campania, Molise, Apulia and Sicily, with an outright grant of
about Euro 450 million, in addition to the share of co-financing which will come from
telecommunication operators. The first contracts were awarded in Campania and
Molise, while in Basilicata no bids were tendered. In May 2014, a further two tender
procedures were in progress (Apulia and Calabria), and the call for tenders will be
published shortly in Sicily.
NGN projects of
companies, the
state and the
regions

In the other regions, while national intervention is pending and, above all, the
funds that will be made available thanks to the 2014-2020 Community
programming, certain independent initiatives are being undertaken at local level, as
in the case of the Autonomous Province of Trento which, after reviewing its NGAN
project, resulting from the joint public-private Trentino NGN venture, plans to
extend the ultra-broadband infrastructure to cover the entire territory with 30 to 50
Mbit/s connections within three years, and the region of Lombardy, which has
launched a series of pilot initiatives for the creation of fibre-optic access
infrastructure over limited areas of the territory, both urban (Monza and Varese)
and where there are high business concentrations (Concorezzo).
As it is known, the geographical conditions of the territory and the population
levels in the municipalities represent fundamental variables in companies'
investment decisions and consequently also in respect of the network infrastructure
level and the relative broadband services available.

Broadband
With respect to residents, Table 2.23 and Table 2.24 show, by macro
penetration in the geographic area, the differences in the diffusion of broadband access compared to
regional macro
the national average.26 It can be seen that there are differences of above the
areas
national average corresponding, in general, to the provinces in the Centre-North of
the country. Thus, as in the case with differences of more than 30%, 55% of the
population in the provinces concerned live in the central regions of Italy. At the
same time, residents in areas where broadband penetration is more than 30%
below the national average live the southern regions and on the islands in more
than 85% of cases.
Table 2.23. Fixed Telecoms Individuals living in the provinces with broadband
diffusion above the national average (%)

26

The processing is carried out, also by means of estimates, on a provincial basis, with a
national reference population of 59.7 million. This includes Telecom Italia DSL retail access,
wholesale LLU access, virtual LLU, shared access, bitstream access and Fastweb fibre-optic
access and those of Air WiMAX, Linkem, Mandarin and WaveMax. With the reference scope
thus defined, national broadband penetration at 31 December 2013 is 24.67%. This is slightly
lower than last year, due on the one hand to a slight increase in the reference population, and
on the other to a reduction in Telecom Italia accesses and the wholesale OLO accesses which
have not been offset by Fastweb and WiMAX fibre-optic accesses.
Key for macro regional areas: SI (South and Islands) = Abruzzo, Basilicata, Calabria,
Campania, Molise, Apulia, Sardinia, Sicily; CE (Central Italy) = Marches, Lazio, Umbria,
Tuscany; NE (North-East) = Friuli V.G., Emilia Romagna, Trentino A.A., Veneto; NW (NorthWest) = Liguria, Lombardy, Piedmont, Aosta Valley.
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North East
North West
Centre
South
and
Islands
Total

>30
3.2
41.9
55.0

20<x<30
41.7
27.0
31.3

10<x<20
0.0
86.6
13.4

<10
21.5
23.5
14.8

100

100

100

40.1
100

Source: Authority estimates using Istat, Telecom Italia, Fastweb, and WiMAX operators' data

Table 2.24. Fixed Telecoms Individuals living in the provinces
diffusion below the national average (%)
<-30
-30<x<-20
-20<x<-10
North East
14.7
22.0
North West
12.7
7.9
Centre
6.4
5.4
South
and
Islands
85.3
80.9
64.7
Total
100
100
100

with broadband
>-10
32.8
26.7
21.5
19.1
100

Source: Authority estimates using Istat, Telecom Italia, Fastweb, and WiMAX operators' data

Considering the distribution of subscribers according to the various access
means (accesses owned by the incumbents, wholesale OLO accesses and OLO
accesses on proprietary networks) (Table 2.25), the accesses of the historic
operators are evenly distributed throughout the population, while in the case of OLO
access through proprietary networks distribution is concentrated in the North-West
of the country, where there is a significant portion of FTTH lines in the province of
Milan and in the South and Islands with a non-marginal number of WiMAX
subscribers. On the contrary, the regions in the North-East and Central Italy have
rather lower values for all types of access.
Table 2.25. Population and subscribers by access category and by macro area (%)
North West North East Centre South and Islands Total
Population
26.6
19.3
19.6
34.5
100
Telecom Italia
26.9
21.3
22.5
29.2
100
OLO wholesale
30.0
17.4
22.5
30.1
100
OLO own network
50.4
11.0
13.6
25.0
100
Source: Authority estimates using Istat, Telecom Italia, Fastweb, and WiMAX operators' data

The connection between population size and distribution of subscribers is also
confirmed by the analysis of the distribution of subscribers by type of population
(Table 2.26), which shows that the distribution of the accesses of the long-standing
operators is substantially proportional to that of the population, while the
subscribers of other operators tend to be concentrated in the large towns and cities.
Table 2.26. Fixed Telecoms Subscribers according to population size of the
provinces (%)
between
between
500,000
>
< 250,000 250,000 and
Total
and
1,000,000
500,000
1,000,000
Population
9.6
24.2
33.7
32.5
100
Telecom Italia retail
9.8
25.2
34.8
30.2
100
OLO wholesale
7.5
19.0
30.9
42.6
100
OLO own network
5.2
13.1
25.7
56.1
100
Source: Authority estimates using Istat, Telecom Italia, Fastweb, and WiMAX operators' data
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With reference to the spread of broadband access in the area, more than 44%
of households (a slight increase on last year) have a broadband line, with
differences which are considerable in certain cases, depending on the size of the
area considered (Table 2.27).27 Values above average are in fact recorded in Lazio
(56.2%), Campania (48.0%) and Lombardy (48.2%), while Basilicata, Calabria and
Molise have average values of between 30% and 35%. diffusion of broadband
accesses in large towns and cities, where there is a greater competitive pressure
between operators, is higher than the national average, reaching almost 67%.
In view of the basic data of companies, it is estimated that broadband access
on the part of the business clientele represents just over 55% nationally and almost
70% in large towns and cities.
Table 2.27. Fixed Telecoms Broadband access (December 2013, % of households)
Piedmont
40.4
Molise
31.0
Aosta Valley
36.5
Campania
48.0
Lombardy
48.2
Apulia
40.6
Trentino-Alto Adige
38.6
Basilicata
32.6
Veneto
39.9
Calabria
34.7
Friuli-Venezia Giulia
39.7
Sicily
39.9
Liguria
43.5
Sardinia
39.9
Emilia-Romagna
43.0
ITALY
44.1
Tuscany
44.8
Main towns/cities
66.6
Umbria
41.1
North West
45.4
Marches
43.2
North East
41.0
Lazio
56.2
Centre
49.7
Abruzzo
38.0
South and Islands
41.2
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

As illustrated with reference to fixed network access, Table 2.28 gives the
picture of the competitive structure of the main players as regards subscribers of
broadband services. On a national basis, Telecom Italia's market share at the end of
2013 is almost 50%, with particularly significant figures in Calabria (64.2%),
Trentino Alto Adige (66.7%) and Basilicata (62.5%), while in Sardinia, Liguria,
Apulia and Lazio it is around 42%. At the end of 2013, the main OLOs on the market
(Vodafone, Wind and Fastweb) together account for 42.0% of the market, a value
that does not show appreciable change compared to last year. However, it is worth
noting that in large towns and cities such companies all together hold about 64% of
the market. Fastweb market share has gradually increased both on a national basis
(+1% compared to 2012) and, to a greater extent, in large towns and cities (+1.4%)
where it is estimated that is has about 34% of the market, outpacing the other
alternative operators.

Broadband access is made up of Telecom Italia's Xdsl and, for the OLO, in addition to data
unbundling, bitstream and fibre-optic accesses consistent with the present structure of EU
reporting on the matter, also by those virtual unbundling and WiMAX accesses.
27
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Table 2.28. Fixed Telecoms Broadband accesses: market shares (Dec. 2013, %)
Telecom
BT
Vodafone
Fastweb Wind
Tiscali
Other Tot.
Italia
Italia
Italia
Piedmont
47.0
15.9 16.6
0.7
3.2
13.6
3.1
100
Aosta Valley
61.1
10.9
8.7
0.4
1.9
15.7
1.4
100
Lombardy
45.4
19.3 13.5
0.9
3.5
13.5
3.9
100
Trentino A.A.
66.7
6.3
8.9
0.5
1.3
14.1
2.1
100
Veneto
57.4
8.3 12.2
0.7
2.1
15.0
4.3
100
Friuli V.G.
59.2
8.9 13.7
0.5
1.9
13.7
2.0
100
Liguria
41.2
21.5 16.0
0.6
3.1
15.1
2.5
100
Emilia-Romagna
52.2
14.1 13.7
1.0
2.8
13.1
3.1
100
Tuscany
57.7
11.3 12.7
0.8
3.6
11.4
2.6
100
Umbria
57.2
9.7 10.5
0.4
1.6
9.9
10.6
100
Marches
62.5
9.5 11.2
0.5
2.2
10.6
3.5
100
Lazio
42.6
19.3 18.8
0.7
4.7
10.6
3.2
100
Abruzzo
55.3
14.6 12.4
0.6
2.2
11.0
4.0
100
Molise
55.9
8.2 14.8
0.7
1.4
12.3
6.7
100
Campania
49.0
13.3 23.7
0.3
1.5
8.5
3.7
100
Apulia
41.8
11.8 25.3
0.3
1.4
11.1
8.3
100
Basilicata
62.5
9.9
8.7
0.5
2.1
11.4
4.9
100
Calabria
64.2
4.7 11.6
0.5
3.1
10.3
5.6
100
Sicily
50.9
9.1 20.3
0.4
3.1
11.6
4.5
100
Sardinia
42.7
4.6
7.6
0.4
30.8
10.7
3.1
100
ITALY
49.8
14.0 15.9
0.7
3.6
12.1
3.9
100
North West
45.5
18.6 14.5
0.8
3.4
13.7
3.5
100
North East
56.2
10.6 12.7
0.8
2.3
14.0
3.4
100
Centre
50.3
15.2 15.6
0.7
3.9
10.8
3.6
100
South and
Islands
49.6
10.5 19.6
0.4
4.6
10.3
5.0
100
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

With regard to the total expenditure of households and companies on the fixed
network (Table 2.29), in 2013 Telecom Italia's market share was just over 60.4%,
slightly below the 2012 figure (60,7%). The competitive structure of the broadband
market seems to feature a trend towards a consolidation process, in which smaller
operators retreat albeit to an insignificant extent (-0.4%), while Fastweb has gained
(+0.6%) both in the residential sector (+0.4%) and in the business sector (+0.9%)
going from strength to strength as the second fixed-line operator, along with BT
Italia (+0.6% in business). Wind's market share (9.3% in 2013) shows hardly any
change in both the private and the business segments.
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Table 2.29. Fixed Telecoms Final expenditure of users per operator (%)
User
private
business
expenditure
2012
2013
2012
2013
2012
2013
Telecom Italia
60.7
60.4
64.5
64.5
56.7
55.8
Wind
9.3
9.3
12.7
12.7
5.7
5.5
Fastweb
10.6
11.2
7.6
8.0
13.9
14.8
BT Italia
4.9
5.1
0.0
0.0
10.2
10.8
Vodafone Italia
6.2
6.3
10.6
10.7
1.4
1.4
Tiscali
1.6
1.4
2.3
2.0
0.8
0.7
Other
6.7
6.3
2.4
2.2
11.4
10.9
Total %
100
100
100
100
100
100
Total (Euro billions)
14.08
13.23
7.30
6.98
6.78
6.25
The market shares in 2012 (given in the following table), because of certain variations in the
calculation methods used by companies also subsequent to the modified structure of the
information requested by the Authority, reclassifications and, in some cases, the diverse range
of activities performed, cannot be compared directly with the corresponding values given in the
last Report to Parliament.
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

and by type of
service.

The presence of Telecom Italia in dial-up and broadband services (Table 2.30)
decreased in 2013 by 1.0% to just over 50%, while Fastweb increased on average
by 1.0% (1.7% in the business segment). Positive results in this market were also
obtained by BT Italia (+0.6%), while Telecom Italia has lost 1.7%. In the residential
segment, compared to a decline of 0.5% of Telecom Italia, Wind and Fastweb have
earned 0.4%, also at the expense of the smaller players.
Table 2.30. Fixed Telecoms Revenues from end users for dial-up and broadband
services (%)
Total
private
business
2012 2013
2012
2013
2012
2013
Telecom Italia
51.1
50.1
52.1
51.6
50.1
48.3
Wind
10.7
10.8
13.9
14.2
7.0
6.9
Fastweb
17.8
18.7
13.2
13.7
22.9
24.6
BT Italia
4.5
4.7
0.0
0.0
9.6
10.2
Vodafone Italia
8.8
8.9
14.5
14.5
2.3
2.4
Tiscali
2.9
2.8
3.6
3.5
2.0
2.0
Other
4.3
3.9
2.7
2.4
6.1
5.6
Total %
100
100
100
100
100
100
Total (Euro billions)
7.31
6.94
3.88
3.73
3.43
3.21
Revenues from services on switched networks include local, national and international voice
traffic, dial-up Internet traffic, fixed and mobile traffic and net revenues from calls to nongeographic numbers. Revenues from broadband services include fees, and voice and data
services paid according to consumption. Access fees are excluded.
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

In relation to final broadband services (Table 2.31), it should be noted that
the value of the broadband market in respect of fees and telephony has increased
from 67% in 2012 to 74% in 2013, confirming the progressive decline of traditional
services in favour of the IP based services. Telecom Italia's market share has
decreased, albeit marginally (-0.3%). This result derives from a recovery (+0.2%)
in the residential segment, and a simultaneous decrease (-0.8%) in the business
segment in which Fastweb has advanced, with a gain of 1.8%, reaching almost 33%
of the market, about 7 percentage points from Telecom Italia. In the residential
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segment Winds has a positive performance (+1.2%) while both Vodafone and Tiscali
have losses under 1%.
Table 2.31. Fixed Telecoms Distribution of revenue from end services on the
broadband network (%)
Total
private
business
2012
2013
2012
2013
2012
2013
Telecom Italia
41.8
41.5
41.3
41.5
42.4
41.6
Wind
13.0
13.8
17.2
18.4
8.3
8.3
Fastweb
26.0
26.7
20.2
20.1
32.7
34.5
BT Italia
1.7
1.5
0.0
0.0
3.5
3.4
Vodafone Italia
8.8
8.5
13.4
12.7
3.6
3.5
Tiscali
3.8
3.5
5.7
5.2
1.7
1.6
Other
4.8
4.4
2.2
2.1
7.8
7.2
Total
100.0 100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0 100.0
Total (Euro billions)
4.42
4.44
2.35
2.40
2.06
2.03
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

The access and telephony services market (Table 2.32), representing both the
less innovative and more traditional telecommunications services chosen by
consumers, features a distinctly different competitive structure from the markets
analysed above. In particular, Telecom Italia maintains a particularly high proportion
and has increased slightly (+0.5% of the total), especially in the residential segment
(+0.9%), where Vodafone has also increased slightly (+0.5%). The shares held by
Wind and Fastweb have both fallen, in the private and business segments, on average
by 0.6%.
Table 2.32. Fixed Telecoms Distribution of revenue from telephony services and
access on switched networks (%)
Total
private
business
2012
2013
2012
2013
2012
2013
Telecom Italia
72.9
73.4
73.1
74.1
72.6
72.4
Wind
9.5
8.9
12.3
11.3
5.4
5.2
Fastweb
3.7
3.1
1.0
0.8
7.7
6.6
BT Italia
3.9
4.4
0.0
0.0
9.5
11.1
Vodafone Italia
6.6
7.0
10.8
11.3
0.5
0.5
Tiscali
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
Other
3.2
3.0
2.5
2.4
4.2
4.0
Total
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Total (Euro billions)
6.63
5.98
3.94
3.63
2.70
2.35
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Mobile network
The mobile network services confirm the negative trend observed last year,
despite the fact that decrease in final expenditure is of much greater magnitude.
Overall, the market showed a fall of over 11%, with a particularly sharp reduction in
revenues related to voice services. It must be emphasized that, for the first time,
the decline regards all income categories considered, including data services and
revenues from the sale of handsets and other services which had always increased
until 2012, while in 2013 their value fell (by -3.3% and -1.0%, respectively) (Table
2.33).
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Table 2.33. Mobile Telecoms Breakdown of users' expenditure by type of service
(Euro billions)
2012
2013
% change
Voice services
9.22
7.53
-18.4
Data services
4.92
4.75
-3.3
Other revenues
2.73
2.70
-1.0
Total
16.87
14.99
-11.2
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Despite the reduction in revenues from data services, due to the greater
contraction of voice services and the simultaneous decrease in other types of
revenue, in 2013 the weight of the component in respect of the overall mobile data
(Table 2.34) increased to above 60% of the value of voice services, to represent
almost half of the resources of the retail sector.
Table 2.34. Mobile Telecoms Revenues from data/voice services, retail and totals
(%)
2012
2013
Data/voice
53.3
63.1
Data/voice + other retail
41.1
46.5
Data/retail + wholesale
29.1
31.7
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Voice traffic

Voice traffic (Table 2.35) in 2013 shows growth of over 8% (+6% last year),
to a significant extent due to the increase of off-net traffic (+38.6%) and traffic
directed towards the fixed network. SMS have followed the same trend, with a
consistent reduction (-26%) on net, and less intense growth (+11.9%) for off-net.
Table 2.35. Mobile Telecoms Mobile telephony
2012
Fixed network
14.8
On-net mobile
83.7
Off-net mobile
35.3
Other destinations
10.5
Total
144.5

voice traffic (billions of minutes)
2013
% change
16.0
8.4
81.0
-3.3
49.0
38.6
10.6
0.8
156.5
8.4

Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

The on-net component of revenues has fallen slightly both as regards voice
traffic and SMS (Table 2.36).
Table 2.36. Mobile Telecoms On-net component of revenues from voice calls and
SMS/MMS (% of the total)
2012
2013
Voice
55.9
54.8
SMS/MMS
55.0
52.7
Average
55.7
54.3
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

With regard to revenues from mobile network voice services (Table 2.37),
income (which in 2013 accounted for just under 70% of the total) shows a decrease
in the order of 20%, relatively higher in the on-net component (-22.1%) compared
to the off-net component (-18.6%).
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Table 2.37. Mobile Telecoms Revenues from voice services according to route
(Euro billions)
2012
2013
% change
Mobile network
6.61
5.25
-20.5
- on-net
3.69
2.88
-22.1
- off-net
2.92
2.38
-18.6
Fixed network
1.24
0.98
-20.8
International networks
1.38
1.30
-5.7
Total
9.22
7.53
-18.4
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

With reference to data services on mobile networks (Table 2.38), in a context
of overall decline in revenues, the trends which emerged in the previous year have
been confirmed: one the one hand there was a sharp decline in revenues from SMS
(-25.1%) because of the effect of substitution with online messaging services, while
on the other there is still growth of about Euro 350 million (+13.1%) in revenues
related to Internet access and browsing services, which in 2013 accounted for over
60% of the total market figure.
The most innovative data services include the first mobile payment
applications which, however, also in 2013, although showing a sharp increase, are
still hardly more than embryonic. In this sense, significant opportunities for a
necessary revitalization of the market seem to be represented by the services
offered through NFC ()Near Field Communication technologies, which should allow
for an expansion of mobile device applications and functions, with obvious
advantages not only for consumers, but also for equipment manufacturers and
network operators.
Table 2.38. Mobile Telecoms Revenues from data services according to type (Euro
billions)
2012
2013
% change
SMS
2.12
1.59
-25.1
Internet access and navigation 2.59
2.93
13.1
Other data services
0.20
0.23
16.2
Total
4.92
4.75
-3.3
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data
Growth in revenues from data services is obviously linked to the progressive
popularity of advanced terminals (smartphones and tablets), enabled for surfing and
the use of Internet services, especially those linked to social-network participation.
To this regard, the SIMs with data traffic recorded in the first quarter of 2014 are
estimated at over 38.6 million, an increase of 22.7% compared to the same quarter
of 2013 (Figure 2.8).28

In view of changes both in the taxonomic grids indicated by the European Commission within
the sphere of the specific six-monthly reporting and in the methodologies adopted by
businesses for quantification, the figures indicated cannot be compared with those of the
previous year shown in figure 2.15 on page 125.
28
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Figure 2.8. Mobile Telecoms SIMs with data traffic (millions)

Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

At the same time the volume of mobile network data traffic (Figure 2.9) in
2013 exceeded 340 petabytes (+32% compared to 2012) and with reference to the
first quarter of the year further growth can be seen of 35% compared to the
corresponding period last year. It is estimated that the data traffic unit increased by
more than 7% in 2013.
Figure 2.9. Mobile Telecoms Data traffic on mobile network (petabytes)

Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Unit revenues per
SIM,

The final total expenditure for SIMs (Table 2.39) in 2013 has fallen by 11.6%,
to about Euro 155/year. This trend stems from the consistent decline in voice
revenues (-19%) and from a smaller decrease in data services revenues (-3.7%).
Table 2.39. Mobile Telecoms Unit revenues per active SIM (Euro per year)
%
2012
2013
change
Total final expenditure
174.6
154.4
-11.6
Voice services
93.1
75.4
-19.0
Data services
50.9
49.0
-3.7
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data
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With respect to revenues per user (Table 2.40) there is a total reduction of
11.3%, a value much higher than that reported last year (-2.3%).29 Spending on
data services is below Euro 100/year, and that on voice services fell to, for the first
time in 2013, less than 50% of the total expenditure.

per user

Table 2.40. Mobile Telecoms Unit revenues per user (Euro/year)
%
2012
2013
change
Total final expenditure
354.0
313.9
-11.3
Voice services
188.8
153.3
-18.8
Data services
103.1
99.6
-3.4
Terminals and sundry services
62.0
61.0
-1.6
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Given the contraction of the entire mobile telephony market observed for
2013, the unit revenues (Table 2.41) of the different types of services have changed
negatively. Voice and data traffic have undergone significant decreases (respectively
24.8% and 15.6%30), while the strong reduction in the volume of text messages
leads to a smaller impact on unit revenues.

and per
communication.

Table 2.41. Mobile Telecoms Unit revenues for voice, SMS and data traffic
2012
2013
% change
Voice
conversation
(Euro
6.47
4.87
-24.8
cents/minute)
SMS sent (Euro cent/message)
2.21
2.09
-5.4
Data traffic (Euro/GB)
14.52
12.25
-15.6
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

The competitive framework in 2013 (Table 2.42) , although showing a slight
decrease, confirms Telecom Italia as the market leader (33.2%), while Vodafone
has lost more than 2% to the advantage of H3G and especially Wind, which now
exceeds 20% of the market, with a gain of 1.6% in the residential segment. 31
MVNOs show a slight increase in their market share, which exceeds 4% of the
business segment.

The values in the table in question were calculated taking as a reference the census data of
the resident population on 1 January 2013 (59.7 million) published by Istat
(http://demo.istat.it/pop2013/index.html, extracted on 28 April 2014). Using the same
methodology as in the past, users are estimated by assumption as being 95% of the
population between 11 and 80 years of age, i.e. 47.74 million.
30
Revenues considered herein are those from MMS and other content generated by user
terminals, and from Internet access and surfing, mobile TV services, other innovative data
services such as mobile payment, and services for interaction with the Public Administration,
etc.
31
Market shares for 2012, because of certain variations in the calculation methods and
reclassifications adopted by the companies, cannot be compared with the corresponding values
given in the previous Report to Parliament.
29
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Table 2.42. Mobile Telecoms Market shares considering final expenditure by type
off clientele (%)
- of which
- of which
Final
private
business
expenditure
customers
customers
2012
2013
2012
2013
2012
2013
Telecom Italia
33.4
33.2
29.9
29.8
48.6
47.9
Vodafone
34.2
32.0
36.6
34.1
23.8
22.5
Wind
19.3
20.8
21.3
22.9
10.8
11.9
H3G
10.1
10.8
9.4
10.2
13.2
13.5
MVNOs
3.0
3.2
2.8
3.0
3.6
4.2
Total
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Total (Euro billions)
16.87
14.99
13.69
12.19
3.18
2.79
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

The market distribution by type of operator (MNO/MVNO) (Table 2.43)
confirms the competitive structure of the network operators, while in the virtual
mobile telephony market, the positive performance of BT is to be noted, which has
taken advantage of the synergies resulting from integration with the fixed network
services.
Table 2.43. Mobile
MNO
Telecom Italia
Vodafone
Wind
H3G
Total
Total (Euro billions)

Telecoms Breakdown of expenditure by
2012 2013
MVNOs
34.5
34.3
Poste Mobile
35.3
33.0
Fastweb
19.9
21.5
BT Italia
10.4
11.2
Coop Italia
100
100
Daily Telecom
16.37 14.50
Other
Total
Total (Euro billions)

type of operator (%)
2012
2013
55.8
56.5
16.7
16.7
9.1
10.2
6.8
6.0
4.4
3.4
7.2
7.2
100
100
0.50
0.49

Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

The business model based on the integration of postal, financial and mobile
telephony services - albeit in a context of the overall weakness of the revenue trend
(-3.4%) - is still the most effective, with Poste Mobile accounting for more than 56%
(+0.7%). In contrast, models based on large retailers (Coop Italia) and the "ethnic"
segment (Daily Telecom) at present seem to show signs of weakness (-0.8% and 1.0% respectively), the effects on the market of the entry of Lycamobile, truly
operational only as of early 2014, remain to be assessed.
The crisis that characterized 2013, together with the competitive pressure,
has resulted in a sharp decline in unit revenues also in this segment of the market,
with average revenue per user decreasing from Euro 123 in 2012 to Euro 100 in
2013 (-19.2 %).32 With specific reference to the market share of voice and data
services (Table 2.44) Vodafone has lost on average more than 2%, with greater
decrease in the business segment (-4.8%), in which Wind has achieved brilliant
results with an increase of 3.3%, thus reaching almost 20%.

32

Values calculated on the basis of average annual customers.
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Table 2.44. Mobile Telecoms Market shares
Voice + data
2012
2013
Telecom Italia
33.7
33.1
Vodafone
35.4
33.2
Wind
20.5
22.1
H3G
7.3
8.3
MVNOs
3.1
3.3
Total
100
100
Total (Euro billions)
14.14
12.28

of voice and data services (%)
Voice services
Data services
2012
2013
2012
2013
34.4
33.6
32.5
32.2
33.6
32.7
38.8
34.0
22.6
23.6
16.5
19.8
5.7
6.0
10.2
11.8
3.6
4.1
2.1
2.1
100
100
100
100
9.22
7.53
4.92
4.75

Note: With regard to users' total expenditure (see table above), the market shares indicated
are those of the core services of the mobile providers (voice and data), therefore excluding the
“other revenues” i.e. income deriving from the sale of other services and products such as
devices and other terminals and accessories.
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

In 2013 active SIMs decreased by more than 300 thousand units, the
difference between a reduction of more than 1.1 million prepaid lines (of which over
900 thousand were those of residential users) and an increase of over 800 thousand
SIM subscriptions (which now represent almost 20% of the total customer
base)(Table 2.45). Given the degree of maturity reached by the market, these
findings attest to the retention strategies put into place in the last few years by
operators by means of subscription contracts and to the increasing use of dedicated
SIMs for advanced devices.
Table 2.45. Mobile Telecoms Active SIMs by type of customer and
(in thousands)
Business
Private customers
customers
2012
2013
2012
2013
Active lines
83,891
83,412
13,337
13,493
- of which, prepaid
77,695
76,768
1,103
890
- of which, post6,196
6,644
12,234
12,602
paid

type of contract
Total
2012
97,229
78,798

2013
96,904
77,658

18,430

19,246

Source: processed by the Authority using company data

Regarding the distribution of SIMs per operator (Table 2.46 and Table 2.47),
Distribution of
the decrease in 2013, already apparent in 2012, in the shares of Telecom Italia and SIMs by operator
Vodafone is confirmed (in both cases around -0.9%). For Telecom Italia, the
average reduction reflects the combined effect of a reduction in the private sector (1.7%) and significant growth in the business sector33, while Vodafone has seen a
reduction in both sectors. H3G and Wind have achieved gains (less than 1%) in
private clientele, whereas it is worth noting that the MVNO customer base has
exceeded 5% of total mobile users.
Table 2.46. Mobile Telecoms Active SIMs per operator (%)
- Business
Total SIMs
- Private SIMs
SIMs
2012
2013
2012
2013
2012
2013
Telecom Italia
33.1
32.2
29.6
27.9
55.1
59.0
Vodafone
30.2
29.4
30.9
29.9
26.2
26.0
Wind
22.3
23.0
24.8
25.7
6.3
6.3
H3G
9.8
10.0
9.9
10.7
9.5
5.5
MVNOs
4.6
5.4
4.9
5.8
2.9
3.2
33

The data relative to Telecom Italia business SIMs include machine-to-machine SIMs.
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Total
Total SIMs (millions)

100
97.23

100
96.90

100
83.89

100
83.41

2014

100
13.34

100
13.49

Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Table 2.47. Mobile Telecoms Active SIMs: market share by type of operator (%)
MNO
2012
2013 MVNOs
2012
2013
Telecom Italia
34.7
34.1 Poste Mobile
55.2
54.2
Vodafone
31.7
31.0 Fastweb
15.0
15.6
Wind
23.3
24.3 Coop Italia
7.2
9.3
H3G
10.3
10.6 ErgMobile
7.1
6.8
Total
100.0
100.0 Daily Telecom
5.2
4.8
Total SIMs (millions)
92.72
91.66 Other
10.3
9.5
Total
100.0
100.0
Total SIMs (millions)
4.50
5.24
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

A useful indicator to assist in the definition of the competitive framework of
the mobile market is represented by the analysis of the dynamics of the lines
acquired and disposed of which, in a context of market saturation as at present, is
carried out mainly through the use of the mobile-number portability service. With
regard to the first aspect, the sum of lines acquired and disposed of considering all
the operators in 2013 reached 68 million (+11.5% compared to 2012). It is worth
noting that Telecom Italia and Wind have lost weight as regards both acquisitions
and disposals, while Vodafone and H3G show an increase (Table 2.48).
Table 2.48. Mobile Telecoms Active SIMs: acquisitions and disposals (%)
Lines acquired
Lines disposed of
2012
2013
2012
2013
Telecom Italia
28.2
26.6
29.6
29.1
Vodafone
28.9
29.6
31.9
32.0
Wind
26.1
25.8
25.1
23.7
H3G
11.4
13.0
10.7
12.4
MVNOs
5.4
5.0
2.7
2.8
Total MNO
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data

Mobile-number
portability

The availability of basic data on an operator's line transferrals (gained and
lost) allows for determining a "dynamic movement index" representing the level of
competition on the market. In this sense, the findings of Table 2.49 show that, on
average, transferrals in both directions in respect of the customer base have grown
from 63% to more than 70%, demonstrating the growing competition among the
companies.
Table 2.49. Mobile Telecoms SIM movement/customer base (%)
2012
2013
Telecom Italia
54.7
59.8
Vodafone
62.4
72.4
Wind
73.2
76.7
H3G
72.0
89.9
MNO average
63.2
70.9
MVNOs
61.1
53.8
MNO + MVNO average
63.1
70.1
Note: The index represents the ratio between the sum of lines acquired and those disposed of
(the numerator) and the average customer base in 2013 (denominator), the latter considered
as the half sum of total volumes at 31 December 2012 and at 31 December 2013.
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data
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In 2013 there were more than 66 million operations carried out with the
mobile number portability service (16.2 million more than in 2011). The number of
operations per year, which remains extremely high and continues to grow, confirms
the effectiveness of the provisions contained in Resolution No. 147/11/CIR and in
the subsequent Resolution No. 651/13/CONS. The much shorter time required for
the activation of the service (in addition, of course, to the lack of costs charged to
the applicant) has greatly increased the propensity to use the service (Figure 2.10),
favouring offers with particularly attractive prices.
Figure 2.10. Mobile Telecoms The Mobile Number Portability service
(millions)

Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data
Table 2.50 shows, on an annual basis, for each operator, the dynamics of the
operations in terms of lines lost and acquired (donor and recipient). Of the MNOs,
the shares of Telecom Italia and Wind have decreased (by -1.1% and -1.4%
respectively) both in terms of donors and, above all (-3.7% the former and -1.9%
the latter), recipients. H3G, which has instead considerably increased its capacity to
attract customers from other operators, has sustained substantial growth as
recipient (+6.9%) and it is the only operator which has improved its balance in
2013 between lines lost and gained compared to the corresponding value of 2012.
Table 2.50. Mobile Telecoms Mobile number portability by operator (%)
Donor
Recipient
2012
2013
2012
2013
“3”
7.7
9.3
11.2
18.1
Telecom Italia
28.7
27.8
24.9
21.2
Vodafone
31.1
32.2
27.8
27.6
Wind
25.7
24.3
27.2
25.3
MVNOs
6.7
6.4
8.9
7.7
Total
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Source: processed and estimated by the Authority using company data
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2.3. Media services
Digitization in
media services

In recent years there has been extensive debate, nationally and
internationally, on the state of the media and relative forms of financing, focusing in
particular on the process of digitization and the impact of this transformation on the
information system as a whole, as well as on the parallel evolution of advertising
resources. The Authority, considering the topic of great interest and strict
institutional competence, first carried out a study on the Internet and the relative
information services, which concluded in early 201434, and then, in March this year,
started a specific analysis on the recent transformations of the information
system.35
There is, on the one hand, a fragmentation of the audience between the
various communication means, also favoured by technological development which,
in determining the success of new communication tools, accompanies, and at the
same time imposes, structural changes in the offer of more traditional services and
media products.
From this point of view, the weighting in terms of revenues from digital services
in Italy, albeit showing strong growth, is still limited (in 2013, estimated at about
10%, see below); however, the relevance of the web and of the changes that are
involving the industry is such, as mentioned, as to induce the Authority to
continuously analyse and detail the phenomena taking place, in order to provide a
solid knowledge base for its regulatory and supervisory action.
Particular attention is paid to the issues of information, also in view of the fact
that the success of the Internet, the decline in sales and audience of traditional
information products and, at the same time, competition from multiple operators of
the digital ecosystem, have created funding problems, both nationally and globally,
for the entire information system.
At this stage, all the communication stakeholders can be found on the web:
from traditional information platforms which offer their content online (newspapers,
magazines, radio, television, press agencies), to new producers of news (the native
digital publications), and to all the new forms of online offers (aggregators and
social media) which (re-)aggregate information on the network, making it possible
to share it, offering new points of view and comments from both communication
professionals (journalists, politicians, experts), and from ordinary citizens (from
blogs to social sharing, including citizen journalism). Online information is often free
of charge, therefore creating value from digital information content is mainly based
on attracting audiences in pursuit of the sale of contacts to advertisers. As a result,
the information platforms compete with the suppliers of general services (mainly
portals, search engines and social networks) for their audience and, more
particularly, as regards advertising.
This is not only leading to a redistribution of income in favour of the new
operators, which is normal in a period of great technological change, but also
threatens to dry up the sources of funding for journalism.

See the fact-finding survey on the Internet services sector and online advertising, pursuant
to Resolution No. 19/14/CONS. In this context, a market survey was conducted on a
representative sample of the Italian population of 10,000 individuals by the survey company
SWG on behalf of AGCOM in 2013, in the wake of that carried out by Eurisko in 2010, again for
the Authority, as part of the procedure for identifying the relevant ICS markets (Resolution No.
555/10/CONS). These surveys represent nothing less than a permanent observatory on the
use of the media on the part of citizens.
35
See fact-finding survey on Information and the Internet in Italy: business models,
consumption and professions, pursuant to Resolution No. 113/14/CONS.
34
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The analyses carried out, confirming the findings of other studies36, show that
despite the transformations and profound changes that have occurred and which are
still ongoing, the traditional information industry companies, both television and the
press, still hold a central position in the current information system and especially in
the production of primary information (i.e. information generated directly by the
publisher, through activities such as investigative journalism).
Users
With regard to demand, it strongly comes to the fore that citizens' attention is
The ratio
divided between several media; for that matter, the consumption of communication
between
means has grown over time, leading to a situation in which users take avail of both
the old and new media, without one replacing the other. Although not perfectly traditional means
and new media
comparable, the assessments carried out on behalf of the Authority in 2010 and
2013 (respectively by GFK Eurisko and SWG) on the use of the media by the public,
confirm, in both cases, that almost all of the Italian population has access to at least
one means of communication, while those who declare that they use a means which
they would not willingly give up represent, on average, more than half of the total
population, showing a high degree of loyalty to communications means on the part
of users.
Focusing on the individual means, Table 2.51 shows the persistence of the
communicative power of television, which is the means of access for more than 95%
of the Italian population (see para. 2.3.1). In particular, unencrypted TV is available
to all television viewers (and thus 95% of the population), while pay TV reaches less
than a third of the population (32.2%) obviously already reached by free television.
The second most common means of communication to the public is the radio, which,
similar to the 2010 findings, is still used by 68% of the population. There has,
however, been a substantial reduction in newspaper reading, which decreased from
59% (in 2010) to 52% (in 2013), and a marked increase in the use of the Internet,
which thus results as the third most used means by citizens, overtaking newspapers
and magazines, the latter used by 43% of the population.
Table 2.51. Media services. Access to communication means in Italy (% pop.)
2010
2013
TOTAL MEANS*
98.3
98.8
Television
96.8
95.2
Radio
67.6
68.0
Daily newspapers
58.7
52.0
Magazines**
43.2
43.4
Internet
38.2
55.0
* The data refer to the use of the means in the 7 days prior to the survey. ** For 2010, the
figure refers to the 30 days prior to the survey.
Source: processed on GFK Eurisko (2010) and SWG (2013) data for AGCOM

The pre-eminence of television is also confirmed at the international level, as
shown by the media access data in the United States, the United Kingdom,
Germany, Spain and France, where the percentage of those who use television
never falls below 90% (see Figure 2.11). In Italy, the strength of television is even
more marked, especially considering the difference between this and the second
most popular means of broadcasting (radio in Italy and the USA; Internet in the
other countries).

See, for example, "Ten Years That Shook the Media World," by Reuters Institute for the
Study of Journalism.
36
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International comparison confirms the growing importance of the Internet
which in Italy and the United States is third for access frequency on the part of
citizens, but second in all the other countries considered, having overtaken the
radio.
With regard to national and local newspapers, unlike the other countries
surveyed, in Germany and France local newspapers are more popular (47% in both
countries) compared to national newspapers (respectively 30% and 37%). In Italy,
however, newspapers are much less popular (all together 43%) and the prevalence
is to the advantage of national rather than local newspapers (respectively 31% and
29%).
Figure 2.11. Media services. Access to communication means: international
comparison (% pop.)

Source: processed by AGCOM on SWG data for Italy (2013), The Pew Research Center, Trends
in News Consumption: 1991-2012: In Changing News Landscape, Even Television is
Vulnerable, for the United States (2012), Ofcom, International Communications Market Report
2012, for the other countries (2012)

Since the media play a key role in the formation of public opinion, it is extremely
important to assess not only access to a single means, but the relevance of the various
media in informing and the influence they are able to exert in the process of the
formation of citizens' opinions.
The media, in fact, act as an intermediary between the source of information
which provides the news and the user of the same. The choice of a particular
method of communication for obtaining information depends on many cultural,
technological, social and economic factors which have a concrete effect on the
degree of difficulty, or ease, and on the familiarity, of access to the media
themselves.37 In addition, access to the media and thus to the information sources
is influenced by the users' possession of the various tools which indeed enable said
function. Some tools, in fact, due to technological evolution, appear to be
particularly innovative and increasingly enriched with more functions. In this way,
the distribution of these devices among the public contributes to a multiplication of

The Authority has analysed access to the media (also by means of econometric models) and
a significant link has been found between this and socio-economic variables such as age
(young people access the Internet more, while older people read newspapers more), gender
(TV, radio and newspapers are favoured by men, while magazines are more popular with
women), education (with greater use of newspapers, magazines and the Internet by the more
educated - but not TV), and income (a factor which seems strongly linked to access to pay TV,
newspapers and the Internet). These factors make the exclusion from the media (especially
those for pay) highly probable for a large section of the population. For further details, see
Chapter 2 of Annex A to Resolution No. 19/14/CONS.
37
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the ways and opportunities to use the media and, consequently, audiovisual and
editorial content.
Moving on to analyse the demand for information, as can be seen from Table
2.52 there is considerable differentiation among the various forms of
communication. Also as regards information, the marked pre-eminence of television,
which covers almost 80% of the Italian population (of at least 14 years of age) is
confirmed. In particular, this means is used mainly for international news (67%)
and national news (70%), and less for local news (59%).
Table 2.52. Media services. Means used to access news in Italy (April 2013, %
pop.)
News
(international, International
National
Local news
national and
news
news
local)
Television
79.5%
66.7%
70.3%
59.4%
Daily
43.7%
23.0%
27.2%
32.6%
newspapers
Internet
40.5%
31.6%
30.8%
25.4%
Radio
17.8%
10.5%
11.7%
10.1%
Magazines
10.4%
4.7%
5.0%
3.9%
Other
3.5%
2.1%
1.8%
2.3%
Note: media used for obtaining news on current affairs. Maximum of three choices.
Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM

Newspapers, while presenting a more limited penetration rate, represent the
second information medium (chosen by 44% of Italian citizens), but amounting to
less than forty percent and still way behind television. This distance is reduced when
it comes to local news, for which the newspapers are confirmed as a qualified
source, with penetration of over 32%.
The Internet, the only means which has grown considerably in recent years in
terms of penetration, at the same rate as the spread of infrastructure over the
country and users possession of technological equipment (see para. 2.3.5), for that
matter is confirmed as an important source of information, becoming the third
means of information; in fact, the web is the information source for 40.5% of
people, just 3 percentage points below newspapers. For its nature as a global
medium, the Internet appears to be a particularly important source for obtaining
information regarding international and national news. In fact, the number of users
who visit websites to find information on national and international events exceeds
even that of the individuals who use daily newspapers for the same purpose. For
this type of information, the Internet has already become the second medium of
information.
The other two mass media, radio and magazines, are placed at levels well
below. Given the mainly entertainment vocation of radio (see para. 2.3.2), the value
of the radio medium must be re-dimensioned when considering the role played by
the medium as a source of information. The radio, while still presenting very high
audience levels among the public, in fact representing the second medium for use in
general, is a source of information for only 18% of the population. Lastly, magazines
are in last place, chosen by only about 10% of the population.
Comparison of the data for Italy with those of the United States (source: Pew
Research Center) and the United Kingdom (Kantar Media for Ofcom) shows that
even in these countries (see Figure 2.12), television is the most popular medium as
regards news. Television is followed by newspapers in the USA and Italy, then by
the Internet (which, in the United States, is used as a source of news by 46% of the
population). Also in the UK, newspapers are in second place (with 53%) but they
are side by side with the radio, with the same percentage.
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Figure 2.12. Media services. Media used to access news in Italy (% pop.)

The figure for the USA regards individuals who use this medium “regularly”, while for Italy
and the United Kingdom the figure refers to individuals who generally use the medium.
Source: processed by AGCOM on SWG data for Italy (2013), The Pew Research Center, Trends
in News Consumption: 1991-2012: In Changing News Landscape, Even Television is
Vulnerable, for the United States (2012), Kantar Media for Ofcom, Measuring News
Consumption and Attitudes, for the United Kingdom (2012)
(*)

News media

In Italy, therefore, the Internet represents an information source which is
important for the protection of pluralism, which is strikingly similar to the situation
in countries such as the United Kingdom and the USA, where the penetration of this
medium is greater.
The following two tables provide an even more comprehensive picture of the
distribution of the demand for news broken down by media. Certainly the clearest
figure is that of the role of unencrypted television, which reaches 77% of the total
population (see Table 2.53), while pay television is much less important (11% of the
population), and focuses on international and national news. In addition,
unencrypted television, still by far the most prevalently used medium, stands out as
the only tool which can reach all segments of the population (see para. 2.3.1),
therefore carrying out a role of great responsibility in the formation of public
opinion. For this reason, it is essential that it is able to represent the different points
of view, and to disclose and investigate the news in an objective, broad and truthful
manner.
The composition of the demand for information on current affairs, generally
aimed at daily newspapers, is spread between both national daily newspapers (31%)
and local newspapers (29%), the former playing a prominent role in the acquisition of
national and international news, and the latter intended primarily to inform citizens
about events relating to their geographic area.
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Table 2.53. Media services. Means used to access news in Italy (2013, % pop.)
News
(internation Internation Nationa
Local
al, national
al news
l news
news
and local)
Free television
76.5
62.2
66.4
57.3
National channels
71.6
59.8
63.3
35.3
Local channels
34.3
8.1
9.6
30.2
Pay television
10.9
7.4
7.3
3.4
Daily newspapers
43.7
23.0
27.2
32.6
National newspapers
31.3
19.4
22.9
10.3
Local newspapers
28.9
5.2
6.3
24.6
Internet
40.5
31.6
30.8
25.4
Newspaper
and
magazine
27.6
18.6
18.0
13.6
websites
Other online news sites
5.8
2.8
3.2
2.0
Search engines and portals
12.3
8.1
7.6
5.2
Social networks
12.2
7.4
7.0
7.1
Blogs and other sites
8.8
5.0
4.5
4.3
Radio
17.8
10.5
11.7
10.1
Magazines
10.4
4.7
5.0
3.9
Other
3.5
2.1
1.8
2.3
Note: media used as news source (international, national and local). Maximum of three
choices.
Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM

Given the economic characteristics already pointed out, which will be further
examined in para. 2.3.5, the Internet requires special analysis. In order to examine
the (relative) significance of the various forms of communication on the web, the
fact-finding survey on Internet services and advertising (see para. 3.2.1.3), the
impact of the following categories has been analysed in terms of audience:
traditional sources with an online offer (newspapers and magazines), digital native
publishers, aggregators (search engines, portals and other sites), and social media
(social networks and blogs).
The traditional online offer is the one which reaches the largest number of
citizens (28%); however, aggregators and social networks reach significant
penetration, well above 10%. However, the role of blogs is important for information
purposes (9%), while that of new online publications is still marginal. From the point
of view, however, of the importance of the various categories with respect to the
different types of news, the Internet in general still represents today, above all, a
source of national and international news. However, although this may apply to
online newspapers and magazines (as also for their hard-copy counterparts38) and
the native digital magazines and aggregators - where there is a marked difference
between national and international news and local news - it is not the case for social
networks (and, in part, also for blogs) where there is a greater balance, so much so
that for local news these sites are the second most visited category on the web (by
7.1% of the population), having overtaken the aggregators (5.2%). This appears to
be consistent with the mission (also local) of these social sharing services.
The role played by the new sources of information on the web is further
News on the web
corroborated by the results presented in Table 2.54, which stands out from
traditional sources (including online sources) and new information sources (native
digital newspapers, aggregators and social media). The data show that the demand
for information is addressed, by 27% of the total population (and 28% of those who
At present, most online newspapers and magazines derive from national newspapers, while
the digitization of local ones is delayed, both in terms of supply and demand.
38
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keep up with the news), precisely to this last mentioned type of websites. In any
case, a marked prevalence of traditional sources (also online) can again be noticed,
the users of which represent 93% of the total population.
Table 2.54. Media services. Access to news
News
(international
, national and
local)
Traditional sources (by
93.1%
other means)
New
sources
(the
27.3%
Internet)

sources in Italy (2013, % pop.)
Internation
al news

National
news

Local
news

85.1%

88.9%

86.1%

19.2%

18.5%

15.7%

Note: % of individuals who actively seek information.
Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM

Political
information

In terms of information, the various means of communication, as recognized
widely in the literature, play a crucial role in providing political information, useful
for voters in deciding how to cast their votes, thus contributing to determining
electoral trends and having a considerable impact on the functioning of democratic
systems. By access to the communications media, citizens obtain information, they
keep up to date with the news, they delve into the issues related to the political
parties' programmes and the candidates' views, on the basis of which they then
express their preferences. Several works, of both a theoretical and empirical nature,
report evidence of the effects that the media exert directly on political results.
Precisely by virtue of this aspect, as well as the institutional responsibilities in
this field, it was considered appropriate to also examine the distribution of
communications media with respect to the demand for political information. In the
survey carried out by the Authority, subjects over 18 years of age were questions
on what media they found the information useful for selecting the candidate for
which to vote in the last national elections held in 2013.
Table 2.55. Media services. Means most used for political news (2013)
% population (≥ 18
years)
Television
51.8
- Free TV
49.5
- Pay TV
4.9
Daily newspapers
20.9
- National newspapers
17.6
- Local newspapers
5.1
Internet
19.1
- Online newspapers and magazines
3.1
- Native digital publications
1.9
- Aggregators: search engines and portals
4.8
- Social networks
6.7
- Blogs
7.0
Radio
7.1
Magazines
13.7
Other media
4.0
None
16.5

%
voters
56.3
53.8
5.3
22.7
19.1
5.5
20.7
3.4
2.0
5.2
7.3
7.6
7.7
14.9
5.2
17.9

Note: media where citizens have found the information useful for choosing which candidate to
vote for in the last national elections. Three possible choices.
Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM
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The data shown in Table 2.55 show that television (and in particular
unencrypted television) is still the major source of information for political purposes
too and its value (both in relation to those entitled to vote, 52%, and all those who
state that they have voted, 56%) is equal to more than double that of daily
newspapers (21% and 23%), which represent the second most important medium.
Furthermore, in the case of political information magazines are ahead of radio, with a
weight (15% of voters) which is approximately twice that of radio (7.7%). Lastly, a
significant portion of the voting public (18%) declare that they went to the polls
without having found information by any means, probably deciding on the basis of
already rooted opinions.
With reference to a central aspect of information, that of finding news for
electoral purposes, it was found, on the one hand, that the Internet represents the
third most important medium, with a weight almost that of newspapers (19% of
those entitled to vote and 21% of voters) and, on the other, that online newspapers
and aggregators have far less importance than information tout court, while social
networks and blogs have significant importance, since they have now become (with
respectively 7.3% and 7.6% of voters), in terms of "political and electoral
importance," a medium as traditional and widespread as the radio (7.7%).
From the point of view of the electoral offer, this result is confirmed by both
the recent extensive use on the part of politics in Italy and abroad of the social
sharing sites (Facebook and Twitter in particular), and by the traditional and
consolidated use of blogs (for example Beppe Grillo's blog). However, also on the
demand side for electoral information, scientific literature has recently shown that
the social networks have become particularly significant as a source of information,
a tool for exchanging opinions and for active participation, and now have a
significant impact on turnout and the outcome of elections.
For that matter, it is also necessary to consider the degree of reliability (perceived
by citizens), on which the value of the news is based. A news item has value if it is able
to meet the information needs, truthfully and accurately, of those who use it.
The results of the 2013 survey (see Table 2.56) show that free television,
although the medium with the highest frequency of use for informational purposes,
is considered less reliable than the other media. On the other hand, pay-TV, further
differing from unencrypted television, is considered the most reliable, followed by
information websites. Lastly, it is worth noting that, in addition to pay-TV, radio and
newspapers (including online newspapers) have been deemed unreliable by no more
than 20% of the total population in all three cases. Vice versa, social networks are
the information source deemed "unreliable" by the greatest number of individuals in
the population (33%). They are closely followed by blogs (31%) and local free
television channels (30%).
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Table 2.56. Media services. Reliability of news sources (%)
Reliable
Unreliable
Free national television
33.6
26.5
Free local television
34.4
30.0
Pay television
55.7
16.9
Newspapers (including online)
44.9
19.0
Online news sites
50.8
22.0
Social networks
46.8
33.2
Blogs and other sites
48.3
30.7
Radio
48.9
16.3
Magazines (including online)
42.1
24.0
Note: "Reliable" is equivalent to a rating of 4 or 5 on a scale from 1 to 5 (i.e. "reliable" or "very
reliable"). "Unreliable" represents 1 or 2 on a scale from 1 to 5 (i.e. "not reliable" or "not very
reliable"); the remaining percentage is equivalent to the judgement "fairly reliable" (i.e. 3
points on a scale from 1 to 5).
Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM

This result can be partly explained by the fact that, in Italy, about 50% of
journalists still work for newspapers or magazines, with a certain disproportion in
favour of newspapers (see the aforementioned survey on Internet services). The
remaining half are distributed between the broadcasting sector (29%), including the
public service, news agencies (6%) and other sectors (other private companies,
public administration, etc.). This shows the prevailing importance of the press for
the whole of the journalistic profession, and for the production of news of various
kinds.
The economic resources
The ERS

As already mentioned, the media platforms are undergoing a phase of
structural recession which shows no sign of coming to a halt (see Figure 2.13 and
the following paragraphs and for details). In fact, despite the above-indicated social
significance of the media, the communications sector, in economic terms, continues
to show a decline in total revenues.
For the analysis of the offer, the Authority uses its Economic Reporting
System (see para. 3.2.1.2), to which all media market operators are obliged to
answer. Data and information are given herein on all the media, while the following
paragraphs will analyse the individual markets separately (for TV, see para. 2.3.1;
radio, see para. 2.3.2; newspapers, see para. 2.3.3; magazines, see para. 2.3.4;
Internet, see para. 2.2.5; and advertising revenues on the various media, see para.
2.3.6). In this regard, Figure 2.13 illustrates the evolution of the sector in terms of
economic resources, from 2009 to 2013, giving account of the recent changes in the
impact of the various media.
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Figure 2.13. Media services. Evolution of the communications media resources
(Euro millions)

Note: for 2013, the value shown in the Figure is the Authority's estimate.
Source: processed by AGCOM using company data

It is estimated that the sector (including revenue from both advertising and feebased services) has suffered an overall decrease of 7% in 2013, and a contraction
over the past five years of just under Euro 2 billion: in 2013 the sector is worth Euro
14.8 billion compared to Euro 16.6 billion in 2009.
It must first be noted that, despite the different performance between
traditional media and new media in recent years (with the exception of 2013, which
marks a negative trend also for the Internet), the weighting of the two areas still
remains biased towards traditional media (as is evident in Figure 2.14). The
resources attracted by the new media are still inferior with respect to the weighting
of traditional media, confirming the findings as regards users, according to which
the traditional media, especially television, are still by far the prevalent sources of
entertainment and information for citizens in Italy but also abroad.
Figure 2.14. Media services. Breakdown of evolution of resources by medium (20092013, Euro millions)

Note: for 2013, the value shown in the Figure is the Authority's estimate.
Source: processed by AGCOM using company data

The traditional media, especially the advertising component (see para. 2.3.6),
continue to be affected by recessionary economic trends, also a reflection of the
current macroeconomic situation in the country. However, this trend, as will be
illustrated later, is also due to a structural crisis which first reached the publishing
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world (which, as shown in the figure has been in continuous recession for five years)
and then extended (as of 2011) to radio and television.
This evolution in the resources of the communications media, similarly to
what has happened at the global level, has triggered off debate - as mentioned
earlier - on information funding sources, which will be discussed in more detail in
para. 2.3.3, with particular reference to the forms of financing for newspapers and
magazines. The latter still represent the sphere with the largest number of
journalists in Italy, and suffered the impact of the affirmation of the Internet
ecosystem before other media and, at the time, more seriously.
From an overall analysis, it is evident that the fact that much of the
information on the network is free of charge represents a positive element for
society and democracy in an advanced country. On the other hand, the system
which leads to abundance in the distribution of information (the exact opposite of
the scarcity on which the traditional model was based) could generate market
failures due to the insufficient production of primary information (namely that based
on journalistic investigation), which represents, especially in the current digital
environment, a(n almost) public asset. It is precisely because of possible market
failures that, at the international level, public and private projects have been
launched to financially support the production of primary information. The digital
environment, in fact, seems to make information producers more vulnerable and
less able to obtain remuneration for their services.
Therefore, if on the one hand the success of online information has a positive
impact on social well-being, as it generates a surplus of informational often
practically free of charge for citizens, on the other hand, the reduction of income
sources may have a lasting detrimental effect on the quality and truthfulness of the
information. In fact, the majority of the new online operators tend to reproduce
information already present on the Internet (or other media) in new forms
(aggregating, commenting, creating forums and social networks); while the
traditional platforms, due to the drastic reduction of their revenue, are forced to cut
the costs of some of their journalistic activities. The net effect of this process could
be an increase in the circulation of news, but at the expense of the impoverishment
of the phase in which the news itself is generated.
In this context, the Authority, as already mentioned, has deemed it opportune
to launch, with Resolution No. 113/14/CONS, a fact-finding survey on information
and the Internet in Italy, in order to analyse the change in research and in the
supply and use of information content induced by the increasing use of the Internet,
as well as to understand the new models of industrial organization which derive
there from, casting light on any critical aspects from the standpoint of the pluralism
of sources and the reliability and authority of the information.

2.3.1. Television
The
transformation
processes taking
place in
television

In recent years, the television industry has been affected by major technical
changes related to the strengthening of the digitization process, which have
influenced the structure of the economic chain, favouring the emergence of new
types of operators and business models, change in distribution methods, an
enrichment of the offer of audiovisual content, and change in viewers' consumption
habits.
This evolution of the television sector has contributed to the consolidation of
the convergence and innovation phenomena, driven by the increased use among the
public of increasingly sophisticated tools, which, in most cases, permit the execution
of multiple activities (including, in fact, watching television content), also in mobile
mode, thus increasing the possibilities to access this medium and the viewing
occasions.
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Currently, in fact, television content, free and paid, linear and on-demand,
can be followed by users not only via a television set (connected to - or integrated
with - a digital terrestrial or satellite decoder), but also via devices - such as
computers, smartphones, tablets - and televisions connected to the internet (smart
TVs or connected TVs). In particular, these last types of televisions can be
connected to the network by external devices (set-top boxes, consoles,
laptops/PCs), or independently, as in the case of smart TVs, with integrated Internet
functions by which users can access content on demand which is available online, as
well as the normal scheduled TV programmes. With particular regard to this type of
device, the number of owners is growing and, as shown by Table 2.57, in Italy, in
2013, amounted to 17% of the population. Similar values, ranging from 16% to
19%, are recorded in other European countries such as the United Kingdom,
Germany and Spain, while in France and the United States they are lower (12% of
the population).
Table 2.57. Media services. Owners of smart or connected TV by country (2013)
Country
% population
Country
% population
Germany
19
France
12
United
United
Kingdom
17
States
12
Italy
17
Japan
15
Spain
16
Source: processed by AGCOM on SWG data for Italy; Ofcom, "International Communications
Market Report 2013", for the other countries

Notwithstanding the above considerations, it can be noted that, at present,
access to television in Italy still predominantly takes place by means of a traditional
device, i.e. a television set capable of receiving the signal transmitted by digital
terrestrial technology. In detail, the following table shows that viewers using a
traditional device to enjoy audiovisual media services represent 85% of television
users. The number of users of satellite TV is also fairly high, representing 35% of
the users of this medium. 20% of viewers also state that they watch TV on a PC
(desktop or laptop), while a significantly lower, although not negligible, number
follow television programmes via smart TVs (8%), smartphones (7%) and tablets
(6%). This is evidence of the fact that a large proportion of users, despite owning
advanced equipment (such as smart TVs), do not use (or rarely use) the features of
these devices.
Table 2.58. Media services. Instruments used to access TV (2013)
% users of the means
Traditional devices
85
Satellite TV
35
PC
20
Smart TV
8
Smartphones
7
Tablets
6
Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM

Television is also a medium which is still distinguished by its use in the home,
the place chosen for access by almost all viewers (see Table 2.59). This custom is
explained by the fact that the consumer often spends a rather long time watching
television content (films, sporting events, entertainment programmes, etc.). In
addition, most of such content is best suited for viewing on a larger screen,
normally placed in the home. In fact, only a marginal percentage of viewers access
television at work (5%) or in mobile mode when travelling (5%) or on short trips
(4%).
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Table 2.59. Media services. Places where TV is watched (2013)
% users of the means
Home
99
Travelling
5
At work
5
During short trips
4
Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM

The survey conducted by SWG for the Authority also showed that the majority
of viewers, while watching television, also carry out at least one other activity,
including the use of a mobile phone/smartphone (59% of TV users) or a fixed
telephone (53%), Internet browsing (39%), as well as access to other media
(newspapers and magazines, respectively in 32% and 28% of cases, and radio, for
12% of viewers). Television, therefore, appears to be increasingly complementary to
other media, particularly the Internet. It is sufficient to consider the success, even
in Italy, of forms of social TV, based on interaction between television and social
media. In this sense, there is a growing number of television programmes with a
profile on social networks, through which users express, while watching television
(or at another time), comments, opinions and votes, and trigger off discussions with
reference to certain content broadcast on TV.
In any case, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, television, in Italy as in
other countries, is the medium which continues to hold the greatest power of
communication, thanks especially to unencrypted TV, which reaches almost the
entire population. In this sense, unencrypted television is still the most widely used
medium, also for obtaining information, including political news, playing a major role
in the formation of public opinion and as regards the protection of information
pluralism.
Today unencrypted television channels are transmitted mainly over the digital
terrestrial network, a platform of undoubted importance for the diffusion of paid
content. Following the amendments introduced in the course of 2013, the new
national plan for the allocation of frequencies (as per Resolution No. 451/13/CONS,
as amended by subsequent Resolutions No. 539/13/CONS and No. 631/13/CONS)
includes 22 national networks for broadcasting using DVB-T technology.39
The allocation of
frequencies

As reported in Table 2.60, 19 of the 22 networks planned are currently
assigned to eight national network operators, six of which belong to the vertically
integrated groups and are also active in the content supply sector. They are Rai Way
(RAI group) and Elettronica Industriale (Mediaset Group), which have five multiplexes
each, Rete A (Gruppo Editoriale L'Espresso), with two multiplexes, Premiata Ditta
Borghini & Stocchetti of Turin (TBS group), Europa Way (Centro Europa 7 group) and
3lettronica Industrial (3 Italia group), which each run one multiplex each. The other
two network operators, not vertically integrated, are Telecom Italia Media
Broadcasting (belonging to the Telecom Italia group through Telecom Italia Media),
which owns three multiplexes, and Prima TV. It should also be noted that on 9 April
2014, Telecom Italia Media and Gruppo Editoriale L'Espresso signed contracts which
provide for the integration of the network operator activities for digital terrestrial
television of, respectively, Telecom Italia Media Broadcasting and Rete A. This
operation, which will be completed only after the issue of specific authorization by the
Authority, would result in the formation of a new national network operator, not
vertically integrated, with five multiplexes.40
Table 2.60. TV National multiplex
The plan previously in force contemplated 25 national digital terrestrial networks, of which
21 used DVB-T technology and 4 DVB-H technology.
40
See press release of Telecom Italia Media and the Gruppo Editoriale L’Espresso of 9 April 2014.
39
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Network operator
Rai Way
Elettronica Industriale
Telecom Italia Media Broadcasting*
Rete A*
Prima TV
Premiata Ditta Borghini & Stocchetti di Torino
Europa Way
3lettronica Industriale
Multiplex assigned
Multiplex not assigned
Total

Number of multiplexes
5
5
3
2
1
1
1
1
19
3
22

* On April 9, 2014, Telecom Italia Media and Gruppo Editoriale L'Espresso signed contracts
that provide for the integration (the completion of which is subject to the approval of the
Authority) of the network operator activities for digital terrestrial television of, respectively,
Telecom Italia Media Broadcasting and Rete A.

At present, the other 3 frequencies planned have not yet been assigned. For
the assignment of the usage rights of the same, the Ministry of Economic
Development, with notice published on 7 February 2014, has organised a tender,
the procedures of which are governed by Resolution No. 277/13/CONS. On the
expiry date for the submission of applications for participation in the tender by
interested parties, the Ministry of Economic Development had received an offer - of
which the administrative requirements must be assessed - from only one operator,
Cairo Communication, which currently has no multiplex (see press release of the
Ministry of Economic Development of 15 April 2014). In order to achieve a procompetitive target and expand pluralism, Resolution No. 277/13/CONS, in line with
the provisions of the European Commission, rules that after this tender, no further
network operator can reach the 5-multiplex cap. Participating in the allocation
process of the three lots, in fact, was reserved for new entrants and existing
network operators with no more than two multiplexes. In any case, the usage rights
issued on completion of the tender procedure are not transferable, even in part, for
a period of three years after being awarded and, even after the lapse of this period,
network operators who have already reached the aforesaid cap of five multiplexes
will continue to be forbidden to transfer the usage rights. Moreover, the
transmission capacity of the three lots up for tender will not be used for
broadcasting programmes which belong exclusively to the commercial offer of
operators with five multiplexes.
As for platforms other than the digital terrestrial platform, the satellite
network continues to be important, with reception by over 8 million Italian
households, with the transmission of both unencrypted content and paid content. In
Europe, the satellite capacity is currently offered by two incumbent operators,
Eutelsat and SES Astra, with an imbalance, in Italy, in favour of the former, which
provides transmission capacity for the major satellite broadcasters (Sky, TivùSat).
At this stage, however, the importance of IPTV is entirely marginal and even
secondary to the use of Web TV, for which, in the future, an increase in circulation
can be expected, in view of the results already achieved in other countries (the
United States in primis), in which a considerable part of broadband traffic from the
fixed and mobile networks is generated from the sites that offer the viewing of
videos and television content, either unencrypted (such as YouTube) or paid
(Netflix).
The demand for television entertainment and information
With regard to the demand of television viewers, there is a differentiated
composition of the unencrypted television audiences compared to those of pay-TV.
Specifically, unencrypted television stands out as the only media capable of reaching
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all segments of the population, regardless of social, economic and cultural standing
and geographical location. Vice versa, pay-TV seems highly targeted. Access to the
same is prevalently on the part of subjects with high spending power who
essentially satisfy their demand for premium content, mostly sports events and
first-run films.
Overall, the number of viewers on an average day of the month exceeds 11
million (see table below). In terms of the breakdown by platform of average
television audiences, the figures for March 2014 confirm the predominance of the
use of digital terrestrial television content, with over 9 million viewers on an average
day of the month. In this sense, as can be seen from the table below, the weight of
the digital terrestrial platform, apart from a slight decline recorded in March 2014
compared to the same month of the previous year, has increased over the years,
reaching, subsequent to the definitive close-down of television broadcasting via
analogue terrestrial network, share values of above 80%.
Almost all the remainder of viewers watch satellite television, which maintains
a share which stands firmly above 15%, reaching a growing number of viewers, now
almost 2 million on an average day of the month.
Lastly, a constant contraction can be seen for IPTV, which has decreased from
an average of almost 30,000 viewers in March 2010 to less than 3,000 users in
March 2014, representing a negligible fraction of the total share. Currently, in fact,
the IPTV services are no longer marketed. Some IPTV services which remain active
thus regard only customers who had already subscribed earlier.

Platform

Analogue
terrestrial
Digital
terrestrial
Satellite
IPTV

Table 2.61. TV Television audiences by platform
Mar-11
Mar-12
Mar-13

Mar-10
Average
audience

Share
(%)

Average
audience

Share
(%)

Average
audience

5,055,873

48.0

2,401,662

21.3

3,763,948

35.7

7,046,724

1,586,942
29,845

15.1
0.3

1,772,254
29,013

Share
(%)

Mar-14

Average
audience

Share
(%)

Average
audience

Share
(%)

1,196,198 11.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

62.6

7,814,445 71.9

9,865,394

84.4

9,345,354 83.6

15.8
0.3

1,807,831 16.6
20,074
0.2

1,812,015
7,501

15.5
0.1

1,835,270 16.4
2,509
0.0

Source: processed by the Authority using Auditel data

Examining the distribution of annual television viewing on an average day,
shown in the following table, it can also be seen that, regardless of the platform by
which the television content is broadcast, the demand on the part of television
viewers continues to be very prevalently addressed to RAI and Mediaset
programmes, which jointly account for more than 70% of the total audience.
Table 2.62. TV Annual audience on an average day (%)
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
RAI
41.8
42.3
40.6
41.3
40.2
39.8
Mediaset
40.5
39.4
39.5
37.4
35.4
33.9
21st Century Fox/Sky Italia 4.4
4.4
4.6
4.9
5.6
6.4
Other
13.3
13.9
15.3
16.5
18.8
20.1
Total
100
100
100
100
100
100

2013
38.6
31.9
6.1
23.4
100

Source: processed by the Authority using Auditel data

However, it is worth noting the continuing decreasing trend of audiences as a
whole of both corporate groups, in particular due to the negative performances of
the general formerly analogue channels, which, nevertheless, still capture most of
the demand. In the last few years, the aforesaid decline in audiences has been most
strongly marked for Mediaset. More precisely, although the average daily audience
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of the RAI has fallen from 41% in 2010 to 39% in 2013, the average Mediaset
audience has dropped by 5 percentage points in the same period (and by 7%
compared to 2009), to around 32% in 2013. For that matter, it can observed, as is
also evident from Figure 2.15, that the RAI and Mediaset ratings in particular
continue to decrease in favour of the share of all the other television operators
taken together.
Figure 2.15. Media services. Television audience trend (1990-2013, in %)

Source: processed by the Authority using Auditel data

The above table also shows that the trend of the average daily audience of
the third operator, 21st Century Fox/Sky Italy, has been practically constant over
the last three years, close to 6%, while the number of viewers of programmes
broadcast on the channels of other television operators are growing (last year rising
from 20% to 23%). This increase is explained by the gradual consolidation of the
audiences of the many themed channels, especially thanks to the affirmation of
digital terrestrial broadcasting, which are included in the current television offer,
indicating a change in the preferences of the consumers of this medium,
increasingly interested in targeted and personalised content.
With specific regard to the demand for news on the part of viewers, as
mentioned above, unencrypted television is the main source of news for citizens,
including political news. On the contrary, pay-TV, despite being considered by users
as a reliable means of communication, represents a source of news only for a niche
market, used by a small portion of the population. This evidence is supported by the
audience data, shown in Table 2.63, relative to the main news broadcasts, which
provide a clear indication of the active news demand from television. Sky TG24, in
fact, the main news programme on pay television, reaches audience valuesmuch
lower than the newscasts on the main unencrypted channels, with a share, in all the
time brackets, of below 1%. In general, the annual audience for the news in the
various time brackets of the day remains at values similar to those recorded in
2012. Despite the decrease of 3-4 percentage points recorded for 2010, the most
popular news broadcasts continue to be TG1 - with an audience share, depending on
the time bracket, of between 23% and 24% - and TG5, with a share of between 19
and 21%. It can also be observed that a significant role is played, as a source of
local news, by the regional television newscasts, TGR, broadcast on RAI 3, which are
followed by nearly 3 million viewers.
In this sense, given the obvious importance of television for information
pluralism, RAI and Mediaset are still the two major daily news providers for citizens.
Although at lower levels than in 2011, the role played by the broadcaster La7 is
consolidated, the evening newscast of which exceeds in audience those of Italia 1
and Rete 4.
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Table 2.63. TV Audience of main TV news broadcasts
2010
Channel

Program
me

RAI 1

TG1

RAI 3

TG3

CANALE 5

TG5

LA 7

TG LA 7

Sky TG24

Sky TG24

RAI 1
RAI 2
RAI 3
RAI 3
CANALE 5

TG1
TG2
TG3
TGR
TG5
STUDIO
APERTO
TG LA 7
Sky TG24
TG1
TG2
TG3
TGR
TG4
TG5
STUDIO
APERTO
TG LA 7
Sky TG24

ITALIA 1
LA 7
Sky TG24
RAI 1
RAI 2
RAI 3
RAI 3
RETE 4
CANALE 5
ITALIA 1
LA 7
Sky TG24

2011
Share
(%)

Average
audienc
e
(thousa
nds)

26.5

1,315

25.6

12.3

1,208

23.5

2013

Share
(%)

Share
(%)

Average
audienc
e
(thousa
nds)

1,466

24.1

1,405

24.1

1,402

13.4

1,308

12.2

1,204

11.7

1,184

1,282

22.5

1,292

21.6

1,260

21.3

1,241

4.8

228

4.9

249

4.5

223

4.7

234

0.9

40

0.9

52

0.8

46

0.6

34

26.7
18.1
11.9
ND
24.3

4,529
2,858
1,806
ND
3,901

24.0
18.8
12.7
17.1
21.8

4,257
3,059
2,007
2,943
3,623

22.6
18.1
11.6
16.4
20.0

4,056
2,979
1,888
2,862
3,326

23.3
17.5
12.2
16.5
19.5

4,189
2,897
2,003
2,910
3,265

daytime 20.9

2,674

19.5

2,554

17.8

2,334

17.1

2,262

daytime
daytime
evening
evening
evening
evening
evening
evening

3.7
0.4
26.9
9.6
14.4
ND
6.4
22.4

536
53
5,915
2,311
2,245
ND
1,002
4,911

5.7
0.5
23.7
10.0
14.7
15.2
6.1
20.1

1,009
76
5,300
2,450
2,344
2,921
977
4,515

4.7
0.4
22.6
8.8
12.9
14.2
5.7
19.3

842
76
5,101
2,196
2,120
2,789
941
4,361

4.5
0.5
23.1
8.7
12.3
14.0
5.1
18.9

814
82
5,239
2,088
2,077
2,774
845
4,293

evening

10.7

1,351

9.7

1,266

8.0

1,118

7.0

1,005

evening 5.0
1,079
9.6
2,166
7.8
evening 0.2
50
0.3
55
0.3
Source: processed by the Authority on Geca data

1,780
51

7.2
0.2

1,645
52

mornin
g
late
mornin
g
mornin
g
mornin
g
mornin
g
daytime
daytime
daytime
daytime
daytime

Share
(%)

2012
Average
audienc
e
(thousa
nds)

Time
bracke
t

Average
audienc
e
(thousa
nds)

The economic resources and the offer of the television sector
Trend in
revenues

The television sector, also in 2013, continues to be characterised by a
negative economic trend. On the whole, revenues from television activities, which
even in 2012 fell by 7%, reaching values well below Euro 9 billion, have suffered
further a contraction (-4%), only almost reaching Euro 8 billion.
This fall, as indicated in the following table, regards both free and pay
television, although it is more consistent in the case of free TV, with a decrease of
6%, which nevertheless still represents the most important market with regard to
total resources.

Table 2.64. TV Total television revenues divided according to relevant market
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Revenues (Euro millions)
2009
Free TV
Pay TV
Total

2010

2011

2012

2013*

5,419.90 5,618.78 5,512.65 4,993.31
3,169.83 3,406.17 3,491.60 3,394.63
8,589.73 9,024.95 9,004.25 8,387.94

4,695.24
3,325.94
8,021.18

Δ
13/12
(%)
-6.0%
-2.0%
-4.4%

Percentage of
the total
(2013)
58.5%
40.5%
100.0%

* Estimated values.
Source: processed by the Authority using company data

The negative trend of the economic resources for television is almost entirely
due to the advertising component (see Table 2.65). Income from the sale of
advertising space on the television, after a slight fall recorded in 2011 and a rather
considerable deterioration in 2012, have plummeted by a further 10% in 2013.
However, there is no significant change with respect to 2012 in revenues from
licence fees and from the sale of television offers (including those via the Internet),
such as subscriptions to pay TV, pay-per-view services, video-on-demand and nearvideo-on-demand, which after a contraction of 2% observed in 2012, decreased by
only 0.3% in 2013.
In spite of the persisting decrease, advertising is still the main source of
funding for television (especially for unencrypted television), representing 41% of
total resources. The influence of pay offers on total television revenues, the
percentage of which (37%) has progressively increased since 2010, continues to
approach that of income from advertising. The weight of television licences is also
significant, representing 20% of the total.
Table 2.65. TV Total television revenues divided according to type

2009
1,531.53

2010
1,586.15

2011
1,606.15

2012
1,647.44

2013*
1,654.77

/2012
0.4%

Percentage of
the
total (2013)
20.6%

2,867.23

3,006.60

3,051.11

2,990.19

2,980.18

-0.3%

37.2%

4,024.15

4,282.36

4,221.27

3,621.33

3,257.26

-10.1%

40.6%

166.82

149.85

125.72

128.98

128.98****

0.0%

1.6%

8,589.73

9,024.96

9,004.25

8,387.94

8,021.18

-4.4%

100%

Revenues (Euro millions)
Licences**
Pay offers (also on
the web)
Advertising***
Grants/
Agreements
Total

Δ 2013

Estimated values. ** For the correct allocation of the licence fee to be assigned to the
television business, the separate accounting system of RAI was taken into account, relative to
the financial year 2012, and the relative accounting aggregates: the licence fees to be
attributed to television broadcasting were calculated by applying to the total value a
percentage equal to the share of direct costs attributed to this activity out of the total direct
costs of the public service (aggregate A of the official accounts). *** The value does not include
revenues from online advertising. **** The figure is taken as being constant with respect to
2012.
Source: processed by the Authority using company data
*

The unfavourable trend in the television sector is due to the still recessionary
macroeconomic situation, which has a negative impact both on advertisers'
expenditure budgets - and consequently on television operators' advertising
revenues – and on effective household income and, therefore, on the possibility of
such households to subscribe to pay-television offers. For that matter, Figure 2.16
shows that, again in 2013, there has been more sustained growth in the price index
for pay TV offers compared to the general consumer price index, which contributes
to further reducing household purchasing power. On the contrary, the trend of the
TV licence fee index in recent years has remained in line with inflation.
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Figure 2.16. Media services. Consumer television prices (2005-2013)

Source: Istat

Revenues per
operator

With reference to the breakdown of total revenues by operator, Table 2.66
shows that the three corporate groups, 21st Century Fox/Sky Italia, RAI and
Mediaset, still hold, all together, 90% of television resources, although each one has
sustained a negative change in the absolute value of the revenues achieved. In
particular, 21st Century Fox/Sky Italia, active in both the free TV, but above all in the
pay TV sectors, is, as last year, the leading operator with a stable share of 32%. It is
followed by RAI, the public radio and television broadcasting licensee, which, having
increased its share by one percent, is just above the Mediaset group. This latter,
present in both compartments, both free and pay, in 2013 – because of the
considerable fall in advertising revenues, not offset by an increase in income from the
pay TV offer – sustained a consistent fall in revenues (-8%), after having already
recorded a decrease of 13% in 2012 compared to 2011.
The remaining 10% of television revenues is spread over a large number of
national and local broadcasters;. of these, the Cairo Communication and Discovery
groups stand out, which in 2013 reached a share of almost 2%. During the year, in
fact, the two operators reinforced their presence on the market, thanks to important
company takeovers. In detail, the Cairo Communication group 41, previously active in
the television sector only as an advertising broker, bought the La7 company, the
producer of the channels of the same name, from Telecom Italia Media (which, for
that matter, also sold the equity it held in MTV Italia and MTV Pubblicità), while the
Discovery group bought the company Switchover Media, thus increasing the number
of channels broadcast.

In addition, as mentioned previously, the Cairo group is the only subject which made a bid in
the tender for the assignment of three national multiplexes organised by the Ministry of
Economic Development with the call for tenders of 7 February 2014.
41
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Table 2.66. TV Total television revenues by operator
Revenues (Euro millions)
Percentage of the
Δ 13/12
total (2013)
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013(*)
21st Century Fox/Sky Italia 2,583.18 2,706.44 2,681.47 2,701.56 2,605.67 -3.5%
32.5%
Advertising(**)
154.67
268.92
271.49
265.63
210.31
Paid services
2,428.50 2,437.52 2,409.98 2,435.93 2,395.36
RAI
2,490.25 2,571.93 2,532.21 2,356.32 2,317.61 -1.6%
28.9%
Licences(***)
1,531.53 1,586.15 1,606.15 1,647.44 1,654.77
Advertising(**)
909.90
946.58
890.69
683.66
632.48
Mediaset
2,562.98 2,893.16 2,865.48 2,486.33 2,281.50 -8.2%
28.4%
Advertising(**)
2,251.45 2,433.37 2,347.90 1,966.10 1,730.19
Paid services
311.53
458.35
516.41
520.22
550.90
Telecom Italia Media(****)
152.68
154.15
158.82
146.90
Advertising(**)
146.78
154.15
158.82
146.90
Cairo Communication
21.07
27.70
42.94
36.90
136.12
268.9% 1.7%
Advertising(**)
21.07
27.70
42.94
36.90
136.12
Discovery(*****)
33.02
59.55
125.45
110.7% 1.6%
Advertising(**)
33.02
59.55
125.45
Other operators
779.57
671.57
690.31
600.38
554.83
-7.6%
6.9%
Advertising(**)
540.28
451.64
476.42
462.58
422.70
Total
8,589.73 9,024.95 9,004.25 8,387.94 8,021.18 -4.4%
100.0%
(*)
Estimated values. (**)The value does not include revenues from online advertising. (****) For
the correct allocation of the licence fee to be assigned to the television business, the separate
accounting system of RAI was taken into account, relative to the financial year 2012, and the
relative accounting aggregates: the licence fees to be attributed to television broadcasting
were calculated by applying to the total value a percentage equal to the share of direct costs
attributed to this activity out of the total direct costs of the public service (aggregate A of the
official accounts). (****) Revenues for Telecom Italia Media include those of the companies La7,
MTV Italia and MTV Pubblicità. In 2013, La7 was sold to Cairo Communication, while the
interests held in MTV Italia and MTV Pubblicità were sold to the Viacom group. (*****) Revenues
for Discovery for 2009 and 2010 are included among those of other operators.
Source: processed by the Authority using company data

a)
Free TV
The unencrypted television offer includes many channels, the number of
which has increased thanks to the changeover from analogue to digital technology,
which has made it possible to broadcast more programmes on the same network,
some of which in high definition mode.
The following table shows the main channels transmitted free of charge in Italy
today, with indication of the corresponding operators and the advertising brokers
which manage the sale of advertising space on the same.
RAI and Mediaset are the operators with the largest free television offer,
which, in recent years, have added to the general former analogue general channels
(Rai 1, Rai 2, Rai 3, Canale 5, Italia 1 and Rete 4), several new channels, which
mainly offer specialist content on various subjects (culture, sport, children's
programmes, cinema, 24-hour news, etc.). They are followed by Discovery, with six
free channels including Real Time, which seems to have special appeal for an
increasing portion of the public, so much so as to represent the native digital
channel with the largest audience.
With regard to advertising revenue from the main free television channels, it
can be noted that in almost all cases it is managed by brokers belonging to the
same group as the broadcaster (as in the case of the channels of RAI, Mediaset,
Cairo Communication, Viacom and Gruppo Editoriale L’Espresso) or directly by the
broadcaster itself (as in the case of the free channels of Sky Italia, Cielo and
Discovery Italia).
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Table 2.67. TV Main unencrypted channels
Channel
Rai 1
Rai 2
Rai 3
Rai 4
Rai 5
Rai Sport 1
Rai Sport 2
Rai News
Rai Scuola
Rai Storia
Rai Gulp
Rai Movie
Rai Premium
Rai Yoyo
Canale 5
Italia 1
Rete 4
Boing
Cartoonito
Iris
La5
Mediaset Extra
Italia 2 Mediaset
TgCom24
Top Crime
La7
La7D
MTV
MTV Music
Deejay TV
Cielo
Real Time
DMAX
K2
Frisbee
Giallo
Focus
TV 2000

Publisher
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
R.T.I./Mediaset
R.T.I./Mediaset
R.T.I./Mediaset
Boing/Mediaset
Boing/Mediaset
R.T.I./Mediaset
R.T.I./Mediaset
R.T.I./Mediaset
R.T.I./Mediaset
R.T.I./Mediaset
R.T.I./Mediaset
LA7/Cairo Communication
LA7/Cairo Communication
MTV Italia/Viacom
MTV Italia/Viacom
All Music/Gruppo Editoriale L’Espresso
Sky Italia/21st Century Fox
Discovery Italia/DNI Europe Holdings
Discovery Italia/DNI Europe Holdings
Discovery Italia/DNI Europe Holdings
Discovery Italia/DNI Europe Holdings
Discovery Italia/DNI Europe Holdings
Discovery Italia/DNI Europe Holdings
Rete Blu/Conferenza Episcopale Italiana

Licensee
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
Publitalia '80/Mediaset
Publitalia '80/Mediaset
Publitalia '80/Mediaset
Publitalia '80/Mediaset
Publitalia '80/Mediaset
Publitalia '80/Mediaset
Publitalia '80/Mediaset
Publitalia '80/Mediaset
Publitalia '80/Mediaset
Publitalia '80/Mediaset
Publitalia '80/Mediaset
Cairo Communication
Cairo Communication
MTV Pubblicità/Viacom
MTV Pubblicità/Viacom
A. Manzoni & C./Gruppo Editoriale L'Espresso
Sky Italia/21st Century Fox
Discovery Italia/DNI Europe Holdings
Discovery Italia/DNI Europe Holdings
Discovery Italia/DNI Europe Holdings
Discovery Italia/DNI Europe Holdings
Discovery Italia/DNI Europe Holdings
Discovery Italia/DNI Europe Holdings
Rai Pubblicità/RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana

Source: the Authority

As regards economic resources, free television, according to the Authority's
estimates, is worth Euro 4.7 billion in 2013.
The distribution of revenues among the operators reflects the division of the
total audience of their channels collectively. To this regard, the market share
analysis, calculated on the income achieved, shown in Table 2.68, confirms RAI in
first place, accounting for almost half of the total revenues from free TV, showing an
increase in its market share of 2 percentage points. On the contrary, a larger
change, and in the other direction (-3%) has been recorded for the second operator,
Mediaset, which, however, maintains an advantage of more than 30 percentage
points with respect to the third operator, Cairo Communication. The market position
of the two historic operators thus appears consolidated, so much so as to be
structural.
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The share of the Cairo group, the third operator, after taking over La7, has
reached the same share value as that held by Telecom Italia Media the previous
year, i.e. 2.9%. The impact of Discovery group revenues on the total has also grown
from 1% in 2012 to more than 2% in 2013.
In the light of the above, the market balance therefore features a high and
lasting concentration, shown by the value of the Herfindahl-Hirschman (HHI) index,
which is much higher than the critical threshold of 2,500.
Table 2.68. Free TV. Market shares
2009
RAI
45.9%
Mediaset
41.1%
Telecom Italia Media(**)
2.6%
Cairo Communication
0.4%
Discovery(***)
Other operators
10.0%
Total
100%
HHI concentration index
3,809

of the main operators
2010
2011
2012
45.8%
45.9%
47.2%
42.3%
41.2%
37.8%
2.6%
2.9%
2.9%
0.4%
0.7%
0.7%
0.4%
1.0%
8.9%
8.8%
10.4%
100%
100%
100%
3,903
3,819
3,669

2013(*)
49.4%
35.1%
2.9%
2.4%
10.2%
100%
3,682

Estimated values. (**) The market share of Telecom Italia Media includes revenues achieved
by the companies La7, MTV Italia and MTV Pubblicità. In 2013, La7 was sold to Cairo
Communication, while the interests held in MTV Italia and MTV Pubblicità were sold to the
Viacom group. (***) The market shares of Discovery for the years 2009 and 2010 are included in
the share of the Other operators.
Source: processed by the Authority using company data
(*)

b) Pay TV
In 2013, more than 30% of the Italian population had access to pay
television. The satellite network, chosen by more than 50% of subscribers,
continues to be the main platform for the transmission of pay content. The other
subscribers and pay television offers regard almost entirely broadcasting on the
digital terrestrial platform.

Pay-TV
subscribers

The offer of paid television, generally composed of a combination of
channels/programmes ( “packets”) from which the user can choose, is based above
all on premium content of particular quality (live national and international sports
events, first-run feature films, TV series, etc.), which can influence the television
viewer's willingness to pay, thus allowing the operators to obtain returns on the
investment made to produce and acquire the same.
In recent years, there has been a tendency on the part of the main pay TV
broadcasters to increase the level of differentiation of their offer. Thus, on the one
hand, operators enrich their programme schedules with new theme channels, which
are becoming increasingly customised and interactive. While, on the other hand, the
number of programmes available in high definition mode and in 3D shows an
improvement in the technical quality of television broadcasting.
Lastly, the pay offer extends to forms of online use, so that subscribers can also
see the content purchased on PCs, smartphones and tablets. This is what occurs, for
example, in the case of pay TV offers on the web, “Sky Go” and “Mediaset Play”,
which cannot be bought separately at present but only together with pay offers
available on the other television platforms (satellite and digital terrestrial). Purely web
offers with premium content have also been introduced, (films, series, etc.), such as
“Infinity” (by Mediaset) and “Sky online”.
Regarding the economic resources of pay television, it is estimated that they
have maintained a value of above Euro 3 billion in 2013.
The division of these resources between the operators present (see Table
2.69) shows that 21st Century Fox/Sky Italia still firmly holds the first position, with
a market share of 78%, while the second operator, Mediaset, reaches a considerably
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lower market share (19%), albeit significant and growing with respect to previous
figures.
The structure of the pay television market therefore also negatively reflects
the entity of the fixed and sunk costs (endogenous) sustained for the production
and purchase of premium content, remaining strongly concentrated, with an HHI
index which is repeatedly above 6,000 points and thus even exceeds the value of
unencrypted television.
Table 2.69. Pay TV. Market shares of the main operators
2009
2010
2011
2012
21st Century Fox/Sky Italia
81.5%
79.2%
76.4%
79.1%
Mediaset
10.6%
15.1%
17.0%
17.6%
Other operators
7.9%
5.7%
6.6%
3.3%
Total
100%
100%
100%
100%
HHI concentration index
6,761
6,542
6,140
6,563
(*)

2013(*)
77.8%
19.1%
3.2%
100%
6,415

Estimated values.
Source: processed by the Authority using company data

2.3.2. Radio
The radio, like the other mass means of communication, has a two-sided
economic structure, since it offers listeners news and entertainment, on one side,
and contact with advertisers, on the other. The market analysis will therefore focus
on the audience of the radio offer and on advertising revenues, which represent the
major part of the income of the sector.42
Audience
assessment

Table 2.70 shows the audience shares of the national radio broadcasters on
the basis of an audience survey carried out by RadioMonitor of GKF Eurisko43. The
survey showed that out of a reference population of about 53 million, there are
almost 35 million radio listeners on an average day. Of the national broadcasters,
RTL 102.5 is the radio with the largest audience, with over 6.9 million listeners,
slightly more than the previous year (the audience then recorded was in fact 6.7
million listeners). It is followed by Radio Deejay with 4.9 million listeners, which is
slightly lower than the previous year. Radio 105, with over 4.7 million, has also
decreased slightly on the previous year (5 million); whereas RDS with about 4.7
million is stable compared to the preceding year. The RAI radio channels, although
with slightly fewer listeners than the figures of the 2012 survey, confirm their
relative positions: Radio Uno has an audience of 4.2 million (in 2012, 4.4 million,
and in sixth place); Radio Due has about 3 million (in 2012, 3.1 million, and the
seventh most popular national radio channel); while Radio Tre has over 1.3 million
(in 2012, 1.4 million, in penultimate position in the classification of national radios).

Other revenues come from the licence fees, agreements and public subsidies (see below).
See the RadioMonitor survey for the year 2013, based on a sample of 60 thousand cases.
The data are based on 120 thousand interviews carried out as part of the RadioMonitor Cati
survey, in the period January-December 2013.
42
43
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Table 2.70. Radio. Audience of national broadcasters (%)
2012
2013
2012 2013
RTL
6.7
6.9
Radio 24
1.9
2
Radio
Kiss
Radio Deejay
5.2
4.9
1.8
1.9
Kiss
Radio 105
5
4.7
Radio R101
2.1
1.9
RDS
4.7
4.7
M2O
1.6
1.7
Radio Italia
4.4
4.6
Radio Capital
1.6
1.7
Rai Radio 1
4.4
4.2
Radio Maria
1.4
1.4
Rai Radio 2
3.1
3
Rai Radio 3
1.4
1.3
Virgin Radio
2.3
2.4
RMC
1.2
1.2
Source: GFK Eurisko, RadioMonitor survey

One of the specific features of the use of the radio is that it is mainly received
in mobile mode44. In particular, the following graphs show the diverse ways of use,
analysing the places where access takes place and the devices used (respectively
Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18). The use of this medium while travelling is
predominant (71.3%), although a large percentage of the audience listen to the
radio at home (63.9%) and during short trips (56.2%). On the contrary, a limited
percentage of users take avail of this medium at work (15.3%). In this sense, radio
consumption, prevalently in mobile mode (travelling or on short trips) is
complementary to that of television, which is watched mainly at home (see previous
paragraph).
Figure 2.17. Media services. Places where radio is used in Italy (2013)

Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM

Confirming radio listening in mobile mode (Figure 2.18), the car radio is the
main device used for listening to the radio (75.8%), followed at a considerable
distance by traditional radio sets (56.4%), which nevertheless are still one of the
most used devices. The same graph also shows the impact of new technologies on
this medium, which also allow for use by means of devices other than the traditional
radio set and car radio. In particular, apart from the use of the television set
(15.1%), other devices are used such as PCs (20.5%) and smartphones (14.3%);
while access to the radio by tablets is still fairly uncommon (5.5%).

It can be noted that there is a concentration of radio audiences in specific time brackets,
known as drive time, i.e. between 7 and 10 a.m. and 4 and 9 p.m. (see Resolution No.
551/12/CONS).
44
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Figure 2.18. Media services. Instruments used for access to the radio in Italy
(2013)

Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM

Use in mobile mode also indicates, as already mentioned, that the radio is, to a
certain extent, complementary to the television - both from the users' viewpoint and
for advertisers - since the people in general listen to the radio when they cannot
watch television. In fact, the radio audience level is higher when that of television is
marginal. This complementary nature also explains the existence of a certain degree
of integration of the offer, featuring national players operating in both the radio and
the television sectors (Rai Radiotelevisione italiana, Mondadori-Fininvest, Gruppo
Editoriale L’Espresso).
The radio
content offer

With regard to the offer, the Italian radio market is highly fragmented, being
constituted of about nine hundred broadcasters (and over 1,100 radio channels) –
with coverage ranging from the entire territory to local areas. With regard to radio
content, there have been no significant changes. The large commercial broadcasters
at the national level present a rather similar offer, of a general type with
considerable space dedicated to music; whereas the all news and talk channels are
still marginal, showing, as already mentioned, their prevalently entertainment role
rather than being news providers. The structure of the national radio offer still
features the preponderant presence of multimedia publishing groups of considerable
size (see Table 2.71) which, vertically integrated also as regards advertising
revenues, are active via several communication media (for example RCS,
L’Espresso, Rai, Mondadori and Il Sole 24 Ore). Beside these commercial operators,
there are other independent subjects, such as RTL, Radio Dimensione Suono, Radio
Italia and Radio Kiss Kiss. However, of these latter, only RTL and Radio Dimensione
Suono have their own brokers; the other broadcasters – Radio Italia and Radio Kiss
Kiss – entrust external companies with their advertising space, specifically Gruppo
Mondadori (broker Mondadori Pubblicità S.p.A.)45. Lastly, the picture is completed
by a few non-commercial broadcasters, dedicated to specific audience segments
(Radio Radicale46 e Associazione Radio Maria).47
The local radio offer, however, features a multitude of broadcasters which
reach significant audience levels only in a few cases. The broadcasters in question
As indicated in the footnote to table 2.71, during the year 2013 Radio Italia changed its
advertising broker. More specifically, since April 2013 advertising space on the medium has
been sold by Mondadori Pubblicità S.p.A. and no longer by Manzoni S.p.A. (Gruppo
L’Espresso). However, this fact does not affect the considerations expressed but rather
confirms the predominant presence of vertically integrated large publishing groups also as
regards the sale of advertising space.
46
This is a radio broadcaster recognised, with Italian Law No. 230 of 1990, as “a radio
broadcasting company which transmits information of general interest”. The broadcaster,
pursuant to the aforesaid law, is obliged to use its transmission network – which must reach at
least 85% of the regions – to put on air every day “informative programmes on political,
religious, economic, social, trade-union or literary news for no less than nine hours between
seven a.m. and eight p.m.” (Art. 1 letter a).
47
This is a broadcaster of religious content which pursues the goal of systematic evangelism.
45
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have larger or smaller user catchment basins ranging from several regions to one
small town.

Publisher
Gruppo Finelco
Gruppo Editoriale
L’Espresso
RTL 102.500 hit Radio
RAI Radiotelevisione
Italiana
Radio Dimensione
Suono
Monradio (Arnoldo
Mondadori Ed.)

Table 2.71. Radio. National offer
Broadcaster
Licensee
Radio 105; RMC Radio
Gruppo Finelco S.p.A.
Montecarlo; Virgin Radio
Radio Capital; Radio Deejay;
Manzoni S.p.A.
M20
RTL 102.5
Openspace Pubblicità S.r.l.
Radiouno; Radiodue; Radiotre;
Gr parlamento; Radio
RAI Pubblicità S.p.A.
international; Isoradio
RDS 100% grandi successi

Advertising s.r.l.

Radio R101

Mondadori Pubblicità S.p.A.

Radio Italia

Radio Italia solo musica italiana

Il Sole 24 Ore
Radio Kiss Kiss
Associazione Radio
Maria
Centro di produzione

Radio 24
Radio kiss kiss

Mondadori Pubblicità
S.p.A.*
Il Sole 24 Ore S.p.A.
Mondadori Pubblicità S.p.A.

Radio Maria
Radio radicale

For the first months of the year 2013, advertising revenues were collected by the company
Manzoni S.p.A. Only as of April 2013 were the advertising revenues acquired under licence by
the company Mondadori Pubblicità S.p.A.
(*)

From the viewpoint of the economic resources, in 2013 the radio sustained a
further downturn in income, recording a significant contraction of 5% (see Table
2.72). Observing the market trend of the last five years, it can be seen that
revenues have progressively decreased. In fact, after growth in the two-year term
2009-2010, a substantial fall was recorded in the following years, which, compared
to 2009 revenues, reached a significant -13.6%.
The breakdown of total revenues for the sector (in 2013, Euro 602 million)
according to the various categories (see again Table 2.72), it can be noted that the
main source of funding in the sector is the sale of advertising space to advertisers 48,
with more than Euro 461 million deriving from advertising income, equal to 76.6%;
more than Euro 100 million is represented by funding from the public sector which
represents 16.7% of total revenues; and lastly just over Euro 40 million (6.7%) is
from agreements and state grants.
Considering the trend of sales values, it is important to note that precisely the
main resource of the market - advertising - has sustained the greatest contraction,
with revenues falling, in the five-year term, by about Euro 100 million (-17.4%),
and by more than Euro 30 million in the last year (-6.4%). This decrease is not only
economic - due to the present macroeconomic situation - but is also linked to
structure of the entire advertising sector, which is suffering from a tendency for
investments to migrate from traditional advertising products towards the more
innovative types circulated on the Internet. Consequently, there are repercussions
on the entire radio compartment, since advertising is the main resource for the
sector (as mentioned above, over 76%).

Advertising revenues are the main source of funding, considering the non-disputable nature
of the income from licence fees and the limited consistency, especially for local broadcasters,
of resources from public agreements.
48
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Table 2.72. Radio. Total revenues divided according to type
Revenues (Euro millions)
Δ2013
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013* /2012
Licences**
Advertising***
Grants and
subsidies
Total

98.10
558.66

99.27
598.92

102.20
565.81

100.35
493.01

100.80
461.26

0.4%
-6.4%

Percentag
e of the
total
(2013)
16.7%
76.6%

40.66

47.51

47.48

40.45

40.45

0.0%

6.7%

697.42

745.70

715.49

633.80

602.51

-4.9%

100%

* Estimated values. ** For the correct allocation of the amount of the licence fee to be
assigned to television and radio activity, the separate accounting system of RAI was taken into
account, relative to the financial year 2012, and the relative accounting aggregates: the
licence fees to be attributed to television broadcasting were calculated by applying to the total
value a percentage equal to the share of direct costs attributed to this activity out of the total
direct costs of the public service (aggregate A of the official accounts). *** The value does not
include revenues from online advertising.
Source: processed by the Authority using company data

The analysis of market shares shows, at this time of economic recession, a
consolidation process of the main operators' positions, in some cases due to the
expansion of the scope of their activities. It can be seen, in particular, that
compared to 2012, Mondadori has increased its position - due in part to the
acquisition of advertising revenues as the agent of some radio stations. Specifically,
as indicated at the foot of Table 2.71, it can also be noted that, in 2013 the Group,
through the agency Mondadori Pubblicità, provided for the management of the
advertising of Radio Italia49, as well as that of the local stations Radio Subasio and
Radio Norba.
Distribution of
radio revenues

Observing the position of the main operators on the radio market, also in
2013 more than half of total resources are held by the top five. Rai is confirmed as
the main operator with a market share of 24.4%, showing an increase compared to
the previous year and by far superior to that of its competitors. The Finelco Group
follows, with revenues which have increased to 12.2%, and then RTL which has
reached 8.8%. On the contrary, the market shares of Gruppo Editoriale L'Espresso
and RDS, have decreased to 8.7% and 6.1% respectively. Mondadori, however,
shows a net increase, from 3% the previous year to 6% in 2013. Lastly, Il Sole 24
Ore has increased very slightly to 2.6%. There are other operators with marginal
shares, which are flanked by other operators which are predominantly local.

This expansion of its activity has resulted in an increase of approximately 42% of its
revenues from advertising on radio, which has partially offset the decline in advertising
revenues as the Group's advertising agency (see the Group's Annual Report issued with the
consolidated financial statement at 31 December 2013).
49
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Table 2.73. Radio. Market shares of the
2009
2010
RAI
22.9
21.4
Finelco
10.3
10.4
RTL
7.7
7.6
Gruppo Editoriale L’Espresso
10.1
13
RDS
7.1
7
Mondadori
3.6
3.8
Il Sole 24 ore
2.1
2.2
Other operators
36.3
34.6
Total
100
100
Conc. index - HHI
895
894
* Estimated values

main operators (%)
2011
2012
21.8
22.3
10.2
10.7
7.2
7.6
12.7
10.9
6.8
6.9
4
3
2.4
2.5
34.9
36.1
100
100
896
887

2013*
24.4
12.2
8.8
8.7
6.1
6
2.6
31.4
100
1,004

Source: processed by the Authority using company data

The data reported therefore show that, compared to the year 2012, there has
been a significant increase in the HHI concentration index (1,004) which, albeit
evidence of greater concentration of the market, reflects a structure which is still
substantially competitive, featuring a reasonable degree of competition between the
various players.

2.3.3. Daily newspapers
The publishing sector, as widely recognised at both the national and
international levels, has primary importance in guaranteeing pluralist information.
Daily newspapers, in particular, represent an important tool for the disclosure
of knowledge, news and political, cultural and social schools of thought, which allow
the citizen to gain information and form opinions, and to make assessments on the
basis of the different viewpoints expressed. Magazines, on the other hand, are a
much less influential tool for these purposes50 (see below para. 2.3.4), while the
Internet can be seen as the tool increasingly used by citizens for acquiring
information and the only one with a swiftly rising evolution (see below para. 2.3.5).
The publishing sector, but more in general the entire media sector, has in fact
The
found itself, in recent years, having to face a transformation due to the
evolutionary
technological evolution towards the digital world, which has revolutionised the processes of the
possibilities and the ways of disclosing information. This process has regarded in
sector
particular daily newspapers, precisely because of their importance as regards
pluralism51, since, due to the features of the product – the content of which is made
up of the news of the day before, the Internet immediately represented a possible
alternative for consumers. For this reason - after music - newspapers represent the
product which, more than others, has had to face the challenges posed by the
advent of the digital evolution.
Thus, there has also been, together with changes in demand, important
changes in the offer of the daily newspapers. As has happened in other countries
which have preceded Italy in this evolution (for example the United States), also in
our country certain newspapers have gained success exclusively online. The hard-copy
newspapers have undergone changes with respect to distribution methods and in the
sharing of information. In fact, new digital products have gained ground, from the PDF

The most important magazines for pluralism are the news magazines which examine
general, political, cultural or social issues in depth.
51
See Resolution No. 555/10/CONS, “Procedure for identifying relevant markets within the
integrated communications system”, Annex A.
50
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format of the hard-copy version (which can now be considered obsolete) to the new
digital versions, including the news apps.
However, this technological evolution, although having a significant impact which
has increased over time, does not seem to have damaged the nature of the information
medium represented by the daily press, since the Internet, albeit having increased
access to the sources of information, does not seem to have yet replaced the hard-copy
daily newspapers, at least in Italy, as the basic means for the production of primary
information.
With regard to demand, the daily newspapers, in spite of the fact that they
have a rather limited penetration among the population, still represent the second
information medium chosen by 43% of the population. The wide gap from television
(more than 30 percentage points) is reduced in the case of local news, for which
newspapers are confirmed as an important source. The national daily newspapers
carry out a pre-eminent role for the acquisition of news on national and international
events, while the local newspapers are addressed above all to individuals who seek
information on facts in their own geographical area.52 Lastly, daily newspapers are a
medium which shows a high customer loyalty level. It has been found, in fact, that
68% of citizens who read a daily newspaper would not give up this means of
information.53
However, there seems to be no doubt that the daily press has seen a
considerable decrease in the number of readers in recent years, also generated by the
affirmation of the Internet as the third information medium, with a progressively
narrowing gap between the latter and the daily press. For that matter, due to its nature
as a global medium, the Internet appears to be a particularly important source for
obtaining information regarding international and national news. In fact, the number of
users who visit websites to find information on national and international events
exceeds even that of the individuals who use the daily newspapers for the same
purpose. For this type of information, the network has already become the second
medium of information54. Therefore, even if the need for information has not
diminished, there is growing change in the means of obtaining it, which is accentuating
the crisis of the daily newspaper as a product in its traditional sense.
With regard to the offer of daily newspapers, as the previous year, again the
number of newspaper publications decreased this year. More generally, the most
important elements which come to light are a decrease in the volume of copies sold,
a further (and perhaps final) decrease in the free press, and, as already mentioned,
certain newspapers have disappeared from the market, above all those which
survived on public contributions.
With reference to the overall situation of the Italian daily press, the following
table illustrates the full offer of both national and local news, giving the breakdown
between information, political, sports, economic and other specialised publications.
With regard to the circulation of these publications, see the Annex to the Annual
Report (which also gives the geographical breakdown of the same), while the Table
2.77 in this paragraph gives the 2012 data on the distribution and net circulation of the
newspapers of the main publishers of the same.

See Survey carried out by SWG for AGCOM as part of a fact-finding investigation
into the Internet services sector and online advertising. In particular, on this point see
Resolution No. 19/14/CONS, “Fact finding survey on the Internet services sector and online
advertising”, Annex A, Chapter IV.
53
See Survey carried out by SWG for AGCOM as part of a fact-finding investigation into the
Internet services sector and online advertising, cit.
54
See Resolution No. 19/14/CONS, cit., Annex A, Chapter IV.
52
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Table 2.74. Daily newspapers in Italy by type
News – free press
City
Epolis Bari
Metro
News – paid
Alto Adige/Trentino
Avvenire
Bresciaoggi
Buonasera
Calabria Ora
Corriere (Avellino)
Corriere (Perugia)
Corriere (Rimini)
Corriere Adriatico
Corr. del Giorno di Puglia e Luc.
Corriere del Mezzogiorno
Corr. del Mezz. Bari e Puglia
Corriere del Trentino
Corriere del Veneto
Corriere della Sera
Corriere dell'Alto Adige
Corriere delle Alpi
Corriere di Bologna
Corriere di Como
Corriere Fiorentino
Corriere Mercantile
Cronacaqui.It
Cronache di Napoli
Die Neue Südtiroler Tagesz.
Dolomiten
Editoriale Oggi
Foggia Sera
Gazzetta del Sud
Gazzetta di Mantova
Gazzetta di Modena
Gazzetta di Parma
Gazzetta di Reggio
Giornale di Brescia
Giornale di Sicilia
Il Centro

L’Unione Sport
Leggo
In Città

Prima Pagina
Il Quotidiano del Friuli Ven. Giulia
Nuovo Quotidiano di Rimini

Il Cittadino
Il Cittadino Oggi Corriere Naz.
Il Corriere Laziale
Il Fatto Quotidiano
Il Gazzettino
Il Gettone
Il Giornale
Il Giornale dell'Umbria
Il Giornale di Vicenza
Il Giorno
Il Manifesto Quot. Comunista
Il Mattino
Il Mattino di Padova
Il Messaggero
Il Piccolo
Il Quotidiano (Calabria)
Il Quotidiano del Molise
Il Quotidiano della Basilicata
Il Resto del Carlino
Il Sannio Quotidiano
Il Secolo XIX
Il Tempo
Il Tirreno
Italia Sera
La Città di Salerno
La Città Quotidiano
La Discussione
La Gazzetta Del Mezzogiorno
La Nazione
La Nuova del Sud
La Nuova di Venezia e Mestre
La Nuova Ferrara
La Nuova Sardegna
La Prealpina
La Provincia (Civitavecchia)

La Provincia (Como)
La Provincia (Cremona)
La Provincia Pavese
La Provincia Quotidiano
La Repubblica
La Sicilia
La Stampa
La Tribuna di Treviso
La Verità per Sport
La Voce
La Voce di Mantova
La Voce di Romagna
La Voce Nuova
L’Adige
L'Arena
L'Attacco
L'Eco di Bergamo
Libertà - Libertà Lunedì
L'Unione Sarda
Messaggero Veneto
Metropolis
Modena Qui
Nuova Gazzetta di Caserta
Nuovo Quotidiano di Puglia
Opinioni Nuove - Libero Quot.
Ottopagine
Primo Piano Molise
Primorski Dnevnik
Quotidiano di Bari
Quotidiano di Foggia
Quotidiano di Sicilia
Repubblica
Scuola S.N.A.L.S.
Trotto & Turf

Specialist – political (*)
Europa
Il Foglio Quotidiano
L'opinione delle Libertà
L'Unità
La Padania
Roma
Secolo d'Italia
Specialist – economy
Italia Oggi
Il Denaro
Il Sole 24 Ore
Mf/Milano Finanza
Ore 12
Specialist – sports
Corriere dello Sport Stadio
Il Domani dello Sport
Il Romanista
La Gazzetta dello Sport
Tuttosport
Trotto & Turf
Specialist – other (trade unions, institutional, etc.)
Conquiste del Lavoro
Gazzetta Aste Appalti Pubblici
L'Avvisatore Marittimo
Staffetta Quotidiana
Scuola S.N.A.L.S.
* The “Political” category refers to the daily newspapers which receive contributions in as much
as being the newspapers of a political party or movement or, having the necessary requisites,
which received contributions on 31.12.2005 (pursuant to Art. 3 Section 10 of Italian Law No.
250/1990 and Art. 20, Section 3-ter of Italian Decree Law 223/2006 converted by Italian Law
248/2006) or in as much as newspapers of political movements, which were transformed into
cooperatives no later than 1 December 2001 (Art. 153 of Italian Law 388/2000).
Source: AGCOM
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As for the economic trend of the market, in line with the evolution of the entire
sector, the 2013 data show an overall decrease of 7%, which most concerns revenues
from the sale of collateral products (-16.5%) and of advertising (-13%) (Table 2.75).
This negative trend depends on the crisis which, in recent years, has hit the entire
sector and which has continued, in 2013, to cause a fall in market revenues, also
evidenced by the reduction in revenues deriving from the sale of copies (0.5%).
To this regard, it must be pointed out that the table, for reasons of the correct
attribution to the relative markets of reference, indicates, on the one hand, the
revenues from the sale of all types of daily newspapers, in both hard-copy and
digital formats, and on the other it includes only advertising revenues from the
hard-copy formats, while those from online publications and from online advertising
in general are analysed in a later paragraph.
Table 2.75. Daily newspapers Core business revenues
Revenues (Euro millions)

Copies sold
Advertising(**)
Collateral
products(***)
Grants and
subsidies(****)
TOTAL
(*)

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013(*****)

1,291.14
1,500.67

1,266.72
1,410.80

1,268.13
1,358.55

1,168.16
1,132.11

1,162.52
983.01

∆
13/12
(%)
-0.48%
-13.17%

214.27

153.82

151.18

128.29

107.08

-16.53%

4.59%

115.05

136.78

121.68

78.05

78.05

0.00%

3.35%

-7.02%

100%

3,121.13 2,968.12 2,899.55 2,506.61 2,330.66

Percentage
of the total
(2013)
49.88%
42.18%

The figure includes hard-copy and digital editions. (**) The figure does not include online
advertising. (***) The figure also includes the value of collateral products other than books and
audio recordings which, unlike these latter, are not included in the ICS. (****) The figure
includes revenues deriving from agreements with public subjects and public grants. It has
been assumed that the figure remained constant in 2013. (*****) Estimated values.
Source: processed by the Authority using company data
(*)

Also in the case of average daily sales, as illustrated in Figure 2.19 below, in
line with what has occurred in recent years, there was a reduction of 5.2% in 2013.
From the start of the last decade, in fact, the copies sold have fallen from over 6
million to about 3.5 million in 2013, with a constant decrease except for 2006.
Figure 2.19. Media services. Average daily newspaper sales (1995 - 2013)

(*) Estimated values.
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The negative trend of copies sold (-5%) was partially offset, as illustrated in
Figure 2.20, by an increase in the unit price of the newspapers, which has almost
neutralised said change in volumes, resulting in a net decrease of revenue of 0.5%
(see Table 2.75).
Figure 2.20. Media services. The trend of newspaper and magazine prices:
comparison with the consumer price index (1995-2013)

Source: processed by the Authority using Istat data

In addition, the digital publishing evolution, i.e. the sale of digital products Digital publishing
(on smartphones, tablets, etc.), has also contributed to mitigating the fall in
revenues from the sale of hard copies. However, in spite of the significant growth
recorded in the last few years, the digital component is not yet sufficient to sustain
the decline that the publishing of hard-copy newspapers has undergone in recent
years. The prevalence of digital products, at least as regards those sold to the
public, is indeed still fairly limited in terms of both value and volume. The weighting
of digital publishing is still almost negligible, although it is undergoing great
expansion. In 2013, in fact, the value of revenues from the sale of digital daily
publications represents about 4.3% of total revenues from the sale of daily
publishing products and services.
If, on the one hand, the success of online news is having positive effects on
social well-being, in as much as it generates an information surplus often free of
charge (or almost) for citizens, on the other hand, this process has led to a drastic
fall in revenues from hard-copy publications, which has caused the latter to cut the
costs of their journalistic activities.55
Revenues from the offer of new digital products are often insufficient to
sustain the costs of the relative journalistic component. The free nature of much of
the news transmitted on the network, in fact, although representing a positive
element for society and democracy in an advanced country, increases the negative
trend of the daily press in hard-copy format (and also, as will be seen, of
magazines), which has also resulted in the disappearance of many newspapers in
Italy and abroad.56
To this regard, the Authority, as part of the recently completed fact-finding
survey on the Internet services sector and online advertising, analysed the new forms
of financing of traditional publishers, particularly newspaper publishers57. Such
The net effect of this process could be an increase in the circulation of news, but at the
expense of the impoverishment of the phase in which the news itself is generated. This is why,
at the international level (both in Europe and the United States), a series of initiatives have
been launched in order to finance online journalism, especially news investigations. To this
regard, see Resolution No. 19/14/CONS, cit., Annex A, Chapter IV.
56
In the last two years in Italy, 14 daily newspaper publishing companies have closed.
57
See Resolution No. 19/14/CONS, cit, Annex A, Chapter IV.
55
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newspapers still represent the medium for which the greatest number of journalists in
Italy work and they represent the medium which suffered the adverse effects of the
affirmation of the Internet ecosystem before and worse than others.
With regard to the division of revenues between the publishers of hard-copy
and digital newspapers, as shown by Figure 2.21, about 90% of the turnover of daily
newspapers still stems from the traditional product. In particular, while the advertising
side the web now occupies a significant position, with more than 10% of total
advertising revenues in 2012, the sale of copies of digital products still accounts for a
marginal fraction of the relative revenues (2% in 2012 and 4% in 2013). The
composition of revenues from digital services is therefore largely biased in favour of
the advertising component (85% versus 15% of revenues from the sale of digital
copies). On the contrary, in the case of hard-copy newspapers, the different revenues
are more balanced, with a prevalence of revenues from the sale of copies (55%),
partly because of recent increases in the price of these products and the simultaneous
drastic drop in the price of advertising.
Figure 2.21. Media services. Structure of newspaper revenues according to type
(sales and advertising) and media (hard copy and digital) (2012)

Source: processed by the Authority on data supplied by the operators (ERS)

The difficulty in obtaining value from the digital product clearly emerges from
the ratio between the average revenues from the two types of publishing product,
hard copy and digital (see Figure 2.21). At (almost) parity of the product offered (to
readers, the hard-copy newspaper or the digital newspaper; to advertisers, the
advertising advertising contact in the hard-copy newspaper or on the Internet site of
the daily newspaper), the value of the digital version according to Italian daily
newspaper publishers is, on average, 65% less than that of the hard-copy format.
In particular, in 2012 the ratio between average revenues from the sale of digital
copies with respect to the hard-copy version was 0.37. This means that if the hardcopy version were sold for Euro 1 per unit, the corresponding digital products would
be sold at 0.37 Euro cents. Obviously this figure is also the effect of the discounts
and free offers that publishers have introduced in an attempt to launch their digital
products and to gain favour for the same with the Italian public.
Also from the advertising viewpoint, the value of the news product is, for the
daily newspaper publishers, much lower if it is offered on the web: the average
revenue per visitor reached in 2012 was about one third of that per reader of the
hard-copy version. Obviously, in this case, the comparison is less precise (considering
that the daily newspaper and the relative site are not the same product, and that a
visitor to the site is not the exact equivalent of a newspaper reader), and it must
therefore be taken with caution: however, also in view of the entity of the
phenomenon, it does give useful indications in any case.
In short, the data bring to light the difficulty traditional publishers have in
valorising their products when they offer them on the Internet (and not on the
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traditional platform). This is due to a series of factors regarding demand (the
different demand structure with respect to that of the hard-copy newspaper), offer
(the difficulty of entirely rethinking one's own product for the web), and of the
competitive scenario. In fact, from this last viewpoint, publishers on the Internet are
subject, on the one side (that of users) to the competition of free offers which
significantly force prices down to zero; and, on the other side, online advertising
features many qualified competitors, including the search engines and social
networks which act at different stages of the Internet value chain 58. In any case,
advertising revenues do not seem able to offset the reduced revenues due to the
contraction of the hard-copy product.
With regard to the competitive structure of the newspaper market, in 2013
this seems to be substantially the same as in 2012, as resulting from the following
Table, which gives the shares of the main publishing groups. Firstly, the market
does not appear to be very concentrated, with an HHI below 1,000 points (979) and
rather stable over time. However, as the Authority has already had occasion to
note59, since the vocation of daily newspapers is fairly consistent, although the
national newspaper market is not very concentrated, at the local level the diffusion
of these publications may in some specific cases appear more polarized, resulting in
a higher level of concentration than that indicated by an analysis conducted at the
national level. The framework of the shares of the individual media groups also
appears to be stable over time, with the first two operators (Gruppo Editoriale
L'Espresso and RCS Mediagroup) holding the leading position, jointly reaching a
share of 39% of the market. The other operators follow with rather stable shares at
less than 10%.

The competitive
structure

Table 2.76. Daily newspapers Market shares of the main publishing groups (%)
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013(*)
L'Espresso Group
19.4
19.3
20.1
21.05
21.45
RCS Mediagroup
18.9
17.3
17.5
18.35
17.72
Caltagirone
8.0
7.9
7.5
7.29
7.21
Monrif
6.4
6.6
6.5
6.63
6.54
Il Sole 24 Ore
6.3
5.9
6.3
6.12
5.81
Itedi (La Stampa)
5.4
5.6
5.7
5.33
5.23
Amodei (CorSport; Tuttosport)
3.7
3.9
3.7
3.90
4.27
Other
31.9
33.5
32.7
31.32
31.77
Total
100
100
100
100
100
Conc. index - HHI
953
892
927
989
979
* Estimated values Source: processed by the Authority using company data

The Table below shows the position of the main operators in terms of volume,
i.e. the circulation of the group's newspapers with respect to Italian newspapers as a
whole. Placing the publishing groups in order of circulation, certain differences can be
seen with respect to the classification given as values. In particular, RCS is in first
place with a share of about 15.8%, approximately 1 percentage point ahead of
Gruppo Editoriale L’Espresso. Gruppo Caltagirone follows, with a weight calculated on
volumes (approximately 9.4%) considerably higher than that in terms of sales
(approximately 7%), while the remaining operators achieved shares of decidedly less
than 10%.
Table 2.77. Daily newspapers Market shares in terms of volume (2012)
Group of
reference

Company

58
59

Name of
publication

Circulation
No.
%

Copies
distributed

Copies sold

See Resolution No. 19/14/CONS, cit., Annex A, Chapter IV and Chapter V.
See Resolution No. 555/10/CONS, cit., Annex A.
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Group of
reference
RCS

Company

RCS
Mediagroup
S.p.A.

City Italia

City Milano
Editoriale
Trentino Alto
Adige
Editoriale
Veneto
Editoriale
Fiorentina
Editoriale
Corriere di
Bologna

Name of
publication
Corriere della
Sera
La Gazzetta dello
Sport
City Roma
City Firenze
City Napoli
City Torino
City Bologna
City Bari
City Genova
City Milano
Corriere del
Trentino
Corriere dell'Alto
Adige
Corriere del
Veneto
Corriere
Fiorentino

Finegil
Editoriale
S.p.A.

138

Copies
distributed
388,041,882

270,784,222

Copies sold

Type

205,985,561

8.34

205,985,561

153,714,457

paid

141,047,236

5.71

141,047,236

95,362,547

paid

2,299,990
750,015
750,015
750,015
409,990
350,000
175,000
5,908,840

0.09
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.24

2,299,990
750,015
750,015
750,015
409,990
350,000
175,000
5,908,840

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2,328,290

0.09

2,328,290

1,760,513

paid

1,486,340

0.06

1,486,340

1,050,125

paid

14,503,487

0.59

13,626,475

10,154,058

paid

7,503,667

0.30

7,471,356

5,197,641

paid

4,756,932

0.19

4,702,759

3,544,881

paid

362,025,147

14.66

280,456,606

270,442,750

189,241,106

7.67

142,385,862

141,441,692

paid

Alto
Adige/Trentino

10,567,070

0.43

8,033,574

6,230,115

paid

La Nuova
Sardegna

21,814,854

0.88

17,957,585

17,734,953

paid

30,423,734

1.23

23,735,249

23,082,408

paid

19,612,922

0.79

16,594,146

16,335,101

paid

14,033,970

0.57

11,877,061

11,636,568

paid

11,440,482

0.46

9,716,197

9,578,522

paid

11,350,226

0.46

9,133,134

4,982,432

paid

9,540,965

0.39

7,273,775

6,876,814

paid

8,312,231

0.34

6,404,186

6,239,520

paid

7,530,177

0.31

5,668,957

5,528,695

paid

6,882,411

0.28

5,345,405

5,254,570

paid

5,339,007

0.22

4,182,335

4,112,570

paid

4,935,177

0.20

3,648,816

3,613,810

paid

4,411,239

0.18

3,307,997

3,253,430

paid

3,859,362

0.16

2,555,977

2,450,126

paid

Corriere di
Bologna

GELE
Gruppo
Editoriale
L'Espresso
S.p.A.
S.E.T.A.
Società
Editrice
Tipografica
Atesina S.p.A.
Editoriale La
Nuova
Sardegna
S.p.A.

Circulation
No.
%
389,005,378 15.76

2014

La Repubblica

Il Tirreno
Messaggero
Veneto
Il Piccolo
Gazzetta di
Mantova
Il Mattino di
Padova
Il Centro
La Provincia
Pavese
La Nuova di
Venezia e Mestre
La Tribuna di
Treviso
Gazzetta di
Reggio
Gazzetta di
Modena
La Nuova Ferrara
La Città di
Salerno

free
free
free
free
free
free
free
free

press
press
press
press
press
press
press
press
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Group of
reference

Company

Name of
publication
Corriere delle
Alpi

Quotidiano di
Puglia S.p.A.

FIAT
Other
operators
Total

Type

2,636,350

2,091,424

paid

230,606,176
35,836,644

9.34
1.45

181,573,811
27,603,357

123,828,173
26,902,320

paid

Il Mattino

33,588,902

1.36

23,596,290

22,781,809

paid

Il Messaggero

91,012,767

3.69

64,303,049

62,567,221

paid

Leggo
Nuovo
Quotidiano di
Puglia

54,066,101

2.19

54,066,101

0

free press

8,108,438

0.33

6,104,718

5,920,081

paid

7,993,324

0.32

5,900,296

5,656,742

paid

145,649,630

5.90

107,304,060

102,290,632

63,381,381

2.57

48,689,641

46,033,122

paid

52,653,953
29,614,296

2.13
1.20

39,325,797
19,288,622

37,942,309
18,315,201

paid
paid

Il Sole 24 Ore

120,148,856

4.87

93,835,355

92,011,899

paid

La Stampa

127,563,961

5.17

88,760,708

84,278,034

paid

1,093,777,806

44.30

780,165,474

583,794,781

2,468,776,954
100 1,920,137,896
Source: processed by the Authority using company data

1,527,430,491

Il Gazzettino

Corriere
Adriatico
S.p.A.

Corriere
Adriatico

Poligrafici
Editoriale

Il Resto del
Carlino
La Nazione
Il Giorno

Il Sole 24 Ore
S.p.A.
Editrice La
Stampa

Copies sold

0.11

MONRIF

IL SOLE 24
ORE

Copies
distributed

2,730,214

CALTAGIRONE
Il Gazzettino
Il Mattino
S.p.A.
Il Messaggero
S.p.A.
Leggo S.p.A.

Circulation
No.
%

In conclusion, the daily newspaper market has, on the one hand, limited
barriers to entry, further reduced by digital communications, and a low
concentration level. On the other hand, a certain stability in the operators' market
positions can be seen, against a considerable contraction (in volumes and value) as
regards both readers and advertising.

2.3.4. Magazines
The magazine publishing sector has always featured great diversification among
products, to respond to different and often specific needs and demands, and this has
created a highly segmented market because of the differentiated macro categories of
the same.
A distinction can be made between the publishing of specialist magazines,
prevalently aimed at catering to professional needs, and other magazine publishing
(general or regarding certain sectors) to cater for specific personal interests.
Regarding the latter, it can be seen from the survey carried out by SWG for the
Authority (para. 2.3), that magazines prevalently pursue the purpose of
entertainment linked to free time, to gossip and to the emotional component of
news stories, while they have scarce importance as a means of information, also
considering solely the percentage of the population who state their use as a source
of information (see the table below). For that matter, in the case of political
information, and especially regarding the most recent national political elections, more
people use magazines to obtain useful information for the choice of the candidate for
whom to vote (13.7%) than those who use the same means for keeping up with the
news (10.8%). This percentage is even greater if referred only to voters (14.9%).
However, magazines, although ahead of the radio, are significantly below the other
communications media as regards the contribution to the forming of voters' political
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awareness (para. 2.3).
Table 2.78. News
News
(internatio
nal,
national
and local)
% population ≥ 14 years 10.4%
% population ≥ 18 years % individuals who keep
10.8%
up with the news(**)

magazines (April 2013)
Internati
onal
news

Nation
al
news

Local Political
news news(*)

4.7%
-

5.0%
-

3.9%
-

5.2%

5.3%

4.2%

13.7%

* The estimate is based on the latest national elections for the year 2013. ** The percentages
are calculated on the total number of individuals who will obtain information in general and on
international, national and local current affairs. The data on political elections refer to those
above 18 years of age. Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM

However, this figure is still modest compared with that of access to the medium,
in 2013 amounting to 43.4% of the population (see table on Table 2.54 in para. 2.3).
The figures for 2013, while confirming the lesser penetration of the publishing media
compared to other communication media, nevertheless show that the use of magazines
on the part of the reference population - unlike for newspapers, which have sustained a
significant decrease - remains broadly in line60 with the findings of 2010. Moving on to
the analysis of readers, econometric estimates based on the market survey carried out
by SWG for the Authority show a positive effect on female readers61, who read more
magazines; with respect to education, there was a negative effect with respect to those
with lower academic qualifications, and a positive effect on graduates and those with
even higher level qualifications; a positive effect was also recorded in the North East
and North West regions of the country, but with no correlation with age or profession.
On the supply side, the Italian magazine market continues to be distinguished
by the presence, on the one hand, of certain national operators active in several
media compartments, which address the user-consumer market with several
publications, and which represent about half of the market in terms of value; on the
other hand, there is a myriad of smaller publishers which cater to specific segments
of consumers or professional users.

The comparison between the data for 2013 and 2010 must be considered with some caution
- especially in this case where there are limited differences - since they are the result of two
different surveys conducted using different methodologies and referring to different times of
the year. In addition, the penetration of this means of communication has been calculated for
2013 considering the use of the same in the 7 days prior to the survey, while for 2010, the 30
days preceding the survey.
61
The higher rate of females, representing one of the population brackets negatively affected
by the digital divide (see the analysis carried out in the survey on the Internet and online
advertising pursuant to Resolution No. 19/14/CONS), can help to explain the maintenance of
the penetration of magazines and the more sluggish dynamics of a part of the sector.
60
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Table 2.79. Magazines Main market operators
Group

Advertising
broker

Mondadori
Fininvest/Mondadori
Pubblicità S.p.A.
RCS Mediagroup

RCS Pubblicità
S.p.A.

Condé Nast

Internal division

Cairo
Communication

Cairo Pubblicità
S.p.A.

Gruppo Editoriale
L’Espresso

A. Manzoni & C.
S.p.A.

Hearst

Internal division

Il Sole 24 Ore

Internal division

Guido Veneziani
Editore

GVP s.r.l.

Class

Classpi S.p.A.

Bresi
Editoriale Domus
Sergio Bonelli
Editore
Editrice Quadratum
SEGE

Internal division

Main magazines and publications
Panorama, Tv Sorrisi e Canzoni, Grazia, Donna
Moderna, Chi, Flair, Telepiù, Confidenze, Cucina
Moderna, Star Bene, Casafacile, Men's Health, Sale e
pepe, Focus, PC professionale, etc.
Oggi, Visto, A, Novella 2000, Astra, Amica, Max, Dove,
Casamica, Domenica Quiz, Bravacasa, Amica, Io e il
mio bambino, Sportweek, etc.
Vanity Fair, Vogue, Glamour, GQ, Traveller, AD, Wired,
Myself, Sposabella, etc.
Airone, For Men Magazine, Gardenia, Antiquariato, Arte,
Bell’Italia, Bell’Europa, In Viaggio, Diva e Donna,
Settimanale Dipiù, etc.
L’Espresso, National Geographic, Limes, MicroMega, Le
Guide dell’Espresso, Velvet, etc.
Gente, Gioia, Elle, Cosmopolitan, Hearst Home, Gente
Enigmistica, etc.
Agrisole, Guida al Diritto, Guida al Lavoro, La Settimana
Fiscale, Società e Diritto, Il Sole 24 Ore edilizia e
territorio, etc.
Vero, Top, Stop, Rakam, Vero cucina, Vero TV,
Confessioni Donna, etc.
Class, Case & Country, Gentleman, Campus, Capital,
etc.
La Settimana Enigmistica, Il Sudoku Enigmistico, Il
Blocco Enigmistico, etc.
Quattroruote, Dueruote, Meridiani, Ruote classiche, Top
Gear, Domus, etc.
Tex, Dylan Dog, Nathan Never, Julia, Zagor, Martin
Mystere, Storie di altrove, etc.

Il Sole 24 ore
S.p.A., Promedia Intimità, Love Story, La Cucina Italiana, Rolling Stone
2000 s.r.l., Euro Magazine, etc.
Company
Tre Pi Pubblicità
Porta Portese, Click. Up For It, Porta Portese News, etc.
S.r.l.
Source: processed by AGCOM using company data

The overall picture, given the highly differentiated nature of the magazine
sector, includes operators which differ greatly from one another. Despite the fact
that in some crisis areas of magazine publishing there is little hope of recovery,
others are more dynamic and show greater adaptability and flexibility. To this
regard, for example, many magazines have adopted a policy of reducing the cover
price, which in some cases is even lower than that of newspapers. To this regard,
the index of magazine prices shows less growth that the general consumer price
index (see Figure 2.23 in para. 2.3.3).
From an economic perspective, in line with what has been shown at the
international level, the Italian magazine sector also continues to show a
recessionary trend. According to the latest analyses carried out by the International
Federation of the Magazine Publishers (IFMP)62, magazines sales in Europe have
decreased, both in revenues from the sale of copies and in those from advertising,
with the exception of the advertising revenues for specialist publications.
In Italy, in terms of turnover, the magazine publishing market as a whole
(Table 2.80), has suffered a contraction of more than 30% in the last five years
(and 17% last year alone), passing, according to the Authority's estimates, from
“World digital media factbook” 2013-2014, IFMP. “World Magazine Trends 2013-14” IFMP.
“La Stampa in Italia 2011 – 2013”, FIEG, 16 April 2014.
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Euro 3.4 million in 2009 to Euro 2.3 million in 2013, although in 2010 they seemed
to have maintained, or even inverted, the trend.
Table 2.80. Magazines Core business revenues
Revenues (Euro millions)
sold*

Copies
Advertising**
Collateral
products***
Grants and
subsidies****
TOTAL

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013*****

1,820.36
1,293.43

1,810.61
1,351.88

1,744.94
1,290.61

1,625.07
1,010.65

1,413.46
766.90

∆
13/12
(%)
-13.0%
-24.1%

285.31

227.15

219.97

167.23

131.61

-21.3%

5.6%

23.36

34.71

25.89

39.23

39.23

0.0%

1.7%

3,422.46 3,424.35 3,281.41 2,842.18 2,351.92

Percentage
of the total
in 2013
60.1%
32.6%

-17.2% 100.0%

The figure includes hard-copy and digital editions. (**) The figure does not include online
advertising. (***) The figure also includes the value of collateral products other than books and
audio products and which are not included in the ICS estimate. (****) The figure regards
revenues deriving from agreements with public subjects and public grants. It is assumed that
this figure has remained constant in 2013. (*****) Estimated values.
Source: processed by the Authority using company data
(*)

With regard to the sources of funding, there is, in particular, a decline in
advertising revenues, which have fallen by over 40% compared to 2009, and by
24% just in the last year. This leads to an imbalance increasingly in favour of
revenues from the sale of copies (60% of resources in 2013), with the contribution
of advertising revenue reduced to about one third, and that of collateral products,
given the significant reduction in overall turnover of more than 50%, showing a
decrease in weight of 3 percentage points.
The decline of the sector also emerges from the analysis of the data on the
volumes of copies sold and distributed, and the number of publications, which have
decreased, net of new start-ups, by about 7%. These include the closure of historic
magazines and some published by major publishing groups which, in some cases,
have reduced their presence in the sector.
Digital publishing

The differentiation between magazines is also found in the differing approaches to
the digital environment. The technological evolution, which first impacted on the daily
press, is now affecting the entire publishing industry, with the creation of online-only
publications (digital native), the affirmation of new circulation and sharing methods
(including through access to social networks), the supply of new digital products (from
the PDF format of the hard-copy version to the information apps), and also by
distribution through innovative devices such as tablets and smartphones, which enables
the development of new advertising methods, such as native advertising (editing and
publication reviewed and adjusted specifically for digital use) and new forms of audience
measurement.
The opportunities offered by technological development are often seized by
minor subjects which introduce publishing product innovations, showing a dynamism
which is sometimes more pronounced than that of the major operators. In fact, an
analysis of the sample data of the major publishing groups shows that, in 2013, the
prevalence of digital magazines is still limited. While doubling in terms of volume,
digital copies represent only 3% of the total number of copies sold, while, in terms
of revenue, their impact is even lower and equal to about 1% (in the case of the
newspapers this value is equal to about 4%). To this regard, it is noted that, within
the analysed sample selection, the digital choice does not appear to be pursued with
the same conviction by all publishers.
At the same time, observing web audiences63, there is still a considerable
63

See Audiweb View, Brand, December 2013.
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distance between the sites of the hard-copy publications and the digital native
publications; for example, compared to the previous year, the magazine with the
largest audience, the Donna Moderna website, has increased its ranking from 35th
to 32nd place, while a similar site, that of Pianetadonna.it, is in 25th place in terms
of single users.
Magazine publishing, therefore, in Italy and abroad, shows a substantial delay
in the exploitation of the digitization process taking place, both in seizing the
opportunities offered by technological development and the new devices which
increasingly allow for mobile navigation, and in adequately exploiting the forms of
advertising and, similarly, the correct use 'big data'64. Yet despite a certain slowness
in adapting to changes in the organizational structure of the market, there are some
encouraging signs, at least in some sectors. In 2013, in fact, in the context of
specialist publishing65, more than half of the digital publishers have invested more
than 5% of their revenues in digital publishing, and six out of ten publishers have
launched new products during the year. There is an increase in the number of
publishers who use social media, mainly for the promotion of content and reader
loyalty. To this regard, it can be noted that only 10% of publishers do not use social
media (compared to 62% in 2010); of the social networks, Facebook is the most
used, although one in two editors also uses Twitter and LinkedIn. In addition, seven
out of ten publishers have developed, or will soon develop, specific content
optimized for mobile devices.
The transition from hard-copy to digital publishing, still in progress,
represents a real structural change for the publishing industry which, in recent
times, has had to survive in a negative macroeconomic environment. Consequently,
sector operators are having to deal with the many structural and structural
difficulties linked to the implementation of the digitization processes - which, in any
case, could represent an opportunity to overcome the limitations inherent to the
sector - in an environment already hit by the economic and financial issues related
to the economic downturn.
Market structure

From the point of view of market structure, Mondadori retains leadership,
while RCS Mediagroup holds second position, although with a reduced share. These
are followed by Condé Nast, Cairo and Hearst, while the Gruppo L'Espresso falls to
sixth place, showing the increased number of operators with greater magazine
publishing specialization, compared to groups with a more relevant presence in the
newspaper publishing segment.

This is also shown by the pressure applied by the major international associations (IFMP,
EMMA, etc.) which encourage publishers to focus on digital products, especially those for
mobile use, and on the new forms of advertising and the use of big data.
65
See ANES, Presentation of ANES Digital Outlook - Observatory on digital media specialists,
21 March 2014.
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Table 2.81. Magazines Market shares
2009
Mondadori
14.2
RCS Mediagroup
9.4
Condé Nast
4.8
Cairo
3.2
Hearst Magazines Italia
L'Espresso Group
4.6
Il Sole 24 Ore
3.0
De Agostini
3.5
Other
57.3
Total
100
HHI concentration index
467
(*)

Estimated values.

2014

of the main publishing groups (%)
2010
2011
2012
2013*
14.2
14.0
12.5
12.8
9.0
8.8
7.2
5.8
4.9
5.2
5.5
5.6
2.7
3.2
3.8
4.2
3.1
3.3
2.6
3.5
4.3
4.3
4.3
3.0
2.7
2.5
2.3
2.2
2.4
2.4
1.4
1.6
56.7
56.2
60.4
38.7
100
100
100
100
411
409
327
324

Source: processed by the Authority using company data

Although the shares of some of the major operators have increased,
especially after the general contraction of the sector, the market structure is still not
particularly concentrated, as indicated by the HHI index which not only remains at
very low values (around 320 points) but also continues its downward trend (see
Table 2.81).

2.3.5. The Internet
As mentioned in § 2.3, in recent years there has been unprecedented growth
of the Internet, which can be examined from different points of view - the
development of hostcount, single users, access, global traffic66, and also jobs involving, alongside an increase in the overall weighting of the digital sector in the
world economy, the growing importance of the new communication method for the
purposes of information pluralism.
The
evolutionary
process

The Internet as we know it today is the result of an extremely complex
evolutionary process divided into three different levels, into which the production
chain can theoretically be broken up: a real ecosystem featuring, as we shall see,
close interdependent relationships (Figure 2.22). The first stage concerns the
physical network infrastructure, the equipment and the protocols which allow for the
worldwide connection of computer networks. The second level is composed of the
hardware equipment (devices) and software which allows the user to link up to the
web. Lastly, the third level is that of the applications available through the network,
i.e. the services, products and content accessible to users by means of navigation,
divided into two broad categories: vertical services designed to meet a specific user
need (including information services and entertainment which take on a specific
institutional interest for the Authority) and horizontal services, catering for a
number of purposes aimed at and responding to all user requests (search engines,
portals and social networks). On the advertising side, web services and products
(horizontal and vertical) serve as platforms for meeting and matching the demand
of advertisers and the offer of advertising space on publishers' sites, taking avail, as
shall be seen in § 2.3.6, of different types of online advertising intermediaries.

Global IP traffic has quadrupled in the last five years and is estimated to triple in the next
four. Cisco (2013), Cisco Visual Networking Index: Forecast and Methodology, 2012–2017.
Together with the positive trend in the number of connected unique IPv4 addresses (up by
2.9% in the last quarter of 2014), average global connection speed is also under constant
development (with 3.8 Mbps and an increase of 5.5% compared to the previous quarter).
Akamai (2014), Akamai’s state of the internet, Q4 2013, Report, vol. 6, n. 4.
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Figure 2.22. Media services. The Internet industry chain

Source: the Authority

Each level has contributed to the development of the medium by means of
radical innovation processes that have taken place one after the other, disrupting
the structure of the market, imposing forms of "separation" and the "opening up" of
centralized and concentrated systems, followed by phases of industry consolidation
and "closure" of the market, which, at least until now, have not compromised the
nature and characteristics of the Internet - an open, flexible, adaptable, nonproprietary system - to which we owe the worldwide success of the web. This
evolutionary cycle has developed in several stages over the past fifty years, first
with the mainframe computer industry, then with the advent of the PC and the
relative operating systems, then with the new software applications (especially
those with browsers) and lastly, another phase seems to be appearing today with
the offer of web services.
From an economic perspective, the Internet represents an industry based on
a network which is different from other industries because of the presence of
network platforms at the different production levels, i.e. platforms which serve
(facilitating exchange, trading or meeting within) the user networks: systems of
interconnected nodes consisting of independent agents (companies, advertisers, end
consumers) who adhere to the platform in order to optimize mutual contacts. Many
platforms are part of the same network industry when the assets are exchanged.
These markets are characterized by the existence of factors which tend to
cause an increase in the level of concentration up to a situation in which, at times, a
single operator remains on the market (the winner takes all - WTA). Among these
factors, given the ability to influence users' current and future inclination to join a
network thus also conditioning the competitive results of the industry as a whole,
network effects (or "network externalities" or "demand economies") particularly come
to the surface. There are direct (and positive) network effects when the value of
goods or services (and, therefore, the usefulness) for an individual directly increases
together with the number of people who own the same asset or who adhere to the
same service (as in the case of a social network). The indirect network effects arise
when the purchase of products or services from other users increases the value of the
main asset ( for example, the effect of applications on the value of an operating
system). Lastly, there are cross-network externalities in the case of markets with two
or more fronts, consisting of the benefit or harm caused to the users of one, resulting
from participation in the system by the other group of users. Search engines exert
strong cross-network effects since advertisers prefer platforms with a greater number
of contacts, but users also actively seek networks where there are a large number of
145
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advertisers (as long as they offer the products which are the object of the search or,
at any rate, of interest to the user). The sectors which have significant network effects
are characterized, in terms of dynamics, by positive feedback (or feedback effects): as
the number of users who already use the services and products of a platform
increases, an increasing number of subjects are attracted (snowball effect). In such
contexts, the possibility for a product, service or technological system to reach the
"critical mass" of users allows for a particular dynamic reaction to be triggered, by
which one operator tends to assert itself while the others gradually fall out of the
market.
Alongside the substantial network effects, high multi-homing costs (which
increase the cost of using two or more platforms), considerably high sunk costs
(which raise barriers to entry), returns to scale (involving an expansion of the
minimum optimal size of an enterprise even up to the limit of a natural monopoly), as
well as standardised consumer preferences (which reduce the space for offers from
competing platforms) favour the emergence of a dominant single platform capable of
serving (almost) the whole market. The emergence of WTA type scenarios, especially
when they involve different levels of the value chain, could eventually be detrimental
to collective well-being, as well as a brake on innovation processes, or at least to the
type of radical innovations that market leaders have difficulty in developing.
User-side demand
On the demand side, it is estimated that in 2013 approximately 2.7 billion
people globally used the Internet, representing an increase of 77% over the last five
years67. The Internet, a radical innovation in itself, first gained success in the United
States - where the adoption process is now at a stage of industrial consolidation
(see Figure 2.23) - after which it spread to Europe and some Asian countries, to
then spread worldwide. Despite these dynamics, the differentiation in access
between developing countries and the more economically advanced is still high: with
a world penetration average of 38.8 (per 100 inhabitants); in the economically
advanced countries, penetration is 76.8, whereas in the developing markets the
figure drops to 30.7.
Global demand

and in the
Italian context

At the global level, from the geographic aspect, there has been a shift of the
axis of demand from West to East, with the United States decreasingly representing
the hub of the connected universe (in 1996, about 66% of internauts worldwide
were in the United States, but in 2013 this percentage has fallen to 14%). This
change is leading to a geographical extension of web services which, exploiting both
the increasing returns to scale and the presence of network externalities (direct,
indirect and cross-side), are becoming successful also in new countries. On the
other hand, there is a hindrance to this globalization of services determined by
access barriers, which may be cultural, linguistic and/or regulatory/institutional. In
this sense, large markets (such as Russia or China) can exploit internal network
externalities to develop their own services (the Baidu search engine is the
undisputed leader in China, and the local platform Vk.com dominates the social
network market in Russia).
With specific reference to the more economically advanced countries, Italy,
while confirming its lag behind the United States and the most advanced European
countries (EU5), does nevertheless show signs of dynamism. In the last year, in
fact, there has been an increase of more than 10% in the number of single users,
with penetration finally exceeding half of the population.

67

International Telecommunication Unit - ITU, (2013), Measuring the Information Society.
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Figure 2.23. Media services. Internet penetration in Italy, Europe and the United
States (2013)

Source: processed by the Authority using comScore, Eurostat and Worldmeter data

Moving on to an analysis of the socio-economic and demographic features of
network users, who, as mentioned, now account for a large proportion of the
population, certain particular and distinctive features can be observed, compared to
users of other media.
The relationship between the structure according to age and gender of
internet users and that of the national population of reference (Table 2.82) shows a
high (negative) correlation between age and the use of the Internet on the part of
Italian citizens (with values68 which progressively decrease as age increases,
reaching 39 points for individuals aged 55 years old and over), with men (with a
value of 114) more likely to access the web than women (87). Thus, the capacity of
this means to attract the younger members of the population, the digital natives,
who represent the driving force of society, appears evident.
Table 2.82. Internet services. Internet access index by user category: age bracket
and gender (Italy 2013)
Age bracket
Internet access index
15-24
157
25-34
148
35-44
138
45-54
120
55+
39
MALES
114
FEMALES
87
Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM

The need for certain skills to use the navigation device (PC, laptop, tablet,
smartphone, etc.). in order to link up to the network and browse the Internet (i.e.
IT literacy), also explains the significant correlation between navigation and
educational level: the penetration of the Internet is below the population average
(55%) for individuals who have not gone beyond primary school (3.9%) or junior
high school (27.8%), and above average for citizens who have completed high
school (60.7%), have a university degree (82.3%), or a post-graduate degree
A value above 100 indicates that a category of web users is more represented than the same
group considering the Italian population as a whole; vice versa in the case of valuesbelow 100.
68
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(Master's and/or PhD, 86.6%). Lastly, factors such as income and occupation also
affect the probability of access to the web, linked positively to both the income
earned (the costs of the navigation devices and of access to the network represent
an important obstacle) and to the type of occupation.
Table 2.83. Internet services. Internet penetration in Italy by level of education:
habitual users (over 7 days)
Level of education
Habitual users (%)
Primary school
3.9
Junior high school
27.8
High school
60.7
Graduate
82.3
Postgraduate
86.6
Total
55
Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM

Digital exclusion

Ultimately, despite the importance of the internet in recent years, part of the
Italian population does not access the Internet, thus risking exclusion from the new
digital services. Analysing the reasons for the lack of access to and use of the
Internet (see Figure 2.24), it can be seen, in fact, that this is mainly due to lack of
knowledge of, or interest in, the medium. In particular, almost half (45.5%) of
those who do not have access to the internet attribute it to their lack of computer
skills, while 63% declare a lack of interest. There are other less important factors
such as the cost of the equipment (3%) and of access (4.4%) or the dangerous
nature of the content (0.7%). These results indicate a gap and a risk of
marginalization and digital exclusion of the weaker sections of the population and
suggest the need for targeted action aimed at improving computer literacy and the
development of IT skills.
Figure 2.24. Media services. Key reasons for non-access to the Internet (2013)

Note: The sum of the results is not 100 because of the possibility of more than one answer
(maximum two). The figures are calculated on users of the medium.
Source: processed on SWG data for AGCOM

Usage methods

The analysis of the ways in which the Internet is used brings to light both the
ubiquity of the medium, in view of the high penetration of the same everywhere and
at all times of day, and the shift in the web navigation access model, from fixed
devices (still prevalent) to that from mobile devices, which now account for more
than 20% of the traffic generated globally (see Figure 2.25).
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Figure 2.25. Media services. Evolution in online access: breakdown by platform
(fixed, mobile)

Source: StatCounter

The spread of devices that allow connection in mobile mode, such as
smartphones and tablets in particular, is likely to alter, at least in part, the relative
importance of the different services (showing, for example, a bias towards social
networking and information and a reduction of the role of search engines, as well as
the affirmation of apps which will increase the importance of app stores) and the very
nature of the services used, with an impact, in particular, on audiovisual and
information services. This implies an extraordinary complexity in the evolution of the
entire Internet ecosystem, in which the dynamics of the navigation devices,
influencing the type of service which is geared towards use, are inevitably intertwined
with the competitive structure of the offer of web services (both horizontal and
vertical).
User-side offer
Within the sphere of the extremely wide offer of services made available
through the web, those of a horizontal type (search engines, social networks,
portals) stand out for the audience reached – being the most followed by the public
(see Table 2.84) – and for the particular function performed as a “web entry door”.
Table 2.84. Internet services: audience by web service category (2013)
World
Europe
Italy
V.U.
R.
Visits
V.U.
R.
Visits
V.U.
(thousands (% MM
(thousa (thousa (% MM
(thousa (thousa
)
)
nds)
nds)
)
nds)
nds)
93. 343,0 44,581,6
94. 48,2 9,189,20
Portals
1,496,670
398,004
31,383
8
41
61
7
31
7
Search
91. 82,09 34,535,4
90. 14,3 8,653,63
1,452,516
378,194
28,065
engines
0
7
76
0
02
1
Social
82. 424,7 33,452,3
81. 146, 10,805,4
1,308,800
342,113
23,664
networks
0
36
84
4
549
64
Informatio
79. 93,45 19,151,0
78. 22,3 4,829,58
1,271,082
330,721
23,989
n
6
1
22
7
46
7
E75. 108,7 15,626,6
76. 19,1 3,472,16
1,208,404
320,446
21,378
commerce
7
40
50
3
56
9
32. 18,88 3,828,89
34. 10,2 1,204,58
Auctions
524,5456
145,603
11,610
9
4
3
7
72
5
100 2,274, 92,965,1
100 605, 24,437,8
TOTAL
1,596,237
420,070
31,956
.0
269
95
.0
897
41
Key: R. – Reach; MM – Minutes; V.U. - Single visitors.
Source: processed by the Authority using comScore data

R.
(%
)
98.
2
87.
8
74.
1
75.
1
66.
9
36.
3
100
.0

MM
3,27
6
1,10
0
13,4
49
1,56
3

Visits
(thousa
nds)
501,784
548,530
726,129
334,194

604

162,228

325

59,720

40,3
00

1,515,15
3
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From an industrial standpoint, the horizontal services are characterized by
close ties of interdependence between the structure of the markets located
upstream (devices and software for connection) and the areas downstream with
feedback effects (due to the effect of indirect network externalities) which tend to
reinforce the market power of a subject present in both stages of the production
chain.

The markets,
from the offer
side

The upstream markets (operating systems, browsers and devices) represent, in
fact, a central point for accessing web services: the deviceis the physical means by
which the user connects to the Internet; the operating system (OS) controls all the
basic functions of the device, influencing the skills and methods of use; the browser is
the software for network access. The competitive results of these markets are,
therefore, likely to significantly affect the structure of the downstream market, for
Internet services and online advertising. In fact, in terms of competition, the existing
relations between the upstream and downstream markets must be analysed also in
the light of the possibility, on the part of a dominant operator in an upstream market,
to exert leverage and gain market share in the downstream markets of the
applications and/or internet services.
In addition, such problems are likely to be exacerbated also in the light of the
main economic features of horizontal webservices which can configure market
structures conducive to industrial or even monopolistic concentration (WTA, see Table
2.85). The only (partial) exception is portals, in relation to which – even in the
presence of increasing returns to scale, low multi-homing and switching costs and the
absence of network effects – the differentiated preferences of consumers demonstrate
a more competitive structure (with some exceptions at the national or local levels).
Table 2.85. Internet services. Economic features and market structure
Segments

Econo
mies of
scale

Upstream:
Operating
High
systems
Browsers
High
Horizontal services:

Sunk
costs

Multihoming
costs

Switch
ing
costs

High

High

High

High

Low

Low

Search engines

High

High

Low

Social Networks

High

High

Low

Portals

Medium

Mediu
m

Low

Network
effects (type)

Product
differentiatio
n (type)

Relevant (direct
Low
and indirect)
Not relevant
Low

Relevant (cross- Low
side)
(vertical)
Medium
Medium Relevant (direct)
(horizontal)
Medium-high
Low
Not relevant
(horizontal
and vertical)
Source: the Authority
Low

Concentration
level

High
High
High
High
Local

The link between the upstream and downstream markets, exacerbated by
structures which are particularly concentrated, is taking on renewed value in the
new digital environment, also in consideration of the specific nature of the platforms
with two or more sides which provide horizontal services web. At present, in fact,
the supply of these services depends entirely (or almost) on income from the
advertising side, allowing for a free service. Compared to other advertising means,
as shall be seen in more depth in § 2.3.6, the Internet stands out for its extreme
profiling (potentially) reached by the online advertising campaign, given the
capacity of the tool to ensure the delivery of advertising messages only to
consumers who are (at least potentially) interested in the product, thus increasing
the efficiency of the advertising investment. From this perspective, the data
acquired in the upstream markets (through devices, operating systems and/or
browsers) represent crucial assets in defining competitive trends downstream, as
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they allow for the delivery of customised services and/or targeted advertising (see
below).
For the above reasons, the analysis of the presence of the major
weboperators in the various areas of the production chain (Table 2.86) explains the
strategies pursued by weboperators in the past evolution of the Internet, as well as
the vertical integration process currently underway.
Table 2.86. Internet services. Presence of major operators in the various market
spheres (world)
Horizontal
markets

Upstream markets
Platform

OS
(PC)

Google

-

Microsoft

Leader
(91%)

OS
Browsers
Browsers
Search Social
(mobile
(mobile
Portals
(PC)
engines networks
devices)
devices)(*)
Marginal
Leader
Leader
Leader
Leader
share
(37%)
(40%)
(43%)
(90%)
(<1%)
Marginal
share
(1%)

Second Second
operator operator
(7%)
(25%)

Second
operator
(29%)

Marginal
operator
(3%)

Second
Marginal
operator share
(7%)
(<1%)

Second
operator
(39%)

-

Marginal
share
(<1%)
Leader
Facebook (79%)
Marginal
Yahoo!
share
(<1%)
(*)
The data relative to browsers for mobile devices refer to Europe.
Apple

Internet

Share
(8%)

Other
services
(mail, vertical,
etc.)

Bundle with
communication
services,…
Bundle with
Third
communication
operator
services
(12%)
(Skype),…
-

Bundle with
store,…

-

New services

Leader
(26%)

With reference to the upstream markets in the field of operating systems, as
well as in the market of connected devices (PC and mobile devices), there are a few
vertically integrated operators.
In particular, in the market for OS for fixed devices, which has now reached
the stage of industrial maturity, Microsoft holds a market share of more than 90%,
while Apple has carved out its own niche by virtue of product differentiation (more
suited to the graphic part of the PC). The OS market for mobile devices, however, is
still in a phase of strong development, thanks to recent product innovations (the
introduction of the iPad and the consequent success of tablets since 2010 and the
spread of smartphones as of 2012) which have also favoured the entry of numerous
operators. However, the recent evolution of the market features the emergence of a
leader (Google, which with the Android OS holds 35-45% of the market), the rapid
decline of the pioneering systems (such as Symbian and Blackberry now relegated
to secondary players), Microsoft with a marginal share and Apple, with growth
(sustained but) limited by its own business strategy (closed OS whose functions only
work with products from within the group).
Regarding the connected market of navigating devices, the desktop world, in
which there is no vertical integration process (except for Apple), nor feedback effects
between one market and another, stands out from that of mobile devices, historically
linked to integration processes, albeit temporarily lacking with the advent of advanced
operating systems for smartphones, but which are now reappearing. The acquisition
of some historical brands of mobile phones on the part of major manufacturers of
operating systems is in fact taking place: Google, in addition to owning the leading
operating system, has recently closed (in May 2012) the acquisition of Motorola's
mobile segment; and in the second half of 2013, Microsoft acquired the assets,
including mobile, of Nokia (which no longer exists even as a trademark of mobile
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devices). Downstream of these M&A, the three largest Internet operators (Google,
Microsoft and Apple) are not only active on the operating systems markets (for both
fixed and mobile devices) but also have their own divisions which produce mobile
devices.
The browser market for PCs has been characterized in the past by different
phases of the lifecycle, in which decisive action was taken by the antitrust authorities
aimed substantially at making the diverse access and network navigation platforms
interoperable, separating, in this sense, the competitive results of the two distinct but
related levels of the production chain (OS and browsers)69. The current evolution of the
market shares shows, as occurred in the case of Microsoft almost 20 years ago70, how
Google, in only three years, has acquired leadership, with a market share of about 40%.
During the same period Microsoft's share has dropped sharply (which only a few years
before practically had a monopoly, while in 2013 it holds no more than a quarter of the
market); similarly Firefox has also suffered a sharp reversal of the trend. Although this
trend, on the one hand, testifies to the success of efforts to protect competition
introduced by the international authorities over the past twenty years, on the other it
shows the impact of the search-engine market position on the success of navigation
software. Chrome, in fact, succeeded in exploiting Google as an extraordinary
advertising and distribution channel and this was reflected immediately in the
penetration of the browser with the world public. Although web browsers for mobile
devices are of much less importance than those for desktops, the competitive structure
of browsers for mobile devices essentially follows that of operating systems, highlighting
the close relationship between the two markets located at two contingent moments in
the production chain. As a result, the analysis of market shares shows Google's position
as the leading operator, with more than 40% (in Europe), while Apple has shares less
than 40%, for that matter, in steady decline.
and the markets
downstream.

Moving on to the related downstream markets, Google's economic position, in
particular as regards the search function, emerges; it has not only taken on its own
value in terms of competition – especially when used as a strategic lever to gain
market power in related fields – but also must be considered in connection with the
above-mentioned vertical integration processes carried out by the company in the
browser market (where it is active with Chrome) and in the OS market for mobile
devices (where it is present with Android) and the subsequent development of the
mobile devices market (with the acquisition of Motorola Mobility). Together with the
economic features of the sector (relevant cross-side feedback effects, consistent
returns to scale), which, as mentioned above, spontaneously lead to a high
concentration in the search engines market, the company also has its own special
strategy. Although the absence of the high multi-homing and switching costs results
in a reduction of entry barriers, thus allowing a new operator to enter and quickly
capture market shares (as happened about ten years ago with Google to the
detriment of Yahoo!), the wide range of services offered (in addition to the search
engine, which can range from email to maps and social networks), the growing links
between them71, as well as bundling between horizontal and vertical services72, in

See Court's Findings of Fact, Civil Actions NN. 98-1232/3 (TPJ), cit.; see also United States
Court of Appeals for The District of Columbia Circuit - 253 F.3d 34, Decision of 28 June 2001
and Final Judgement of 12 November 2002; as well as the decision of the European
Commission, COMP/C-3/39.530 Microsoft (tying) which addresses the relationships between
operating systems, browsers and web navigation.
70
Since 1995, what was then called the browser war broke out, in which Microsoft, thanks to
vertical integration with operating systems and its market position, was able to assert its
product (Internet Explorer) rapidly undermining the leadership of Netscape. See Annex A to
Resolution No. 19/14/CONS "Closure of the fact-finding survey on the Internet services sector
and online advertising".
71
See, for example, the new services 'Search Plus Your World' and 'Knowledge Graph'
introduced in 2012 by Google which link together a search engine, e-mail (Gmail) and a social
network (Google+).
69
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fact make it more expensive for the user to simultaneously use multiple platforms
and/or abandon an integrated platform.
The interconnection between different services and the risk of the dominant
operator of the market being able to use its market power to acquire shares in related
areas, in fact, led the European Commission to launch antitrust proceedings against
Google in 201073. Apart from the outcome of the procedure in question74, it is
interesting to observe that some of the dynamics that characterized the past evolution
of the network (the process of vertical integration between the OS and browser),
seem to recur in the current environment with renewed vigour and respond to specific
economic strategies pursued by the operators (platform envelopment). It is a practice
designed to obtain users' personal data by activities managed upstream (operating
systems, browsers, mobile and fixed devices) which can determine the market results
of the connected downstream markets (search engines, portals, social networks ,
advertising, etc.). In addition to the server networks developed to store and process
the vast amount of data which represent the acquired strategic assets, as well as
significant barriers to entry for new operators (e.g. on the basis of accounting data
and the structure of the computer networks developed, it has been estimated that the
break-even point of a new international search engine now exceeds 10 US billion
dollars), the incumbent web operators can take advantage of data stored over time
which actually represent competitive levers that are difficult to replicate. In this sense,
the future of the Internet and its competitive results appear to be inextricably linked
to the availability of large masses of personal data on users.
The combination of the two phenomena described above - a trend towards
industrial concentration and platform envelopment strategies in closely related
industrial segments - could lead to a deterioration of the overall structure of the
system, with a departure from socially efficient results. More specifically, the
consequences arising from the existence of positive feedback between the upstream
and downstream markets, featuring, among other things, particularly concentrated
structures, risk being compromised by commercial conduct, such as leveraging,
which is potentially restrictive to competition, especially when practised by subjects
with significant market power in the strategic nodes of the Internet ecosystem.
These characteristics could also influence the structure of the online advertising
sector, precisely by virtue of the presence of crossed network externalities from one
side to the other. In addition, since advertising is by far the prevalent source of
funding for publishers of websites - on which, therefore, the quality of content
delivered online depends - competitive restrictions on the advertising side can have
negative consequences as regards the protection of information pluralism.

2.3.6. Advertising
In this paragraph, after a brief overview of the advertising sector as a whole,
including the dynamics of revenues apportioned among the various media
(traditional and innovative), a study of online advertising is presented, given the
growing importance of the Internet, in terms of both advertising income and
widespread use by the public, as well as the use of online content and services
(information, entertainment, etc.). With reference to online advertising revenues,
into which, it should be noted, the Authority has just concluded a complex
“We integrate innovative features into our search service and offer specialized search
services to help users tailor their search. …For instance, when users want to plan a trip, Flight
Search is a feature that makes it easy for users to find flights that meet their needs”. Google
Inc. Annual Report, 2012, page 4.
73
See case No. AT.39740 – Google, opened on 30 November 2010.
74
For more information on the commitments undertaken by the company, as well as a
summary of the various steps of the proceedings, see http://europa.eu/rapid/pressrelease_MEMO-14-87_en.htm.
72
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investigation (para. 3.2.1.3), first a description of the online advertising industry is
presented and the consequent valorisation of the economic resources achieved
through advertisements used on the web.
The advertising sector
As shown in the preceding paragraphs, the advertising offer features
advertising agencies vertically integrated with the advertising brokers, as well as
independent subjects mandated by the publishers to put the advertising space on
the media managed on the market. In addition to this (indirect) sales channel, a
minority of publishers deal directly with the advertisers to which they sell their
available advertising space. Much of the demand for advertising on traditional media
is brokered by media centres, which are located upstream of the advertising
industry, which act as intermediaries between the advertisers for which they provide
the service of purchasing advertising (often accompanied by ex ante and ex post
complementary activities), and brokers which act as aggregators on the customerdemand side. However, the above-described advertising industry becomes more
complicated when one considers advertising delivered through the Internet (see
below).75
Breakdown of
revenues

An analysis of the overall resources of classic and innovative advertising on
the media, amounting to Euro 7.4 billion in 2013, shows a new and significant
decline (11% less than in 2012). This trend, in addition to confirming the cyclical
dynamics typical of the advertising sector, characterized by a period of relative
growth until 2008 and a subsequent sharp decline (coinciding with the difficult
macroeconomic situation of the country), also seems to reflect the effect of a
structural component of the crisis, linked to the difficulties of traditional advertising
products to find their own competitive space in an environment completely
transformed by the digitization process in progress and the growth of the internet.
Table 2.87. Breakdown of advertising revenues (national and local) according to
media (Euro millions)
Δ13/12
Revenues (Euro millions)
Percentage
of the total
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013*** (%)
(2013)
Television
4,024.15 4,282.36 4,221.27 3,621.33 3,257.26 -10.1%
43.7%
Radio
558.66
598.92
565.81
493.01
461.26
-6.4%
6.2%
Daily
1,500.67 1,410.80 1,358.55 1,132.11 983.02
-13.2%
13.2%
newspapers
*
Magazines
1,293.43 1,351.88 1,290.61 1,010.65 776.90
-24.1%
10.3%
Advertising
655.00
502.81
281.02
195.12
136.54
-30.0%
1.8%
annuals
Cinema
57.60
68.10
51.20
29.46
27.40
-7.0%
0.4%
External
492.00
481.00
428.00
374.00
351.31
-6.1%
4.7%
Internet**
817.52
1,177.29 1,407.52 1,503.30 1,465.78 -2.5%
19.7%
TOTAL
9,399.03 9,873.16 9,603.98 8,358.99 7,449.46 -10.9%
100.0%
In 2010, some operators reallocated certain advertising revenues (the weekly publications
attached to the daily newspapers) from newspapers to magazines. Therefore this figure cannot
be directly compared with those of previous years. **Source: IAB and IAB Europe data for the
period 2009-2012, processed by AGCOM using corporate data for the following period
***
Estimates.
Source: processed by the Authority using corporate and various other data.
*

An analysis of the advertising sector as a whole, including analysis of demand, supply and
the intermediation carried out by media centres, can be found in the fact-finding survey on
advertising revenue pursuant to Resolution No. 551/12/CONS, see Annex A.
75
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The analysis of the distribution of advertising revenues among the various
media, shows, for television – characterised by a decreasing trend since 2010 – a
further reduction in the estimates of revenues for 2013 (of 10%), essentially due to
the economic and financial situation of the country. Similarly, also for the radio, the
positive trend in revenues which characterized the sector until 2010 was followed by a
sharp contraction which, in 2013, was -6%. Together with the component linked to
the macroeconomic scenario, the publishing sector continues to experience the
negative effects of the structural crisis connected to the declining phase of the
lifecycle of the printed product, recording a rather substantial decrease in the last year
(13% for newspapers and 24% for magazines) and also for the period observed
(respectively 34% and 41% since 2009). For exactly the same reasons, revenues
from advertising in advertising annuals marked a further significant decrease in 2013
(-30%), confirming a downward trend which began well before the economic crisis of
2008 (with an overall decline since 2009 of 79%). Advertising resource estimates
from external advertising and cinema in 2013 also show a reduction, albeit less
pronounced than that observed in the previous two years, respectively 6% and 7%.
Lastly, in 2013, for the first time after a steady upward trend (albeit at progressively
lower rates) even online advertising suffered a setback mainly due, however, to the
particularly negative downturn for a specific category of online advertising (see
below).
The dynamics of the share of total advertising revenues generated by
television (Figure 2.26) has not change significantly in the observed period, but
rather only slight fluctuations in the value which has remained constant over a long
period of time (43%), confirming, also in 2013, the leadership of this medium. The
trend of the relative importance of other classic advertising products is quite
different, and in particular in publishing (newspapers, magazines, advertising
annuals), where there has been a steady reduction in advertising resources
compared to the overall volumes of the sector (with a loss of 5 percentage points
since 2005 for both magazines and newspapers and 7 percentage points for
advertising annuals). Lastly, for the web, despite the contraction recorded in the
2013 estimates, the share of advertising has grown steadily over the past eight
years, allowing the new medium, since 2011, to rank second after television, with a
market share that has reached about 20%.
Figure 2.26. Media services. Development of advertising shares on classic media
and the Internet

Source: processed by the Authority using corporate and various other data.

Online advertising
Given the two (or more) sided nature of the Internet - characterized by a twosided feedback system (users and advertisers) as a result of cross-side network
effects - the close dependence on the services and products delivered via the web is
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evident, including those of an informative nature, with respect to online advertising as
a source of financing widely prevalent for website owners.
Currently, the online advertising industry is highly complex, due not only to
the large number of subjects involved on the demand, offer and intermediation
sides, but also to the existence of different types of products offered (display, video,
search, classified/directory, newsletter/email/SMS/MMS advertising, that displayed
on desktops, mobile devices and smart TVs/consoles), the specific nature of the sale
mechanisms (specialised auctions in real-time, negotiations between the parties,
direct sales), as well as the existence of many cost models (CPM, CPC, CPA, CPL,
etc.) and revenue sharing between the various links in the supply chain.

Offer

Brokerage

Procurement market

Demand

Table 2.88. Subjects in the online advertising chain
Subject
Features
Recently founded companies - generally of
reduced dimensions and also with very
Advertiser
limited
budgets
for
investment
in
communications - which intend to transmit
national advertising campaigns
Companies (owners of search engines,
Suppliers of web portals, social networks, information sites,
content and services etc.) which operate exclusively on the web,
or which are active also on other media
Third parties authorised, pursuant to
mandate agreement (with or without
Dealers
representation), to grant advertising space
available on the sites of the providers of
web content and services
Intermediaries which aggregate or buy
advertising space from a number of
websites and then sell the inventory to
Ad networks
advertisers
(or
to
media
centres)
withholding a part of the revenue of every
sale
Platforms thanks to which web content and
service suppliers, the ad networks and
advertisers can buy and sell advertising
Ad exchanges
space. They offer a technological platform
which facilitates automatic pricing and
purchases by means of online auctions in
real time
Subjects which operate as intermediaries
Affiliation
between website holders (affiliates) and
networks
online dealers, by means of affiliation
programmes
Subjects which negotiate and/or buy
advertising space on the Internet on behalf
of their clients (advertisers) directly from
the publishers, or through ad networks or
Media centres
ad exchanges. This business usually falls
within the supply of services of a wider
range, linked to the planning, management
and control of online advertising campaigns

Sales market

The online
advertising
supply chain

Source: the Authority

In detail, the demand for online advertising space, unlike with other
communication media, is not only driven by newly constituted companies which wish
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to circulate advertising campaigns on a national level, but is also, on average, of
reduced dimensions and with limited investment budgets. The offer is characterized,
however, by the advertising space made available by horizontal and vertical online
content and service providers (horizontal: search engines, portals, social networks,
content aggregators; vertical: information sites and entertainment sites that carry
video content, music, games, etc.). Each type of site has a design which can
accommodate certain categories and advertising formats, or a combination of such:
the search engines typically accommodate search-type advertisements, while the
portals, social networks, and news and entertainment websites generally offer the
space available for other types of advertising, mainly display and video advertising.
Advertising space is sold directly by their own sales forces or indirectly through
intermediaries (third-party brokers, ad networks, ad exchanges, affiliate networks
and media centres). The choice between the two channels depends mainly on the
value of the advertising space sold, the size of the individual publisher and the fees
obtained through the different channels, with a view to maximizing profits on the
part of the publisher.
In any case, online advertising, the possibility of using advanced and
innovative technological tools which can significantly reduce transaction costs,
allows for a large number of advertisers and web content and service providers,
even if they are relatively small, to be put in contact, exploiting largely automated
processes and expanding the use of intermediation.
Therefore, there are various forms of online advertising intermediation relative
to the two areas: the procurement market and the sales market. In the former, the
intermediaries buy (or manage) the website owners' advertising space which they
then sell on (directly or indirectly) to advertisers. This sphere includes third party
dealers (the major players in the country also operate via other media and are mostly
vertically integrated with publishing groups such as A. Manzoni & C., Piemme and Rai
Pubblicità), like the more recently established similar players, i.e. the ad networks
(Google Adsense, Yahoo! Publisher Network, DrivePM), the ad exchanges (including
Doubleclik Ad Exchange, AdECN and Right Media) and the affiliate networks. Within
the sale market, in which brokers offer negotiation services to advertisers and buy
Internet advertising space on their behalf, we can also include media centres. The
services provided by the media centres have different features and intended uses
from those offered by online brokerage platforms. More specifically, the media centres
negotiate and/or purchase advertising space on the Internet on behalf of their
customers (advertisers) directly from the publishers, or through ad networks or ad
exchanges. This usually falls within the provision of broader services, related to
planning, management and control of online advertising campaigns.
The choice of sales channel (direct or indirect) is relevant to the site owner,
since it influences the mechanisms by which the advertising space is sold and thus
affects pricing (and revenues), which are also conditioned by the type of
advertisement (search advertising, display, etc.).
Without going into the details of the various methods of selling advertising on
the web, which are included in the Authority's above-mentioned fact-finding survey
(§ 3.2.1.3), it is worth noting that in the case of online advertising it has been
possible to carry out, precisely by means of Internet technology, more accurate user
profiling, which determines the ability to reach specific consumer targets - by
directing the targeted messages to the same with increasing levels of customization
- and to measure the effectiveness of the advertising campaign more accurately.
Targeting, in particular, is at the heart of the advertising industry, on which the
work carried out by automatic brokerage platforms hinges, which allow for the sale
of advertising space in real time (through specialized auction mechanisms such as
real-time bidding) and the displaying of advertising messages to those people who
are presumably more interested in the products/services advertised. From this
perspective, the acquisition of users' data (primary and secondary) is becoming of
increasing strategic importance.
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The economic resources of online advertising
Turning to the analysis of economic resources in Europe, as shown in Table
2.89, in 2013 online advertising reached more than Euro 25 billion, an increase of 3%
compared to 2012. Observing the trend of revenues from advertising on the Internet
over the past five years, until 2012 there was progressive growth in all the countries
considered (with the exception of Spain), but the estimates for 2013 indicate a
reversal of the general trend, except for the United Kingdom. Considering the data for
2013, among European countries, the United Kingdom is, in fact, the largest market
(Euro 7.2 billion), with over a quarter of total European revenues, followed by
Germany (Euro 4.2 billion and 17% of European online advertising revenue) and
France (Euro 2.1 billion and 8% of the European Union web advertising). Italy, which
accounts for 6% of total European online advertising revenue, has exceeded Euro 1.4
billion, an increase, in spite of the negative estimates for 2013, of 79% compared to
2009. In the United States, online advertising revenue has grown by 13% compared
to 2012 and by 88% compared to 2009, and is worth Euro 32.2 billion (about Euro 7
billion more than total European online advertising revenue).
Table 2.89. Revenues from online advertising: breakdown by
millions)
2009
2010
2011
United Kingdom
4,011
4,770
5,510
Germany
3,092
3,630
3,959
France
1,760
1,883
2,287
Italy
818
1,177
1,408
Spain
683
814
925
Total (Europe)
15,300 18,300 21,800
USA
17,100 20,100 24,500

country (Euro
2012
6,642
4,551
2,770
1,503
920
24,300
28,464

2013
7,251
4,254
2,108
1,466
866
25,108
32,211

Source: AGCOM for Italy; IAB Europe, AdEx Benchmark 2008-2012 and eMaketer, April
(2014), for the other countries; PwC and IAB, (2013, 2014), IAB internet advertising revenue
report, for the USA figure for the years 2013 and 2014 (calculated applying the average
exchange rate of the respective years to the value in dollars).

With regard to the breakdown of revenues between the various types of
online advertising, Table 2.90 shows that in Europe almost half of the revenues for
the entire sector come from search-type advertisements, whose impact on the total,
for that matter still growing in 2013, has consistently been above40% since 2008.
The second most important category, showing a slight decrease over the past two
years, is display and video advertising, with a market share of 31%. Revenue from
classified/directory type online advertising has recorded a continuous downward
trend since 2008, except for last year; however, it continues to represent a
significant share of total European Internet advertising revenues (19% according to
2013 estimates). For the other types of advertising, their weighting in the total
economic resources of the online advertising sector has progressively decreased
over time, from a market share of 2% (in 2008) to less than 1%.
Table 2.90. Revenues from online advertising: breakdown by type (%, Europe)
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Search engines
43.0
46.0
45.1
47.1
48.8
49.4
Display and Videos
29.0
30.0
33.4
32.7
32.4
31.4
Classified/Directory
26.0
23.0
20.9
19.6
18.5
19.2
Other
2.0
1.0
0.6
0.6
0.3
0.0
Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
Source: IAB Europe, AdEx Benchmark 2008-2012; eMarketer, April 2014
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Comparing European data on the breakdown of revenues according to type
against those of the Unites States (see Figure 2.27), it can be seen that the search,
display and video types have similar shares in both Europe and the USA
(respectively 52% and 35% for the USA), the classified/directory type represents
less than 7% of online advertising revenues in the USA and represents about the
same percentage of online advertising as the segment of other types of online
advertising.
Figure 2.27. Media services. Breakdown of online advertising revenues in Europe
and in the USA (%, 2013)

Source: Processed on eMarketer data (April 2014) for Europe and on PwC and IAB data,
(2014), IAB internet advertising revenue report, for the USA

At the global level, the value of the net revenues from advertising on the
Internet (i.e. the sum of the revenues received from the sale of online advertising
space directly and through intermediaries, excluding traffic acquisition costs),
exceeded Euro 89 billion in 2013, an increase of 11% compared to 2012 (Table
2.91).
Considering the revenues earned by individual operators, Google's leadership
position is clear, with a constant market share in the three-year term of 32%,
corresponding to Euro 28.7 billion in 2013, indicating the highly concentrated
structure of the sector. All other operators follow with much lower shares. In
particular, Facebook, the second largest operator, has a share of 6% (over Euro 5
billion) of total revenues. Yahoo! and Microsoft follow, both with a share close to 3%
of the total, and IAC and AOL both around 1%. All the other economic resources
from online advertising are shared between a large number of operators with
market shares below 1%.
In conclusion, the tendency towards concentration observed in the online
advertising sector can be attributed not only to the economic features of the sector
(economies of scale, fixed costs, switching costs and multi-homing costs, as well as
weak restrictions relative to capacity), but also to the degree of concentration that
characterizes the upstream connected markets (devices, operating systems and
browsers by which user data are acquired) and the concentration (in terms of
audience) in the downstream markets relative to horizontal services (search engines
in particular), which, thanks to the feedback typical of two (or more) sided markets,
is likely to reflect on the level of concentration of revenues from the sale of online
advertising. For more in-depth information on these features, see the previous
section and the aforementioned Authority's survey on Internet services and online
advertising.
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Table 2.91. Global net revenues from online advertising: breakdown by operator
Euro millions
Share
2011
2012
2013
2011 2012 2013
Google
19,914.40 25,475.00 28,716.4 32.1% 31.5% 31.9%
Facebook
2,263.00 3,331.30 5,075.5
3.6% 4.1% 5.6%
Yahoo!
2,449.80 2,732.00 2,582.8
3.9% 3.4% 2.9%
Microsoft
1,616.40 1,992.50 2,564.8
2.6% 2.5% 2.9%
IAC
625
1,027.40 1,115.9
1.0% 1.3% 1.2%
AOL
725.6
825.00
845.9
1.2% 1.0% 0.9%
Amazon
301.7
474.80
531.0
0.5% 0.6% 0.6%
Twitter
100.6
225.70
450.0
0.2% 0.3% 0.5%
Pandora
172.4
295.80
414.0
0.3% 0.4% 0.5%
LinkedIn
114.9
202.40
279.0
0.2% 0.2% 0.3%
Millennial Media
28.7
54.50
108.0
0.0% 0.1% 0.1%
Other operators
33,779.70 44,341.90 47,308.73 54.3% 54.5% 52.6%
Total
62,092.30 80,978.20 89,991.87 100% 100% 100%
Note: revenues, calculated net of traffic acquisition costs, include revenue from any type of
online advertising displayed on desktop PCs or mobile devices. The data have been calculated
in Euro by applying, for each year, the average corresponding exchange rate.
Source: eMarketer, December 2013

With reference to Italy (see Table 2.92), the online advertising sector, which,
as mentioned, totals less than Euro 1.5 billion, in 2013 recorded a reversal of the
positive trend of previous years, marking, for the first time during this reporting
period, a decrease of 2.5%. Until 2012, in fact, the sector's economic resources had
grown steadily, although growth rates had tended to decline over time and at values
significantly lower than in the past (+44% in 2010 and +7% in 2012).
The dynamics of the breakdown of online advertising by type, as illustrated in
the table below, shows considerably differentiated trends between the display and
video advertising component and the remaining advertising categories (mainly
search engines and classified/directory type, but also newsletters/SMS/MMS/email).
In detail, the display and video advertising formats, which had a significantly higher
weighting in Italy (49%, corresponding to Euro 722 million in 2013) compared to
the findings for Europe and the United States, represent the component that has
seen the highest increase over the period. In particular, the value of the display and
video advertising revenue increased in 2013 by 5% (after increasing 27% in 2010,
30% in 2011 and 26% in 2012), driven in particular by the video component, as
well as by the sale of advertisements of this type which can be visualised on mobile
devices.
Table 2.92. Revenues from online advertising in Italy (Euro millions, %)
2009
2010
2011
2012

2013(*)

Revenues
Revenues
Revenues
Revenues
Revenues
Percentage
Percentage
Percentage
Percentage
Percen
(Euro
(Euro
(Euro
(Euro
(Euro
of the total
of the total
of the total
of the total
of the
millions)
millions)
millions)
millions)
millions)

Display
and
Videos
Other
Total

329.46

40.3%

419.73

35.7%

544.31

38.7%

686.48

45.7%

722.31

49.3

488.07
817.53

59.7%
100%

757.56
1,177.29

64.3%
100%

863.20
1,407.52

61.3%
100%

816.82
1,503.30

54.3%
100%

743.47
1,465.78

50.7
100

Estimated values
Source: processed by AGCOM based on FCP/IAB and corporate data for the years 2009-2011,
on ERS data for 2012, and on corporate and FCP-Assointernet data for the 2013 estimates
(*)

For all other categories of advertising, after the positive trend observed until
2011 (although at rates progressively lower, 55% in 2010 and 14% in 2011), as of
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2012 there has been a contraction in the economic resources attributable to the
same (of 5%, and of 9% in 2013) due, in particular, to directory advertising, which
has some unusual features compared to other online advertising formats. These
advertising products are in fact often offered by the same operators and, in most
cases, purchased jointly by advertisers, in this way differing from other types of
advertising communicated via the web, which are sold with different methods.
Figure 2.28. Media services. Breakdown of revenues from online advertising in
Italy by category (Euro millions)

Source: processed by AGCOM based on FCP/IAB and corporate data for the years 2009-2011,
on ERS data for 2012, and on corporate and FCP-Assointernet data for the 2013 estimates

With regard to the structure of the market, features at the national and
international levels are the same (see above), there being a leader, Google, with a
market share exceeding 30%, while the other operators, both international
(Facebook above all, but also Microsoft and Yahoo!) and national (Italian online,
L'Espresso, RCS), have much lower shares, with a gap of over 20 percentage points.
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2.4. Postal services
Qualified subjects
System players

There are a considerable number of players involved in the Italian postal
sector. 3,836 authorisations have been issued by the Ministry of Economic
Development since 2000 (at 15 March 2014), pursuant to Art. 5, section 1, and Art.
6, section 1, of Italian legislative decree No. 261/1999.76 The distribution of the
authorisations is shown in the following table.77
Table 2.93. Breakdown of authorisation types at 15/03/2014
Authorisation
number
in %
Licences
1,540
40.1%
Authorisations
1,973
51.5%
authorisations with immediate effect
323
8.4%
total at 15/03/2014
3,836
100
Source: processed by the Authority using MED data

Authorised companies number 2,457, which means that no less than 1,379
companies – about 56% of the total - have obtained an individual licence (to
operate within the Universal Postal Service) and general authorisation (to offer
services outside the Universal Service area). With regard to the authorisations
issued, 33% regard mass post intermediation services; more than 30%, instead,
regard services relative to "certain-date-and-time" products.
This is a scenario with an extremely high number of subjects authorised to
operate, the only such situation in Europe. There has been, in particular, a clear
intensification in the issue of authorisations in recent years: about 47% of all
authorisations have been issued by the MED since 2012. In this context, sole
proprietorship companies prevail (42% of the total), while joint-stock companies
account for only 3% of the operators.78
Table 2.94. Postal services. Breakdown of authorisations by legal form of the
operator (%)
Legal form
Authorisation
sole proprietorship
42
company
limited-liability company
32
limited partnership
9
general partnership
8
cooperative
3
joint-stock company
3
simplified limited
1
company
limited consortium
1

The regulations currently in force on postal sector authorisations (individual licences and
authorisations in general) is contained in two separate decrees adopted by the MED (Ministry
of Economic Development) (and amended only once): a) decree No. 73 of 4 February 2000, by
which the "Regulation bearing provisions for the issue of individual licences in the postal
sector" has been adopted; b) decree No. 75 of 4 February 2000, by which the “Regulation
bearing provisions on general authorisations in the postal sector” has been adopted.
77
The following values are the result of processing based on the data published online on the
MED site in the area "Communications/Postal services".
78
The breakdown has been calculated on all authorisations issued. Since joint-stock companies
are those which can more frequently hold both types of authorisations, the values reported are
an overestimate of the weighting in relation to the total.
76
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company
other

1

Source: processed by the Authority on data of the Ministry of Economic Development

Because of the size and the evident fragmentation of the sector, without any
further information on the type of activity performed, overall and full recognition of
the entirety of subjects authorised to operate in the postal sector is impossible.
Hence the need for a sample-based observation (see Focus 4).
It can be presumed, in fact, that most of the subjects authorised on various
grounds to operate in the sector act as brokers or are active only in some specific
steps of the postal service logistics chain (collection, delivery, transport, stamping,
placing in envelopes). Total traffic is also still concentrated in the hands of a few
large operators which are responsible towards the sender and the addressee for the
entire production chain (end-to-end). An examination of the market shares for the
various product aggregates, above all for the delivery of post outside the universal
service, which is therefore more open to the market, shows in fact that many
subjects present have a still marginal impact on competitive dynamics.79
Focus 4 - Methodological note on approach for drawing up statistics on the postal
operators
In April this year the Authority obtained the main economic date for 2012 and 2013 from the
companies operating on the postal market in Italy. The operators from whom the data were
collected were identified by means of research into the business category codes of the
Companies Register at the Chambers of Commerce (which had to be connected with the
production of postal or express courier services). In consideration of the high number of
companies present and the concentration of revenues and volumes in the hands of only a few
operators, it was deemed sufficient, for the purpose of obtaining the main economic variables
of the sector and obtaining evidence of the most competitive dynamics in progress, to survey
the first 20 operators in order of turnover plus the operator mandated to provide the universal
postal service (Poste Italiane).
The companies which responded to the questionnaire were: Asendia, BRT, Citypost, Cityposte,
DHL Express Italy, FEDEX, Fulmine Group, GLS Italy, Hibripost, Mail Express, PostaDoc, Poste
Italiane, Postel, Romana Recapiti, Rotomail, SDA, Selecta, Smmartpost, TNT Global Express,
TNT Post Italia and UPS Italia.
The data obtained regarded turnover values, postal traffic volumes, investments and number
of work force members: with regard to both revenues and volumes, the information was
taken according to type of postal delivery and class of product.
Postal deliveries included in the statistical survey were divided into four macro categories:
1. universal service (services open to the market, offered by licensed subjects);
2. services entrusted exclusively to Poste Italiane (part of the Universal Service not up for
auction);
3. other letter postal services (outside the universal service, offered by authorised subjects);
4. express courier services.
Further aggregation criteria for data collection regarded domestic deliveries (with both sender
and addressee in Italy), and cross-border deliveries (with both sender and addressee abroad).
Domestic post was in turn divided into single and multiple deliveries (proxy respectively of the
retail and business offer).
With reference to the year 2012, it must be noted that the data are not completely
standardised and therefore are not directly comparable with the corresponding figures given
in the last Annual Report. This is because the companies surveyed differ from one another,
and therefore a variation was adopted in the calculation method used (specifically, the
revenue data of smaller companies not included in the direct survey for which detailed
information was not available were not estimated). This implies a variation of the values
described which may also be non-marginal.

This is demonstrated by the fact that even considering a limited number of operators
surveyed, above all for the postal services other than express courier services, traffic shares
associated with many do not exceed 1% of the total (see below).
79
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Main macroeconomic indicators and aggregate data for macro categories
Turnover

In 2013, the postal services sector in Italy totalled turnover of more than Euro
6.9 billion, registering a decrease compared to 2012 of about Euro 200 million (a fall
in revenues of about 2 percent on the previous year).
The weighting of the postal services in respect of the total Italian economy
has been practically stable in recent years: in fact in 2013 the sector contributed
0.44% to GDP (in 2012, this value was 0.45%); in employment terms, however, the
contribution of the postal sector was equal to 0.68%, showing slight growth on the
previous year when the 153 thousand postal workers represented 0.67% of the total
of employed Italians.80
Table 2.95. Contribution of the postal sector to GDP and to employment
2012
2013
GDP (Euro billions)
1,567
1,560
Postal service revenues (Euro billions)
7.1
6.9
Total employed in Italy (in thousands)
22,885
22,424
Employed by the postal sector in Italy (in thousands)
153
152
Source: processed by the Authority using Istat data and postal operators' data
With regard to the evolution of prices at aggregate level, these have grown in
line with inflation, albeit with slower and delayed dynamics: it is underlined that the
index relative to postal services includes both open services which are more
available to competitors (such as other postal services and express courier
services), for which competitive dynamics tend to drive down prices to customers,
and universal services and for services entrusted to sole providers, which, on the
other hand, are more stable and reflect regulation to a greater extent. The uneven
trend (stepped) of the price index for the sector reflects, on the one hand, the
influence of periodic regulation on the prices of certain services (e.g. approval of
tariff manoeuvres or provisions imposing maximum tariffs) 81, and on the other hand
the theoretical rigidity in the application on the part of the universal services
provider (e.g. cost menu). Overall, the prices of postal services in Italy are within
the European average.

It must be emphasised that the employment figure is more greatly influenced - in respect of
the other traffic variables - by the selected sample of 20 operators and is perforce
underestimated.
81
In January 2013, for example, a manoeuvre for tariff rebalancing on the part of Poste
Italiane became effective, relative to certain products, approved by the Authority with
Resolution No. 640/12/CONS.
80
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Figure 2.29. Postal services. Trend of prices and of inflation (2010=100)

Source: processed by the Authority using Istat data

The per capita values show that the volume of postal deliveries (this definition
also refers to those which are included in the universal service obligations and the
products included in the other postal services, therefore excluding express courier
services) in 2013 have fallen considerably compared to the previous year. On the
contrary, express courier data show increasing values, with volumes per capita
growing at more than twice the rate of the revenue value.
Table 2.96. Deliveries and expense per capita for postal services. Revenues and
volumes as values (2012 and 2013)
2012 2013 Change %
Deliveries per capita for postal services (without courier) 89.4
81.0
-9.4
Deliveries per capita for express courier
3.7
3.9
5.4
Expense per capita for postal services (without courier)
62.0
58.7
-5.4
Expense per capita for express courier
53.1
54.4
2.5
Source: processed by the Authority using postal operators' data
At absolute level, per capita delivery data in Italy are much lower than the
European average. A survey carried out by WIK for the European Commission gave
a per capita figure of 73 for postal deliveries in 2011, compared to the European
average of 164.82
The analysis of the macro categories observed (see Focus 4) shows the
contribution of each aggregate to total traffic expressed in volume and in value and
the change which has occurred in the last two years of observation. Compared to last
year, the postal sector presents greater reductions in volumes (common, for that
matter, to all European countries) than in revenues.

The survey in question can be found at the European Commission's site. Although the
different methods for recording the data do not allow for a precise comparison with the AGCOM
survey, the approximate per capita values are fully comparable.
82
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Table 2.97. The postal services sector (letters and parcels forwarded). Revenues
and volumes as values (2012 and 2013)
Volumes
(millions
of
Revenue (Euro millions)
deliveries)
Change
Change
2012
2013
%
2012
2013
%
2,610. 2,436.
3,365. 3,026.
Universal Service
5
4
-6.7
3
6
-10.1
Sole
provider
321.4
341.3
55.3
53.1
services
6.2
-4.0
2,893. 2,670.
Other postal services 952.6
880.4
-7.6
2
4
-7.7
3,171. 3,250.
222.9
234.9
Express courier
2
6
2.5
5.4
7,055. 6,908.
6,536. 5,985.
Total
7
7
-2.1
7
0
-8.4
Source: processed by the Authority using postal operators' data
Figure 2.30. Postal services. Revenues and volumes (2012-2013, in %)

Source: processed by the Authority using operators' data

It can be noted firstly that the letter delivery services (sole provider services,
universal service, other postal services) represent 96% of traffic volumes but only
53% of total revenue. On the other hand, express courier services, although
representing only 4% of volumes, generate 47% of turnover.
Although at macro level, these results can also be considered in the light of
certain variables, such as the level of opening of the market, technological
innovation and the development of demand on the part of users. Services featuring
minor competitive dynamics, such as those included in the universal service
obligations, in fact show a decreasing trend, in both volumes and value, with
revenues in 2013 representing 35.3% of total postal services. Although with a more
limited decrease, this trend is also registered for the other postal services (outside
the universal service (SU)), which have fallen to a share of 12.7% in 2013; this fall
is also reflected in the negative change in revenue compared to the previous year.
On the other hand, services with greater added value, such as express courier
services, show a counter trend in respect of the rest of the postal market: their
share of the total has increased on the previous year in terms of both volume
(+5.4%) and revenue (+2.5%). The smaller increase in revenues compared to
volumes can be connected to the past nature of the main competitive markets, and
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for the fact that the companies have reached greater dimensions in response to a
growing demand, which allows for greater efficiency.
Figure 2.31. Postal services. Changes in revenues and volumes (2013 against 2012,
in %)

Source: processed by the Authority using operators' data

Postal services included in the universal service
The postal products which are included within the universal service collection, transport, sorting and distribution of ordinary deliveries up to 2 kg and of
parcels up to 20 kg, registered post, insured post and mass deliveries falling within
the obligations pursuant to the provisions in force - have generated revenue of more
than Euro 2.4 billion in 2013, showing a fall of almost 7% compared to 2012. Total
volumes have also fallen in respect of 2012, by 10%.
Within the Universal Service aggregate, domestic post represents about 92%
of all deliveries. Of letters from senders and to addressees both in Italy, 66.1% of
revenue (and 70.6% of volume) comes from multiple deliveries (a proxy of the
product addressed to the business clientele), with a fall in value of almost 14
percent compared to 70.7% of revenue (and 75.3% of volumes) registered for
2012.
Table 2.98. The universal postal service: revenues and volumes as values (2012
and 2013)
Volumes (millions of
Revenues (Euro millions)
deliveries)
2012
2013
Change % 2012
2013
Change %
SU - Domestic post
2,396.2 2,210.3 -7.8
3,181.2 2,854.6 -10.3
of which, single
786.9
839.8
702.7
749.6
deliveries
6.7
6.7
of which, multiple
2,394.3 2,014.8
1,693.5 1,460.7
deliveries
-13.7
-15.9
SU - Cross-border
214.2
226.2
5.6
184.1
172.1
-6.5
post
Total SU
2,610.4 2,436.5 -6.7
3,365.3 3,026.7 -10.1
Source: processed by the Authority using postal operators' data

Table 2.99. The universal postal service: revenues
(2012 and 2013)
Revenues
(percentage
shares)
2012
2013
SU - Domestic post
91.8
90.7
Single deliveries
29.3
33.9
Multiple deliveries
70.7
66.1
SU - Cross-border
8.2
9.3
post
Total SU
100
100

and volumes as percentages
Volumes (percentage
shares)
2012
2013
94.5
94.3
24.7
29.4
75.3
70.6
5.5
100

5.7
100

Source: processed by the Authority using postal operators' data
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Focusing attention on domestic deliveries falling within the Universal Service,
it can be noted that ordinary post (“first class”), which in volume accounts for
almost 90% of all single deliveries, has grown by 8.9% compared to 2012 (+17% in
terms of revenues). However, there is a sharp downturn in mailing, which, although
representing about 49% of all multiple deliveries carried out in this country, has
registered falls in revenue and volume of respectively 22 and 21 percentage points.
Registered post has suffered a similar trend: in the case of single deliveries (42.5%
of total revenue, but only 10% of total volumes, in 2013), the decrease of these
latter is equal to 10 percentage points compared to the previous year. Multiple
registered post deliveries (26.7% of total revenue, 5.5% of total volume, in 2013),
however, have plummeted by more than 20 percent compared to the previous year,
in terms of both revenue and volume.
For identifying the main dynamics of the universal service, the growing data
of online registered mail (an example of a hybrid service with a technological
innovation component for both users and the operator), +19.4% in value and +25%
in volume, are certainly of interest, as well as, vice versa, the sharp decline in the
delivery of publishing products (-14% in value and -10% in volume).
Table 2.100. The universal postal service. Revenues and volumes as values by type
of product (2012 and 2013)
Volumes (millions of
Revenues (Euro millions)
deliveries)
2012
2013
Change % 2012
2013
Change %
Single deliveries
702.7
749.6
6.7
786.9
839.1
6.7
Ordinary Post
342.8
400.9
17.0
692.5
754.0
8.9
Registered Post
331.8
318.3
-4.1
89.8
80.8
-10.1
Online Registered Post
10.6
12.6
19.4
2.4
3.0
25.0
Ordinary Parcels up to 20 kg 8.9
10.0
12.2
0.9
1.0
9.8
Insured Post
8.8
7.9
-9.8
1.2
1.1
-8.3
Multiple deliveries
1,693.5 1,460.7 -13.7
2,394.5 2,014.8 -15.9
Ordinary Post
363.6
393.1
8.1
479.8
440.8
-8.1
Registered Post
479.9
389.7
-18.8
139.3
110.7
-20.5
Mass Mailing
677.6
528.9
-22.0
1239.7 980.2
-20.9
Insured Post
23.6
21.0
-10.9
4.5
4.3
-4.3
Publishing products
148.8
128.0
-14.0
531.0
478.7
-9.9
Source: processed by the Authority using postal operators' data
Table 2.101. The universal postal service. Revenues and volumes in percentages
by type of product (2012 and 2013)
Revenues
Volumes
(percentage shares)
(percentage shares)
2012
2013
2012
2013
Single deliveries
100
100
100
100
Ordinary Post
48.8
53.5
88.0
89.8
Registered Post
47.2
42.5
11.4
9.6
Online Registered Post
1.5
1.7
0.3
0.4
Ordinary Parcels up to 20 kg 1.3
1.3
0.1
0.1
Insured Post
1.2
1.1
0.2
0.1
Multiple deliveries
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Ordinary Post
21.5
26.9
20.0
21.9
Registered Post
28.3
26.7
5.8
5.5
Mass Mailing
40.0
36.2
51.8
48.7
Insured Post
1.4
1.4
0.2
0.2
Publishing products
8.8
8.8
22.2
23.8
Source: processed by the Authority using postal operators' data
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Overall, within the sphere of the universal service, Poste Italiane continues to
hold what is almost a monopoly position, in virtue of the fact that it collects about
92% of the economic resources of this market, although the figure has declined
slightly compared to 2012 (about -1.5%). The only competitor of a significant size in
this market segment is TNT Post, which holds a share of about 8%.83 With regard to
measuring the degree of market concentration, the HHI index for the universal
service has a very high value for 2013, equal to 8,568 (showing, however, a
decrease of 2.6% compared to the previous year).
Figure 2.32. Postal services. Market shares for the universal service (2013)

Source: processed by the Authority using operators' data

The area entrusted exclusively to Poste Italiane, including the serving of
judicial deeds pursuant to Italian law No. 890/1982 and successive amendments
and the serving of charges for breach of the highway code pursuant to Art. 201 of
Italian decree law No. 285/1992, merits separate examination. In 2013, these
products produced turnover of more than Euro 340 million (for a total of over 53
million deeds delivered), registering an increase in total revenues, compared to
2012, of over 6 percent, even if volumes decreased in the same period by 4%. The
explanation of different trends between volumes and revenue is connected with the
effects of the tariff manoeuvre which allowed rebalancing of the tariffs of some
products.
Other postal services
This component of the postal service is that most open to competition and it is
where the most innovative services are developed, focused on the needs of demand
(for example, certain date and time services), and above all those of companies
(multiple deliveries). This implies an increasing differentiation of products which
does not allow for a detailed examination of the single items, unlike the aggregates
examined above.
Also as regards this context, there was a general decrease in deliveries, in
terms of both revenue and volumes, equal to 8 percentage points compared to
2012. The weighting of domestic post in the segment of other postal services
(outside the universal service) in 2013 is more than 67% of the total: of these
deliveries, three quarters of the revenue is from multiple deliveries, remaining
stable in respect of the previous year. It is lastly worth noting the added value of
the single deliveries as a whole, representing less than 2% of volume but 35% of all
revenues from the other postal service domestic deliveries.

These shares regard the sphere of the universal service as a whole and do not represent
shares per product, which are not disclosed because of the obvious sensitivity of the figure.
83
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Table 2.102. Other postal services. Revenues and volumes as values (2012 and
2013)
Revenues
Volumes
(Euro millions)
(millions of deliveries)
2012 2013 Change % 2012
2013
Change %
Other postal services not included in SU - domestic 475.7 437.8 -8.0
1,867.4 1,696.3 -9.2
of which, single deliveries
165.8 149.8 -9.7
33
28
-13.7
of which, multiple deliveries
309.9 288.0 -7.1
1,835
1,668
-9.1
Other postal services - cross-border
60.3 67.2 11.6
49
61
25.2
Other - not classified
416.6 375.3 -9.9
977
913
-6.6
Total Other postal services
952.6 880.4 -7.6
2,893
2,670
-7.7
Source: processed by the Authority using postal operators' data
Table 2.103. Other postal services. Revenues and volumes in percentages (2012
and 2013)
Revenues
Volumes
2012 2013
2012 2013
Other postal services not included in SU - domestic 49.9
49.7
64.5 63.5
of which, single deliveries
34.9
34.2
1.7
1.7
of which, multiple deliveries
65.1
65.8
98.3 98.3
Other postal services - cross-border
6.3
7.6
1.7
2.3
Other - not classified
43.8
42.7
33.8 34.2
Total Other postal services
100
100
100
100
Source: processed by the Authority using postal operators' data
Market shares

With regard to market shares, the analysis of the data shows that also in this
segment the Poste Italiane group (including Postel) holds a leading position. The
many active operators are even more numerous than within the sphere of the
universal service, although some still have marginal shares. With regard to
measuring the degree of market concentration, the HHI index for the other postal
services still has very high value for 2013, equal to 7,669 (substantially the same as
the previous year).
Figure 2.33. Postal services. Market shares for other postal services (2013)

Source: processed by the Authority using operators' data
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Express courier services
Operators classified to represent the courier market are authorised subjects
which offer the express delivery of letters and parcels based on the offer of additional
services, such as faster or more reliable deliveries, the possibility of tracking the
delivery, confirmation of delivery, and delivery at a specified time. With regard to the
organisational and commercial structure, the express courier business is spread over a
network which is both more capillary and more responsive than the postal service,
which has a largely organisational nature.
With regard to volumes, three quarters of the express courier market is
composed of domestic (national) deliveries which, however, represent less than two
thirds of revenues in 2013; direct deliveries abroad, although accounting for only
12% of volumes, produce almost 35% of revenues from 2013 turnover. As already
underlined, this is the only market which has registered increasing revenues and
volumes compared to 2012: +2.5% and 5.4%, respectively. The lower growth of
revenues compared to volumes (on average, 50% for both national couriers and
those entering the country) is largely due to the dynamic growth of competition,
which forces operators to cut margins in order to acquire or defend market shares.
The main factors which contribute to explaining this trend include the dominant role
played by the success of e-commerce, including cross border e-commerce.

The express
courier market

Table 2.104. Express courier services. Revenues and volumes as values (2012 and
2013)
Volumes (millions of
Revenues (Euro millions)
deliveries)
2012
2013
Change % 2012 2013 Change %
National
express
courier
170.9 181.2
1,818.9 1,853.3
service
1.9
6.0
Incoming
express
courier
25.4 25.3
265.0
271.3
service
2.4
-0.3
Outgoing
express
courier
26.6 28.4
1,087.3 1,126.0
service
3.6
6.6
Express courier service - total 3,171.2 3,250.6 2.5
222.9 234.9 5.4
Source: processed by the Authority using postal operators' data
Table 2.105. Express courier services. Revenues and volumes as percentages (20122013)
Revenues (share
Volumes (share
percentages)
percentages)
2012
2013
2012
2013
National
express
courier
76.7
77.1
57.4
57.0
service
Incoming express courier
11.4
10.8
8.4
8.3
service
Outgoing express courier
11.9
12.1
34.3
34.6
service
Express courier service total
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Source: processed by the Authority using postal operators' data
Table 2.106. Postal services. Change in express courier revenues (2013/2012)
2012-2013 (% change)
Outgoing express courier service
3.6
Incoming express courier service
2.4
National express courier service
1.9
Total express courier service
2.5
171
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Source: processed by the Authority using operators' data

With regard to national market shares, competitive dynamics are witness to
the presence of several companies active in the express courier sector, with shares
of a certain significance, and without the presence of a dominating operator. It is
worth emphasising that the operator working for the Poste Italiane group, SDA, is
the fifth operator, showing a particular organisation of the express courier business
which does not allow this market to be driven by the positions acquired in postal
services. With regard to measuring the degree of market concentration, the HHI
index for the express courier service has a value for 2013 of 2,040, which reflects
the competitive dynamics (showing, however, a decrease of 0.5% compared to the
previous year).
Figure 2.34. Postal services. Express courier market shares (2013, in %)

Source: processed by the Authority using operators' data

Postal service investments and access network
The postal service, albeit in a context of macroeconomic crisis and with a
marked reduction of revenues, shows growth in investments in tangible and
intangible fixed assets which, in 2013, are 8.2% higher than the previous year,
reaching almost Euro 518 million.
The decrease in traffic, in spite of an efficient recovery process put in place by
the universal service provider, has affected the number of workers in the sector: in
2013 they numbered 152,144 (-0.8% compared to the previous year), 37,605 of
which were postmen/postwomen. The latter have sustained the greatest decrease in
respect of the total (-4.5%).
Table 2.107. Postal service workers (full time equivalent)
2012
2013
% change
Total workers at 31 December*
153,431
152,144
-0.8
- of which, postmen/women
39,382
37,605
-4.5
Total Poste Italiane workers
142,229
140,977
-0.9
Poste Italiane postmen/women
38,769
36,888
-4.9
*The end-delivery organisation on the part of the various operators of the universal service
may contemplate the use of franchising contracts, which are not included in the recorded
statistics (which therefore give an underestimated figure of employment relative to "other"
operators).
Source: processed by the Authority using postal operators' data

The postal service access network is distinguished, first of all, by the
acceptance points. In Italy there are 15,458 acceptance points, representing 2
percent less than in 2012. Of this total, about 85% are Poste Italiane offices, the
only operator with a capillary network covering the entire country.
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The Poste Italiane network is composed of 13,016 post offices84 spread over
the country, with on average one post office of every 4,566 inhabitants. The post
offices are located with a slight prevalence in the large towns and cities (55% of
post offices are in such areas), where more than 80% of the national population
live. In urban areas, the number of inhabitants for each post office is equal to
6,711, while in rural areas it is 1,948.
Table 2.108. Distribution of post offices in Italian
Post
%
Population
offices
Towns and cities
7,155
55.0 48,017,037
Rural municipalities 5,861
45.0 11,416,707
Total
13,016
100 59,433,744

municipalities (2013)
Inhabitants
%
per post office
80.8 6,711
19.2 1,948
100 4,566

Source: processed by the Authority on company and Istat data

Overall, 7,805 municipalities (96.4% of the total), in which 99.7% of the
Italian population lives, have post offices.85 The 288 municipalities which do not
have a post office are inhabited by just under 150,000 individuals.
Table 2.109. Distribution of municipalities according to number of post offices
(2103)
Post offices
Municipalities
%
Population
%
0
288
3.6
148,966 0.3
1
5,820
71.9
17,960,030 30.2
from 2 to 5
1,814
22.4
21,739,341 36.6
from 6 to 10
95
1.2
3,986,395 6.7
more than 10
76
0.9
15,599,012 26.2
Total
8,093
100
59,433,744 100
Source: Source: processed by the Authority on Poste Italiane data

A comparison of the values of the indicators of the capillary nature of the
network86 referring to the two-year period 2011 - 2012, relative to the main
European countries, namely France, Great Britain and Germany, shows that the
capillary level of the postal network in Italy, in terms of both areas covered and
population service, is in line with that of the other countries compared, and
specifically: a) in terms of areas covered, it is higher than France and Germany and
just under Great Britain; b) in terms of population served, it is only lower than
France and higher than for all the other countries included in the comparison.
Table 2.110. Comparison between the
IT
FR
2011 2012 2011
Average area
served by a
21.64 22.90 32.34
permanent post
office (km²)
Average number of
inhabitants served
4,366 4,632 3,672
by a permanent
post office

main coverage indicators
DE
UK
2012 2011 2012 2011

2012

32.36

27.46

27.46

20.55

NA

3,723

6,349

6,306

5,282

NA

The figure refers to November 2013.
To this regard, Art. 2, section 3, of the Scajola Decree obliges the universal service provider
to ensure that there is at least one post office open in 96% of Italian municipalities.
86
Average number of inhabitants served per post office and average size of the area covered
per post office.
84
85
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Source: Universal Postal Union (UPU)

Another relevant indicator is that of the network of post offices which also
accept financial transactions which, in 2011, represented 100% of all post offices in
Italy and France, 98% in Great Britain, and only 8% in Germany.
The network access data are completed with those relative
approximately 52,000 post boxes of the provider of the universal service.
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2.5. The new regulations
In the reporting period, regarding the issues of interest, the following
legislative measures were introduced.
Unfair trading
Legislative decree No. 21 of 21 February 2014 (article 1, section 6) has
amended article 27 of legislative decree No. 206 of 6 September 2005, bearing the
“Consumer Code”, stating that the Antitrust Authority has exclusive competence on
unfair trading also in regulated sectors, without prejudice to the competence of the
regulating authorities to exercise their own powers in cases of breach of regulations
which do not represent unfair trading. The same decree (article 1, section 7) has
also abrogated section 12-quinquiesdecies of Art. 23 of decree law No. 95 of 6 July
2012, converted by law No. 135 of 7 August 2012.
Measures to contain public funding
In the reporting period, several measures were issued to reduce the limit of
public spending, some of which involved the independent authorities.
In particular, law No. 147 of 27 December 2013, bearing “Provisions for the
preparation of the annual and long term national budget (2014 Stability Law)” and,
in particular, the provision of article 1, section 321, requires the Regulating
Authority to respect the restrictions on public spending, indicating, according to the
respective systems, measures for limiting expenditure also alternative to those of
the provisions on public funding applicable to the same.
Television frequencies
Decree law No. 145 of 23 December 2013, converted with amendments into
law No. 9 of 21 February 2014, has introduced new provisions on the planning of
frequencies for the digital terrestrial television service.
In particular, pursuant to Art. 6, the Authority must open procedures for the
exclusion from said planning not only of the frequencies recognised at international
level and used by bordering countries, which - planned and assigned to network
operators in Italy - have been found to be responsible for interference, but also the
EU Pilot frequencies. These frequencies must be released within the term specified
in said decree, on penalty of forced deactivation of the systems (section 8).
The legislator has also ruled that the Authority must define the procedures
(and the economic conditions) for the closure, on the part of the subjects assigned
local usage rights, of a part of the transmission capacity allocated to the same (and,
in any case, not less than one programme) in favour of subjects legitimately
operating locally which have voluntarily released the frequencies used or, from
whom usage rights have been revoked by the Authority's new approach (section 9bis). The provision in question (under section 9) entrusts to the Ministry of Economic
Development, instead, the task of issuing, together with the Ministry of Economy
and Finance, a decree which defines the criteria and procedures for the allocation, in
favour of operators qualified to transmit media services, of economic compensation,
aimed at fostering the voluntary release of portions of the spectrum for the purpose
of freeing up frequencies.
Internet access network
Decree law No. 145 of 23 December 2013, entitled “Destinazione Italia”,
converted into law No. 9 of 21 February 2014, under article 6, section 5-bis, in order
to develop innovative solutions aimed at closing the digital gap, attributes to the
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Authority the duty of creating - by periodic updating of the data requested from the
operators – a database of all the Internet access networks, both public and private,
existing in the country, detailing the relative technologies and the degree of use of
the same.
Telephone fund raising
It is also worth mentioning decree law No. 149 of 28 December 2013,
converted with amendments into law No. 13 of 21 February 2014, bearing (among
other things) the regulation on voluntary contributions and indirect contributions to
political parties.
In particular, Art. 13 rules that fund raising for campaigns which promote
participation in politics – both by SMS or other mobile phone applications, and by
fixed telephone utilities by a voice call – must be governed by a special selfregulatory code adopted by telephone service providers authorised to supply
electronic communication services to the public with the capacity to manage the
numbers used for the purpose on the basis of a numbering plan defined by the
Authority.
The legislator also specifies that such fund raising represents free donations
and that the sums debited, in any form adopted by the subjects which provide the
telephony services, destined by their customers to the campaigns in question are
excluded from VAT.
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